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OVERSIGHT ON ILLITERACY IN THE UNITED
STATES

THURSDAY, MARCH 20; 1986

HOUSE-OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

_ AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION;
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington; DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room2175; Rayburn HouSe Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding
Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Good ling, andFawell.
Also present Senator Edward Zorinsky:
Staff present: John F: Jennings, counsel; Nancy L. Kober; legisla-tive specialist; and Andre* Hartman, Republican legislative &skid-ate.
Chairman HAWRIN8. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second=

ary, and Vocational Education is called to order.
This morning the SubcOmmittee continues its oversight hearingson illiteracy.
We are very pleased to have with the subcommittee this mornmga diStiriguiShed Member of the Senate, Senator Zorinsky, who morethan any other individual, _I think, prompted this particular hear-ing and who iS Yery active on this issue in the Senate. We are verydelighted; Senator ZorinSky; to have you present this morning, arid

we know other members will be joining us. But I know this subjectis one which is very close to your heart end certainly one that youhave devoted a tremendous amount of time to.So, insofar as possible, we will give you the major attention
today, becauSe We know of your continuing intereSt iri this subject.Mr. Goodling, the ranking minority Member, is also presentThe Chair hag no oral statement, at this time although I do havea_written one which I will forego and ask that it be entered in therecord at this point.

[The opening statement of Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins follows.]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-GRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDU-CATION AND LABOR

This morning the Sub&:immittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational gdu-cation is continuing its inquiry into the issue of illiteracy. We began this endeavorlast year_ with a series ofjoint hearings with the Senate, in which we examined theextent and nature of the problem, Some contributing factors, and some possible solu-tions.

(1)
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One of the Witnesses laSt year was our colleague Senator Zorinsky, who has been
a leader on the issue of illiteracy in the other body. Senator Zorinsky suggested we
continue our oversight this year by examining issues related to teaching and learn-
ing reading, and I am pleased to be able to accommodate his request. I welcome the
Senator this morning, along with our panel of witnesses, several of whom come
highly recommended by Senator Zorinsky.

Chairman HAWKINS; Mr. Goodling, do you care to make a state=
ment at this time?

Mr. GOODLING; Just very briefly, Mr. Chairman.
This is our fourth hearing that we have held on the subject of

illiteracy, and I think the attention we are giving it mirrors the se-
riousness of this issue as far as the well-being of our Nation is con-
erned.

The bill you and I have introduced together_is a small attempt to
make the public aware of how serious the problem is ar d how de-
structive it will be if we don't do something about it.

I can only Say that I am out there trying to raise $4 billion a
year for the next 3 years in the private sector to do something
about it. I will tell you more about that later.

J am happy to welcome all of those who are here to testify today
on a eübject that is probably the most important subject and prob-
lem facing the Nation at this tirna

Chairman HAWIEDIS. Let me call the witnesses at this time to the
table. We will hear from each of them; and then question them
subsequent to that.

May I indicate to the witnesses that their entire statements will
be entered in the record just the same as if they had given them
verbatim. We always try to look to the witnesses to confine them-
selves to the highlights in their statements, so that it will provide
mere time for communication back and forth between the members
and the witnesses.

SeVeral of the witnesses have been invited through the generosi-ty.of Senator Zorinsky.
Wa hava Mr. Charles M. Richardson, an electrical engineer,

Sperry Corp., education consultant; Mr. Charles J. Micciche, super=
intendent of SehoelS, Groveton, NH; Mra Sally Queal; special edu-
cation instructor, Gosnell Senior High School, Blytheville, AR; Mrs.
Ann Mactier, a mernber of the Board of Education,_Ornaha; NE;
and Dr. Dorothy Strickland, professor af education, TeacherS Col=
lege, COlumbia University, New York, NY.

If any of those witnesses are present, I wish they would come to
the table.

While they are assembling at the table, the Chair would like to
yield to Senator Zorinsky for any statement that he may care to
make at this point

Senator;
Senator ZORINSKY; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I Would like to express my sincere appreciation to yon very much

for holding this hearing to address the issue that I nave raiSed,
which is the _prevention of illiteracy.

Mr; Chairman; without your cooperation, certainly I,_ from the
other body, Would not have been able to pursue this hearing with
you jointly on the House side this morning. So, for that I thank_you
very, very much, and the ranking member of your committee also.

7
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I also want to thank the witnesses and the students who have
come here today.

Mr. Richardson, Mr. Micciche, Ms. Queal, and Ms. Mactier are
representative of the hundreds of persons who have contacted me
from around the country. They are here at their own expense be-
cause they want to share their successful experiences with you, and
they can dramatically demonstrate how schools can spend less
money and get better results.

The majority of our schools are not using proven methods of
teaching reading, as evidenced by the report of the Commission on
Reading, "Becoming a Nation of Readers." Ironically, almost all of
the- basal programs sold by the large publishers are more expensive
and less effective than other methods which will be described here
today.

All too frequently in the initial stages of instruction they require
memorization of whole words instead of giving children the key to
sounding out new words through phonics. And no matter how they
advertise themselves; they are not in line with the commission's
recommendations.

The damagebeing done by the use of the whole word or look-say
method was illustrated in the testimony of Renee Poussaint and
the adult education student; Woodrow Evans, at one of your earlier
hearings.

I have attached a copy of the portion of the hearing record to
which I am referring. Their testimony clearly indicates how our
schools are creating illiterates and we must ask why they continue
to use these type of ineffective methods.

Dr. John Manning;_the president of the International Reading
Association, also testified at an earlier hearing. He does not sup-
port the use of phonics, and in fact has been a paid consultant to
Scott-Foresinan, a leading publisher of basal programs, smce at
least 1978; if not earlier: I believe this_is a clear_conflict of interest.

In "The Great American Reading Machine," Prof. Davx1 Yaring-
ton blames our reading ills on interlocking self-interests of nation-
al, State, and local education departrnenth; publishersiparticularly
of basal readers; education professors; and unsuspecting teachers.
He says, "It is a billion dollar feeding trough, and no one with a
nose in it has any notion of coming up for air to say so:"

Apparently we cannot leave reform efforth up to the educators,
so we must get involved. And if we are serious about addressing
the problems of illiteracy, we must look into its causes. We must
work toward a solution instead of being part of the problem.

Even with the publication of "Becoming a Nation of Readers,"
schools are not jii:aping on the bandwagon to improve their meth-
ods of teoching reading. I believe this is because they still do not
have sufficient information to choose the best ones.

The need for this information was evidenced by the response re-
ceived by the Reading Reform Foundation in Scottsdale, AZ, after a
footnote in a Reader's Digest article last fall mentioned them as a
source for material on teaching reading by phonics. They were im-
mediately inundated with inquiries, and as of this date have re-
ceived over 25,000 requests for their materials.

I am revising my illiteracy legislation to require the Department
of Education to compile specific information on what does and does
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not work in the teaching of reading, and I believe it will be in a
form that you and your committee can support, Mr. Chairman.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the spirit of cooperation
which you and Nancy Kober of your staff have displayed. I look
forward to working with you on this issue to achieve the resulta
that wa both desira

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The material referred to above follows:]

FROM THE STATEMENT OF RENEE POUSSAINT, WJLA-TV, WAsnINGTON, DC

I became a tutor with the MpertiQn Rescue Program in Washington, _DC, rim
jointly by the D.C. Public Sthoola and tha Washington Urban Lengua In its 5 years
of existence,some 3,000 elementary students have been tutored in math and reading
with the help of some 700 volunteers.

Rather than gettthg into generalizations, let me use a specific example of one
little boy I tutored during last spring semester. His name is Donnell. He was in the
third grade but reading on the first grade level. Like-many kids who need tutoring,
Donnell was not mherently incapable of learning. He was not stupid, nor was he
economically deprived.

Donnell's reading difficulty was that he saw no pattern, no connection between
the letters in one word and the way they appear in another. Every word was a
brand new puzzle. If his class worked on reading a stou,DonneR would memorize
certain isolated words in that _story, like hat; but if he later saw the word cat, a
seemingly equally simple word, he would not have the vaguest idea of what it
meant, of how the sounds of certain letters could give you consistent clues to read-
ing any word, even if you had not seen it before. To Donnell, such an idea was totnl-
ly incomprehensible.-

So once we established the idea of trust, I began working on basic letter sounds,
phonics, over- and over again, making sure that we never went on to new words or
stories until I was certain Donnell really understood and had not simply memorized
isolated words, trying to bluff his way through as so many illiterates do.

Then my wife suggested for me to join this adult pngram, and I had doubt when I
first joined. But after joining, I started fmding out things that' never slid when_I
was goingto_ school, to begin with. For instance, I never was taught the sounds of
letters or vowels. I knew nothing about it So if you can put a word in front of me, it
was impossible for me to read it,

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Richardson, we will hear from you first.

STATEMENTS OF CHARLES M. RICHARDSON, ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEER, SPERRY CORP., EDUCATION CONSULTANT AND FORMER
READING TUTOR; CHARLES J. MICCICHE, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCMIOLS, GRovEnnsi,_NwSALLY QUEALSPECIAL_EDUCATION
INSTRUCTOR, GOSNELL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, BLYTHEVILLE,
AR; ACCOMPANIED BY TRACY WILLYARD, LITERACY PRO-
GRAM PARTICIPANT; ANN MACTIER; MEMBER; BOARD OF EDU-
CATION, OMAHA, NE, ACCOMPANIED BY SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS; AND DR. DOROTHY STRICKLAND, PROFESSOR OF
EDUCATION, TEACHERS COLLEGE; COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,
NEW YORK, NY

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Chairman Hawldns, Senator Zorin-
sky, members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen.

It is indeed an honor to speak to you on this occasion where ev-
eryone is tuned in on education, and especially on literacy.
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Substantial portions of our country are also tuned in, and I tan
speak as a member of the work force of the Sperry Corp which
supports the improvement of basic skills across the board.

Besides being a professional eneneer, I also hold permanent
teachMg certificates in secondary math, physics and general sciz
ence; elementary education and special education.

My involvement in education began in 1970; when I opened a
franchised iearning center, and since that time, these last 15 years,I have dealt with over 2,500 students on an-individual diagnosis
and prescription basis dealing with all level§ of Subject matter from
first grade through adult, and English, math; and reading.

What I see in all_ of these persons as I teSt them first; I see the
damaging effects of poor teaching practices; poor school manage-
ment, and I feel that most of them would not have been remedial
had they been taught properly in the first place;

So, this and other experiences have led me to think that soine-
body else haS to get involved; somebody outside of the education
community. And; I think, the greatest hope for the expertise in
both management and scientific insight Would come from the busi-
ness community and the technical community.

By technical community,_I am talking about technical societies
such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Enghieersi Who
are very intereSted in precollege education.

As far as the money aspect of education is concerned, We are all
concerned about the money going into education; and; I think, our
country has been very generous.

If you dig out the figures on_gross national product over the past
35 years and the costs of public education, you Will find that educe=
don's share has just about tripled in those years. If these trends
continue, by the year 2060 education can spend the britite gto§js na-
tIonal product. There is a graph in my submitted testimony that
Shows how you ran arrive at that conclusion.

But with all that input, we now can see that money alone is not
the answer, that we have to ask if our education dollar§ Atê being
properly spent.

With all of the sagging SAT scores and the difficultieS With the
illiterates filling our jails and our welfare rolls, I know that this is
Something which is of defmite concern:_

An engineer has sometimes been defined as one who can do for 2
shillings what any damn fool can do for 1 pound. So, we have to
ask; how can we optimize education dollars.

The business community's interests; of course, are looking into
cause and effect relationships and looking for not only a pool of
skilled employees but a literate public who understand the technol-ogy in our culture:

We can mostly ask that education abide by its own best research,
its own best technologies, and ask why is there such a reluctance of
educators to look at what is happening with their own research.

Why is so much good material being ignored?
In 1984, at education conferences which were organized by these

technical societies, there were two science ethicatorS rePorting that
both at elementary_school levels and at secondary levels there was
much interference by inadequate reading skills and rerritdial read=
ing programs to the promotion of science education. And yet not

1 0
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one of those educators suggested that any remedial action be taken
looking at the reading situation.

We are also _concerned about high school dropouts. If you look at
the National ii.ter for Education Statistics' data which has been
put out just this past year; you can see that the reasons given by
studenth far dropping out are very largely related to academic fail-
ure

Five times as many drop out from the bottom quartile in aca-
demic standing as from the top. Those students who are in voca-
tional programs drop out five times faster than students who are in.
educational academic programs.

So, for high school dropouts, we are looking for some- means to
prevent or reduce academic failure. And in the realm of academic
failure, what one subject is both the key element and the biggest
sticky-wicket? It is reading. So, if we attack the reading problem,
we are also going to be looking at a way to improve the high school
dropout problem.

It has been said by the past reports that Senator Zorinsky has
mentioned, "Becoming a Nation of Readers," and also just within
the past month a pamphlet called "What Works in Education" has
come out of the Department, emphasizing very strongly that phon-
ics is a component of the reading education which is shown by re-
search to be primarily effective.

Yet four out of five schools in the United States are still doing
the opposite, with the basal readers that Senator Zorinsky has de-
scribed.

We still come back to the question, why do educators bury this
reading and literacy problem.

For one kind of reason, if you will look at the testimony that was
given in your August 1 hearing by_Mr. John Manning, yes; he is
the president of the International Reading Association and also a
paid consultant to one of the larger publishing houses in education-
al materials.

This International Reading Association was founded in 1956; co-
incidentally perhaps, but it was the year right after Rudolf Flesch's
blockbusting-book, "Why Johnny Can't Read," which was pub-
liShed in 1955.

The IRA at that time was founded by a coalition of people deeply
involved in the writing and publishing of whole word reading mate-
rials;

This association has, over the_years, augmented its influence to
where it is virtually the only game in_ town as far as reading prac-
tices and_pedagogy It very largely influences what is taught in the
teacher training institutions.

In its publications and in its local and national conventions, it
controls what and who gets published, and who gets to make pres-
entations to teachers.

The late Nina Traub, a very well known phonics advocate who
won a Federal title IV-C replication grant for her successful
phonic-based program called "Recipe for Reading," was put on one
IRA convention program in the late 1970's, but given a small room.
Her workshop was so heavily attended they had to move her into
the main auditorium. And yet she was never asked back to anothei
IRA convent:on.

1 1



Large-scale reading tests which were accomplished in the mid-
1960's; primarily called the "27 First Grade Studies," showed over-
whelmingly superior results for phonic-based reading systems, and
yet in IRA publications these were distorted, derided, and down-
played. They were labeled as infamous and given as reasons for dis-
continuing the use of such tests for evaluating reading methodolo-
gies.

Indeed, with all the controversy over reading, there have been no
large-scale studies in the last 20 years.

No one denies that the aim of reading is comprehension, which,
of course, requires something beyond phonics in its pure state. It
requires vocabulary background information, language experience,
and so forth.

But what is not fully appreciated and certainly buried by the
look-say advocates is the contribution of phonics to _all of those.
And in the testimony which I have submitted, there is a dinTam
which attemptS to depict those relationships, a relationship which
has really been borne out hy the results of past research.

The success of our work force and, indeed, our success as a
nation rests on our ability to solve problems.

Now, in the recent international comparisons of students among
the industrial nations; areas which are language intensiveproblem
solving, geometry, all of those kinds of subject matters that require
thinking and application of language, the United States has shown
up very poorly in comparison with other nations. And_ I submit
that the early instruction in phonics, the analytical reflexes that
result as a result of this early linguistic experience, detailing the
syllables of words, is a key ingredient of the kind of thinking that
affects the ability to absorb all other learning.

So, this is tied in with the math and science effort which is being
made in this country to improve math and science.

If we can spend $100 million in math and science education, we
might be wasting some of that if we don't attack the literacy prob-
lem first.

Many students are spun off into a label called LD, or learning
diSabled. There is much evidence that these students are victims of
poor instruction.

In the supplemental testimony which I intend to submit, there
will be a bibliography with references to some of that research.

We cannot really call ourselves a scientific or technological
nation if we permit 80 percent of our schools to continue to use
reading methods which have repeatedly proven inferior. And with
the start that has been made by these last two reportS, "Becoming
a Nation of Readers," and se forth, they have identified. the concept
but not sufficiently the detail by which conscientious educators and
parents can choose appropriate reading material for their students,
for their children.

There is such a mountain of misinformation and ignorance
which has been created by the events of the past half century that
we need some organization of the good information.

So, I urge the establishment of a study, with legislative over-
sight, to identify reading programs which use phonics effectively.
The study should result in a report describing the characteristics of
such programs in a way that parents and educators can use it for

12
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selecting reading materials which produce the best results for the
greatest proportion of our children.

The study should use existing results wherever possible, existing
research. I don't think there is a need to reinvent the wheel. The
information is all there. All we have to do is use it.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you; Mn Richardson:
[The prepared statement of Charles M. Richardson follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES M. RICHARDSON

__Chairman flawldns; Membera_of the Committee_on Estimation lc Laborladies_and
gentlemen. It is an honor to speak_on this cr.--zasion _where everyone is tuneclin on
education,_ and especially _on_ literacy._ Substantial _portion& ef our country are also
tuned in: _I speak as a member:of the workforce of:the Sperry_ Corporation,_which
supports :the improvement of literacy and basic skills_ across4he-brard and_as a
member of the Long Island Forum for 'I'echnology (LIFT) and its sut.zmniaittee, the
Regional Industrial Technical Education Council (rano. I 4yin also a member of
the Pre-College Education Committee of the Iniititute of Electrical mid Electronic
Engineers (IEEE), the world's largest technical society-. I mil a trustee of the NY
Chapter of the Reading Reform Foundation (RRF), (a literacyarganization espousing
intensive phonic methods in reading) and of the Feingold A&sociation (advocating
nutritionalnot drugtreatment for hyperactive children), and a member of the
Orton Dyslexia Society and of the Air Force Association. Besides being a Licensed
Professional Engineer, I hold pc.rmanent teaching certificates in Secondary Math;
Physics, and General Stience, Elernentary Education and Special Education, and
have taught education at the college level.

Let me explain how an engineer became involved in education. In 1970 I opened a
franchised learning center t -aching reading, math, and English Sit all levels. In the
last 16 years, I have dealt with over 2500 students on an individual diagnosis and
prescription (mostly remedial) basis. I see at dr levels 'K - adult) the damaging ef-
fects of poor teaching and school management practices, and feel that most of-rny
chents-would not have been remedial had they baen taught properly in the first
place. This (and related experiences) has given me grave doubts about- the ability of
our educational system to solve ita problems without outside help. This help may
best come, I believe, from the business and technological communities with their sci-
entific insight and management expertise.

When it comes to money for education, we're all interested; indeed our country
has baen most generous: A little digging in the World Almanac shows that, since
1950, U.S. expenditures for public education have grown at annual rates ahout half
again faster than our gross national product (GNP). In these 36 years public educa-
tion has tripled its share of the GNP from 2 percent to about 6 percent. Extrapola-
tion of this data (by computer or logarithmic graph) shows that, should these trends
continue, public education will spend the entire GNP by about the year 2060!! (&,6
Figure 1,) But with the rise in expenditures per pupil have come the sagas of the
sagging SAT scores, record illiteracy (increasing by 2.3 million persons/year), and
somber statistics on the poor scientific and problem-solving abilities of U.S. students
in comparisons with Russia, Japan, and other industrialized nations. In geometry
we're at the bottom of the heap! Language-intensive subject areas are suffering
more than pure computation, despite record sums being spent on remedial reading,
The Armed Services are "dumbing down" their manuals to fifth grade levels; corpo-
rations are spending $million$ teaching basics which should have been acquired in
high school. The pattern of symptoms suggests that either American kids are defi-
cient in language aptitude, or American schools are doing an inadequate job of
teaching reading and language. So money alone has shown itself not to be the
answer; business and scientific persons are rightfully asking if our education dollars
are being properly spent An engineer has been defined as, "one who can do for two
shillings what any damn fool can do for a pound!" In view a the above patterns of
money vs results, I suggest it's time to speak of educational system engineering. We
need to ask, "What are the connections among the symptoms? Where are the cause-
and-effect relationships?"

The business community is interested in pre-college education for two reasons,
self-serving to a degree, but ultimately consistent with National interest: (1) The
need for a pool of skilled employees, and (2) the need or a technologically literate
public in a culture where technology affects our lives to such a great extent, and
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where lack of public understaxiding can let abuses of technology deteriorate our en-
vironment _and our national welfare. The most useful effect of the business conunu-
nity will he its insistence that education employ its own best technologies, abide bythe results of its own best research, especially in the area of reading,_where there
seems to be a problem. Sometimes the reluctance of educators to face the problem isbafffing.-_In 1984, at education conferences organized by the IEEE in concert with
other technical societies, two science educators reported that elementary school sci-ence was being crowded out by remedial reading programs, and junior_high schoolteachers most frequent complaint was that science teaching was impedes! _by inad-eguate student reading skills. Yet NOT ONE educator suggested that _reading betreated as a problem area, Why are educators silent on this issue? You caret solve aproblem unless you examine causea Otherwise you are just confounding_confusion
with commotion; attacking appendicitis with aspirin. Myobservations are that thereare lots of good empirical data, research results, which are being routinely ignored
by educators, particularly in the area of reading.

Many of us are concerned about high school dropouts. A careful reading of theNational Center for Educational Statistics surveys shows that_the majority of high
school dropouts are related to academic failure. The reasonagiven by students fordropping out, and the fact that 5 times as many drop out from the bottom fourth of
academic standing than from the top fourth, and that more drop out of vocational
programs than out of academics, all tell the same story. Remedies must obviously be
measures to prevent or reduce academic failurs And in the realm of academic fail-ure What one Subjert is both key element and biggest sticky wicket? Reading! So ifwe attack the readihg problem we'll have a leg up on the high school dropout prob-lem.

The crucial issue is phonics in beginning reading. The experimental evidence infavor of teaching phonics first and intensively_ is consistent in over 124 studieS
during the past 50 years The most respected researchers, such as Dr. Jeanne Chall,
say it repeatedly, and the last two projects emanating from the U.S. DeFartment ofEducation say it clearly and emphaticallyXis/lot a new issue, Yet foUr out of fiVeschools in the U.S. are doing much the opposite; and teacher training institutions
are teaching- the opposite, teaching theuse of whole-word memorization, the "Dick& Jane see Spot run!" look-and-guess, psycholinguistic or whatever other names it
can go by. But it's opposite to the weight of available research, and it doesn't-evenhave a coherent theory to justify_ it, as:has also been_ pointed out by Dr. Chall.
Should business people treat education people as "part of the problem?"

Why do educators seem to bury the reading !End literatyproblem?-For one kind of
reason, look into the record of an earlier_session (August 1, 1985) of theae hearingsfar the testimony of the leader of the mat influential profeSsional body in the fieldof reading, the Internationel_Reading Association (IRA). The gentleman is alSo aprofessOr of reading at a teacher training institution, But What he did not say isthat he is also a paid consultant tonne of the textbook publishing houaeS that sup-plies miliions of basal reading books- The IRA was founded in 1956, the year after
Rudolf Flesch's blockbuster, 'Why_Johnny Can't Read," by a coalition of peopledeeply involved in the writing and_publishing of whole-word reading materiel/4. Theassociation has over the years,augmented its influence to Where it is virtually theonly game in town in reading practices and pesinogy, In its pUblications and-in itslocal and national conventions it controls what and who gets piiblished, and Whogets to make presentations to teachefs. The late Nina Tratib; who Won a federal
Title IV-C replication grant for _her successful phonic-based prOgram called "aminefor Reading," was put on one IRA convention_program in the late '70'8 , in a small
room. Her workshop was so heavily registered_that they had to move her into theMain auditorium. But she was never invited_to_another IRA function. The large-stale reading tests run in the mid 1960's called the27 First-Grade Studies showed
overwhelmingly superior results for phonic-based_ reading systema These Were de-tided and-downplayed in IRA publications referred to _as "infamom," and given as
a reason for "discontinuing the use of such tests for evaluating reafflng methodOlo-gies" Indeed, despite all the controversy over phonics vs whole-word methods, no
la -e-stale testing has been done in the last 20 years.No one denies that the aim of reading is cornprehansi.n, or understanding tof
meaning. EVen though research shows that rhnnics,trainesi students comprehendbetter, whole-word advocates claim otherwise and deride phonics as_"mere word-calling," and claim that "comprehension skills" include vosabulary,general knowl -edgs and language experiencs What they.neglect to mention is themnate contribu-
tion of early phonic practice to the acquisition of all of those comprehension ele-
ments. From an engineering point of view, the linguistic and analytical experiences
acquired by the phonics-trained Student form the basis of the ability to handle infor-
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mation necessary for all other learning. The diagram in Figure 2 is an attempt te
depict what research has already shawn to be true.

The success of our work force, indeed our success as a Nation, rests on our ability
to solve problems. Problem solving requires precise thinking, usually precise com-
munication with ahem Precise thinidng and communication require precision of
language, a quality I fmd wanting ininuchof the doc_umenUttiori I see in the mar-
ketpiac It affects even the documents of this committee: there are two_anomalies
ir oot.r "Rules for Testimony!" If we look at the nation that is tops on the precol-
lege eercation comparisons we fmd it is also the country that is beatthg the pants
off us in world trade. That country is Japan, whose industi ial practices call for
building in quality the first time, and they do it with a workforce whew rising gen-
eration is topping all others in math, science, and problem-solving measures.

We're talking about preventinK reading failure, using the old ounce of prevention
principle. Let's engineer the system, train the regular first and second grade teach-
ers to do it right the first time. The track record of remedial reading is its own con-
demnation. School systems that have switched to phonic-intensive methods not only
are seeing higher scores, but_reduced costs of materialL. W2 cart not call ourselves a
scientific or technological nation while we permit 80% of our schools tocontinue
uT3e readhig methods which have repeatedly proven inferior. Our ability to govern
ourselves will ultimately founder if we cannot turn our schoo:s to using reading sys-
tems built on research-proven foundationli. The turnaround will not happen unless
those of 1113 who understand the situation speak out.
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SUPPLEMENT: C.M. RICHARD: N, 3/20/86, PAGE 8

There is a great need te Organize the good information so as to_counter the moun-
tain of misinformatiOn and ignorance created by the events_ of _the past_ half century,
The last two relevant publications sponsored by the Department of_Education have
laid down the principle (phonics first and intensively) to be followed, but _not the
details. Therefore, I urge the establishment of a ztUdy, with legislative oversightto
identify .reading programs which nse phonics effeetively so as to produce the best
results in reading achievement for the greatest proportion of our children. The
study should be scientifically run, using exkting research wherever possible and
should result in a report descri:Ing the charn,:teristiri of such programs in a way
that parents and aducators can use the infol-mation to select reading materials for
the children in their charge.

Because the great increases in per-pupil expenditures for education have been ac-
companied by declines In quality, it is clear that school administration and manage-
ment need to tighten up accountability and quality control procedures. Therefore, I
urge that studies be directed, with legislative oversight, toward identifying school
management systems and practices which arc:duce effective basic skill learning pro-
gressions, with scientifically verifiable resultS, and clear lines of responsibility and
accountability for said results.

It was good to have Dr. Strickland in teday's hearing because her testimony is
representathe of the "reading establishment's use of attractive words like "mean-
ing" and "comprehension cueire to muddy the waters between the nrocesses of
"leer_ning to read," :.ad "reading to learn." The initial emphasis on "meaning" as
%mused to 'Sounding," irnores the basic fact that the beginning reader is hot inter-
ested so much in meaning as in the successful act of reading and that practice sen-
tences like, "Matt sat on a fat cat," serve a vital purpose in the r :echanics of the
"learning to read" _process. The "cueing strategies '. and psycholihguistic guessing
areidevoid Of research validation, and are poor substitutes for-automatic, accurate
decoding._(Refiffeann_e ChaIL Stages of Reading Development) The way the compre=
hension issue is_ being usectis a diversion from the the real problem. Gomprehension
is "reading to learn,_'.' and requires the subskills depicted in the diagram of Figure 2.
The "comprehensioa skills"_band-aided into remedial reading labi include items
that belong_ in the turf nf_Other teachers, eg., English, science, social studies, An
analogy is that nf the _ average adult reader attempting to read a passage abont
brain surgery: He might read_ every ward,_ but comprehend little. But, for help he
would turn not to areading teacher, but rather to someone schooled in the vocabu-
lary and subject matter! The reading e_atablishment's demagoguery, its articulate as-
sininity; qualify as "acts of war" as described_in the "Nation at Risk.' report.

Mr; Chairman, you asked how engineering _relates to the issue of literacy. I can
aSSUre you that literacy skills are vital in the engineering profession in the manage-
ment of information: Responding to the_rieeda of the customer as expressed in his
RFP, writing a clear and persuasive_proposal or_article, clarifying/documenting re-
quirements and specifications with subcontractors.

Thank you for incluthng this supplemental testimony.
Chairman HAWKINS. The next witness is Mr. Charles J. Micciche,

superintendent of schools, Groveton, NH.
Mr Micciche, I apologize for having mispronounced your name

at the very beginning I should have known better. I guess I didn't
go_through phonics when I was in school.

Mr. MICcickt. It is one of the few sigh;. words you will ever en-
counter, sir.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. MICCICRE. Mr. Chairman; Senator Zorinsky, and members of

the committeei the problem of illiteracy among our citizens so
obvious; so prevalent; and so well-documented that it doesn't war-
rant dragging befere you a raft of statistics to prove its evistence
and-dimension, -.

We know a iS a problem when our colleges, corporations, and
Armed Forces ITriEt institute remedial programs for their new eni=
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ployees and recruits. You know there is a problem when you pass
oVer applicants for positions on your staff as aidet and aecretaries
in your own offices.

I know there is a problem; and a serious one, When one out of
every five letters of application I receive from college graduates forteaching jobs in my school districts goes into the round file due to
misspellings, poor_punctuation, lack of syntax, organization, gram=
mar, or any solid evidence of acceptable communications skills.The vital questions center not on how much illiteracy there ia,
but on_ how_ we eradicate it, prevent it, and assure future genera-
tibi.g that they will not be plagued by this insidious weakneaa per-
vading our cultuz e.

The most difficult task lies in eradication, and there ia no aimple
solution outside of a committed exercise of will and intellect from
every adult citizen who desires to overcome hit or her deficiencies
with literacy and command of language.

I am a practical school administrator and haVe full knowledge of
my strengths and limitations to deal with illiteracy. I will confinemy remarks to the problem of prevention.

I aak your indulgence for a moment to bear with some statiatici;
that illustrate the reading effectiveness of childi en in my three
rural school districts in northern New Hampshire, statiatica whichdefine how my schools establish the fundamental langua-R artseking that lay a rock-solid foundation for reading, the firat andonly defense against illiteracy.

On the 1985 California Achievement Teat, reading aubacores, Ihave a few scores here from my fourth graders; who have been into
our reading program for 4 years. And the aiabaterea are on the v
cabulary, comprehension, expression, and mechanics subtests.

I have divided these into two sections, the top achievers and thelowest achievers.
The top achievers in my 4th grade, who should average around

the 75th_percentile on these subscore tests, score on thoae reapec=
tive subtests at the 88.7-, 88.3= 83.9:_and 82.4-percentile levels;Fine. Top achievers shoal score well. What about the loW
achieve::s; what about those kids that always wind up falling be-tween the Clacks, the ones that we have remedial prograina for in
many schooh:, the ones that usually get shunted off to title I pro-
grams _or chapter 1 programs; or get moved intO apécial education
programs for want of something to do for these youngsters; those
kids who score normally at the 25th percentile and lower.

My youngsters on these same subtests score at the_48.8 percentile
on vocabulary, 49.2 percentile on comprehension, 38 Percentile onexpression, 34.2_percentik on mechanics.

For what an average is worth, if we combine all of these figures
and compare the students in my school districts on these reading
subtests with the national average, which cume Out to the 50th per-
centile, My youngsters come out to 68.2 percentile, one full stand=
aid deviation beyond the mean.

Now, as significantly above the national scores as these figurea
are, it1 is even more significant to know something about the demo-graphite Of my school districts to appreciate their value vis-a=visthe regional culture.
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All of my districts lie in Coos County, NH; which was determined
in the 1980 census study to be one of the 20 poorest counties in the
Nation. By every measure, per capita income, equalized evaluation
of property; unemployment, local suicide rate, divorce rate, Coos
County is consistently on the bottom within New Hampshire's
counties every yean

Yet our local reading scores have been consistently above State
and national figures since 1980:

I think this emphasizes that children, regardless of their social
and economic environment, can learn well when taught well, and
will not learn well, no matter how much money you throw at their
schools, when they are not taught well.

Let me outline for you briefly what changes in our reading pro-
gram came about to cause these dramatic increases in our scores,
to lay this sohd foundation for literacy among our children.

When I became the assistant superintendent for my present dis-
trictS, I was given the task to do sornething_about the poor reading
scores in the schools: A secondary science background did not equip
me with Lie skills in elementary reading curriculum, but my train-
ing in scientific research ga ve me the basis for evaluating our ex-
isting program, identifying izs weaknesses; and understanding what
I needed to dc ;-o make proper changes.

I spent 2 years examining reading programs; reviewing litera-
ture, and generally eduicating myself to address the problem.

In all frirness and objectivity, I found that the flaw in our pro-
gram; as in most published, packaged, basal reading systems; lay in
the instructional mode called whole-word or look-say pedagogy, a

lagogy absolutely bankrupt of logic, merit; effectiveneas and
common sense, and replete with the germ of most reading difficul-
ties found among our illiter ate5 in our society today; in and out of
school.

The logic of language, if it 5s to transcend space and time, if it is
to pass from one_generation to another; if it is to transmit across
the boundaries of a mother and her child in the cradle, across the
backyard fence; across oceans and cultures; that logic depends en-
tirely upon the process of encoding words in written form.

No one is illiterate in a society that has only an oral_tradition of
language. But once a civilization invents its written code, no one is
immune from illiteracy who does not or cannot learn that code.

Our encoding system is simplicity itself; the alphabet. Twenty-six
symbols, capable of arrangementS to create the 44 sounda of Eng-
lish, comprise the entire code to unlock the lexicon of several hun-
dred thousand words in the language.

Yet I found in my studies that our old reading system did not
teach the code, the sounds of language, the tools needed to read
and write 911 words.

Surprit ingly, the reading system trained children to look and say
the whole words they encountered, to memorize whole words one at
a time, ignoring the fact that a _coding system exists at all. This
system works well for pictographic languages like oriental ideo-
graphs or ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics, but not for a modern al-
phabetic language like English.

19
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Here is why. A goodatandard dictionau will have about 150,000entries. The massive Webster's that you find in most libraries con-tains over 400,000 entries.
Children entering _school usually have a command of languagethat would surprise you. You, yourselves_probably had a speakingvocabulary of 3,000 words when you entered school, and an under-Standing, recognition, or listening vocabulary of 8,000 to 10,000more.
In order to learn to read these words you had already orally mas-

tered, you would have had to memorize by shape, by association
with pictures, stories, and extensive drill and recall, the full 11,000to 13,000 whole words.

Unless you were taught to read phonetically, unless you weretaught the code system by which words were transcribed into writ-ing, you would have been condemned to thia hisurmountable task.
Treating_ words as wholes, as hieroglyphic units, absolutely defiesthe logic of our phonetic coding system.
I submit that any reading program using whole word, look-say,

phonetic analysis, the eclectic approach, miscue or word guessingreading techniques is the seed of illiterac-i in our society to-lay.And further, I submit that illiteracy is Che greateSt rot in thefabric of our culture.
Moreover, since 85 percent of the Nation's public elementaryschools use look-say aystems and have been dohig so for over 50years, a fraud of immense proportions has been viSited upon thelast four or five generations of children in our country.
There is a complex web of circumstances that hag brought us tothis sad state, and to fully understand why one needs to appreciate

the psychological and economic evolution of public education fromthe early_ 1900's on, examining the nations of John DeweyandCololiA Parker, the social changes in America after the FirstWorld War, the rise of consumerism and the effectiveness of_adver-tiping in the marketplace, and most of all, the unhealthy, Self-serv-
ing, vested, monopolistic intkresta of that troika of misplacedpower, the entrenched professor/publisher/author control of howand what our teachers are given in teacher colleges.

The most important cost of the two_costs that result from illiter-
acy is psychologioal, and rises both from the fact of a frustratedand illiterate segment of our citizenry .id the noncommitant lackof confidence in American public education.

The other cost is in the need for remediation, a need that admitathe job of teaching reading waS done improperly in the first place.It is significant to note that the number of referrals in my ele--mentary schools has declined for remedial reading and learningdisability placements in resource room programs since we estab-lished phonics._
This is verified by the additional written testimon,y submittedfrom my staff and my colleagues, including a principal, my specialeducation coordinator, a language specialist, our school psycholo-gitt and several of my veteran elementary clabSroom teachers. Iurge you to refer to their sincere and enthusiastic support of ourprogram.
With the very narrow limits of verifiable biological disabilities,comprising less than 1 percent of the population, most children en-
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tering school are not dyslexic, they are not brain damaged, and
they are not learning disabled. They are, however; disabled and
damaged by logically and pedagogically unsound approaches to
teaching reading. Those approaches are not inexpenSive.

A typical basal program purveys its misbegotten notions through
hardcover books, workbooks, pamphlets, posters, charts-_, gameS,
ditto maSterS, and an array_ of teacher management devices which
have a built in obsolescence. They must be purchased for each
child, each year, at an average cost of $18 to $20 per child.

When my three districts were using a similar package 7 years
ago; our average cost was $16 per pupil per year, for a program
that didn't even work.

Since we switched to phonics; our annual costs have stabilized at
$2.25 per puPil per year, and include hardcover literature books;
teacher trainMg, and paper and pencils for the children.

Isn't it ironic that there was an inverse relationship 13etUreen
high coSt and low_productivity, between low cost and high output?
Isn't it a tragedy that the majority of school systema Still act ars if
throwing a lot of money at a problem will make it go away, when a
pod resource, minimally and properly funded, will solve the deep
problems in literacy that we face.

The limited fiScal resources in New Hampshire and our State as
lowest in the Nation in State support of education are legendary.
Yet the prudent Use of our funds has given us top in the Nation
ranking in the scholastic achievement test scores several years in a
row, and locally my districts rank in the top of the stat6 for read-
ing ability. Our Success is also measured by the fewer children
being referred to chapter I and_ special education placement&

The sOlution, in iny view, is for us to rid ourselves of reading pro-
t...nms that don't work if we are to uproot the weed of illiteracy.

Look-say and whole-word methods, with their self-serving de-
pendency, their built=in obsolescence of materials, their addition to
mediocrity, all serve to fertilize the seeds of illiteracy

Look=SaY reading Structured on a false and baseless philosophy;
frustrated and often poorly trained teachers, a publishing indUStry
more concerned with the bottom line for its stockholders than the
upper limits of learning for children; a citizenry brought up on the
inanities of Dick and Jane, and children, children anesthetized by
centrolled vOcabulaties, children so conditioned to meaningless
readers in school that they often turn to Saturday morning car=
toons for solace---=iS it any wonder we have a nation of poor readers
and nonreaders today?

Is it any wonder that lawsuits, so far unsuccessful, periodically
crop up agaiast schools for educational malpractice? Is it any
wonder that this Nation has a right to be deeply troubled by the
illiteracy of so many of its public schools' consumer&

I am gratified at this committee's concern and willingneSS te
listen to recornmendations, because you have it within your power
to begin this country's difficult but vital process to recover from its
plague of illiteracy.

An objective, scientific comparison of reading systems is essen-
tial. Too many vested interests oppose phonic&
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Ari heneSt assessment will allow phonics to stand on its ownmerit against expensive programs whose effectiveness lack credibilz
If there were a magical inStant change in the public schools to--

morrow te a reading system that really works and coStO 85 percentless than those school8 are now using, severe market dislocatioria
would torobably result to the detriment of some publishers andtheir employees arid Stockholders, and to the lasting benefit of tair=payers and their children.

No one is expecting magic nor am I asking from this comMittee
for a pontifical mandate for instant change. That is not what a freeenterprise system iS all about.

What I am urging is that an unbiased study be made and pub-
lished, that the fact-s be allowed to speak for themselves, and that
parents, teachers; _and school boar& be allowed to choose as in-formed consumers in their sel lotion of reading programaI have great faith and trust in the American citizen's sense offairness, judgment, and practicality.

Illiteracy is a _deeply embedded problem, in that for the last four
or five g-enerations look-say reading has been the predominantsystem, it is what most people know and how most teachersand
teachers of teacherslearn to instruct in reading.

The cycle won't easily be broken, but your committee's leader-ship in Supporting a fair wsessment of the causes of illitercY canhave a profound effect in refocuSing our educational priority onmaking thiS truly a nation of readers.
Thank you,
Chairman HAWE INS. Thank you.
[Attachments to the Statement of Charles Micciche

EREPARED STATEMEN'T OF MARC MICCICHE, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

HEMISPHERIC DIFFEREaTIATION ANL LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: rim TRANSFORMATION OF
SPOKEN LANGUAGE TO THE WRITTEN COIJE

Simple analogies fail to justify the limitless complexity epf the human brain andits interactive, discreet yet ultimately rnterdependent two haIN es, the right and lefthemispheres. The normal brain, whose norms where first inferred by the _pioneeringwork of `Wernicke and Broca, paradoxically by at ..tlying abnormalities in speech andlanguage disorders (apnasimi) and attar by Deterine's brilliant forensic analyse% sap-arates the two critical language functions of sUrface recognition and deep meaningin its halves. The left brain,tause ari analogy that allows a minima', level of inter-pretation, is the computer; the clerk; the humerless functionary which spends itstime before a limitless array of pigeonholes storing, cataloging, and retrieving theelemental units of lanoage, words. The right brain-is the artist and poet the emo-tional, directionless purveyor of image% Concepts, flashes of insight the master ofpuns and metaphor.
Split--brain studies illustrate the divided nature of the halves, their limits Eind po-tential, and throughtudy of certain unfortunate disease conditions, reveal themechanism and importance of link%. This fibrous body of nerve tissue, the comuscallosum, articulates right arid left brrins, and allows the balance of communicationessential to normal language development Restak describes the development of thistissue as it matures to its final function: the formation bigins in the early months oflife and may not be completed nntil age eight or nine. During this time, pruning of

unnecessary neurons takes place along witki myelinization of the fiber tracts. Note-t ohm discusses this 'neural plasticity ni his recent (1984) study of neurogenesis incanaries.
Early in lif% neural connections are almost random. As a child experiences hisenvironment pathways develop to_facilitate more efficient transmission signals. No-tebohm'a discussion is especially pertinent concerning a child'a language environ-
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ment and supports the psychologist's theory of association which plays a major role
in memoa and metaphor.

Bow does this affect the learniug of a complex task that depends on a combina-
tion of will, intellect and mechanistic interpretation? First, spokon and_aural lan-
guage acquition must be briefly explored. To newborns, language must be an in-
comprehensible rush of noire, less monotonous than the sound of a vacuum cleaner
cr washing machine, yet as in distinguishable as the sounds of bit& or mmic. By
age six months, the infant can differentiate quite a few spoken sounds, but prebably
makes distinctions among them mostly through tone, voice quality, and concomnu-
tent physical stimuli. By seven or eight montha, the infant begins voicing a charac-
teristic babble, the baby-talk often perceived as so cute and endeariug to adults.
This babble-stage is absolutely critical to language formatiou, however. The baby at
this time is making every sound in every human language, from the full range of
open vowels, tc the nasal "gn" of Romance languages, the gutteral stops of German,
and the click sounds_ of Af6can languages. He does not, at this point, vocalize with
any_specific cornmunicaive intentThat is, he attaches no meaning to his utter-
ances. By trial and erro4 by association, by repetition_ ansl recwnition of one lan-
guage's sounds only (the first, or cradle language), the minds which elicitappropri7
ate responses from the environment wal be reinforced, whe phones not essential_to
the native language will disappear, leaving the child a complete pattern (phonology,
syntax ancl semantics) for his neuromuscular development to follow.

At this point, le'. and right brains are working independently, yet fieguantrig to
iettle int) their easigned rolcs as connections in the corpus alias= mature. The
cataloging left stores and recalls, the ph,nic essenr-:- of words, the imeging right as-
cribes meaning. lt is about ,..ge three when the chid recognizes that adults or older
children have a way of freezing and thawing sounds from strange marks en paper.
And within two years, the child knows that the process of reading and writing, of
performing_ the s me ramie with words, is soon to be within his grasp. This is an
extremely vital nexus in tho child's life, because he will be able to learn either to
recognize words or deciphei them,_depeneFrig upon which half of his brain is en-
gaged in_learningto read. Remember_the corpus callosum is not yet fully formed,
and either hemisphere 1s accessible with relatively equal_faciliV. An approach to
the right brain with holistic concepts, with picture associations, colors, shape s. with
whole words units; if used thioughout the complete developmental phases of the
corpus callosum will set a life-long learning pattern. The chd will be brain-condi-
tioned to learn all the printed words of his language one by one, as wholes.

Should the child be introduced to reading by the decoding and encoding mecha-
nism of the alphabet and its combinations of letters which represent the forty-odd
sounds o7 English, he is then being brain-ecnditioned to attack words through the
logic and organization of syllabic and spelling structure. English uses seventy cepa-
rate letter and letter combination units to represent all of its sounda. ThiS requires
that a child (learning to read) memorize these seventy facts and then learn abeut
thirty rules for their use in words.

Given the normal intellect, curiosity and enthusiasm of six-year-old:3, they can
memorize these facts within a few weeks of competent, concentrated study. Once the
facts become film& similar to the fixation of sound productior in the infantile
babble phase, the eesential _skills of mactaig words_ie embedded, and the child has
hir keys to the entire lexicon hefore him, his magic wancltoireexe and thaw printed
words on hi owit Over eighty percent of the hundreds_of thounands _of_ English
worft conform to phonefic regularity. The phonetically trained child can access,
decode an,i encode most of them; even though hb vocabulary throughout life may
never demand more than twenty or thirty thousand wor& at the most.

However, the child taught holistically about words and never given the key to
their coding, the child taught look-say or whole-word reading, is condemned to a
future of using mental gymnastics, mnemonic devices, and gestaltic miracles to
learn to read and write worde one by one. Just as anthropologists mark the transi-
tion of primates to hominids by the use of stone tools, so must lingtusts mark the
transition from primitive to civilized societies by the use of language-tools. The evo-
lution of scratched, drawn or carved symbols in hieroglyphic, cunneiform and picte=
graphic 'writing' rapidly reduced to the common elements of _phonetic alphabets-in
western civilization, and established the basis for our contemporary culture. T.
teach the written transmission of language by any means other than its logical
phonic code ignores the emerging scientific mass of technical knowledge of brain
studies. Look-say methods are the latter-day equivalents of phlogiston, geocentrism,
and all the other misguided notions of man's learning.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN Kul.
I haVe been a cla:sroom teacher for 18 years, and for the hiat 13 yeafs, I havetsioght first grade.
Moat of the reading _2rome_ms that I used are basal reading series. The Biel t wordapProaci.: is used siong with phonics As a first grade teacher I have felt phonics is avaluable tool for a beginning reader to have-. At the sa-te time, I am aware thatChildren with poor memories have trouble learning sight words. There are oneChildren whe cannot learn phonics because of auditory problems they need a morevisual approach to reading. Most children I have taught tnough, have learned toread using the basal reader approach.
It is important to do a thorough job of teaching a child to read in _the earlygrades. Children need to know basic skills in order to progress to more difficultskills.
A child who can read has better aelfesteern. A good self-ego _helps the childachieve in ether areas: Moat areaa Of learning in school involve reading. The tinter-ate child_becomes frustrated -and disinterested in school. Some behavior problems inchildrenmaybe attributed to their pi:tor reading skills.As they grow older; children become more self-conscious of being illiterate. It iadifficult for thern to learn the :Skala they need. Their attitude toward being able toread or improve their skills ie peer.
In our world quantities Of information come to us through nonreadable niecfta;

su_c_h_au television: But We heed to be able to read in _order to_ get a job in taday'Sworld. Reading is the ithpertitint tool to prepare oneself for a career, from getting acollege degree, or to being retrFuned to fit in with the computerized technology Ofour society-.
_Sixiyears ago I was trained in the Spalding_MethodI had thought phonics viesone good tool for reading previous to this experience, Now, I feel this method is theeffective tool and I would not want to give it up to go back and use the readingmanual approach to phonies.
_Spalding believea- that English has seventy common _phonograms _Or -Bowl& (26single letters arid 54 -combinations of 2, 3 and 4 letters) le say the forty-feur sthindsused in speaking. Firat graders learn fifty-four plienograms when they start sCheibl.They say and Ottite the sounds at the same time, After this they begin Spellinglearning 150 of the most frequently used words._ Spelling rules are taught along Withthe _spelling words. The rules determine which_ phonogram ta use. The childrensound out the words as they write them instead of using the letter riAints. StiMewords have special markings which help determine_the phonograrn's sound. At thiSpoint; children are ready to write their own sentences and questions-. Latak, in Bretgrade; they will learn the remaining sixteen phonograms. The spelling lista cOntinue

_ In the last five years have used Economy books as sunplemental reading materi-al. This helped the child understand how to apply what he learned in Spalding.,
Economy uses many of the same two and three letter sounds, such as "ng", 'de%"ay" and 'igh". Word lista are similar. Some of the words Economy preaents aasight words, the children decode. Presently, we are_using the 1986 Economy ReadingSeries. We are pleafied with theprogress the children are making with it
One of the greatest strengths of Spalding that_1 have observed these past six yearsis that listening, speaking spelling and reading are all lmtegrated together in thissystem. The Spalding teaching method - hearing, writing, seeing and reading, allowsthe child other avenuee if his aural or visual recall of letters is weak. This program
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is well-structured slid it works for most children. It he't-3 the remedial reader and
the learning disabled child as well.

One of the reasons given for advocating the whole word approach to reading is
that we speak a whole word at a time. Reading is more meanined when the child
can say the who:e word rather than parts of it. Some teachers beneve it is easier to
learn a number a sight words than 0 learn a Fet of rules for sounding out words.

The weakness I ee in this whole word approach is that children do not have the
phonetic skills to pronounce words they do not recognize as s.ght worda So, they
guess at-them. Phonetic skills are needed if children are to become inciependent
rerders. This is why I believe In-teaching Spalding. When children .earn to read, it
unloclia a new world for them. They become excited as they recognize words they
know. When children r3ad a book, which is not a school reading bbok, they are so
proud of their accom0qhments.

Reading for enjoyment helps to reinforce this valuable approach to reading. This
phonic method lays a solid foundation for reading in the later grades.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICKY BAILEY

As a classrown teacher for fourteen years, a mc.ther and a reader, I feel it is very
important to address the question of literacy in this country. There seem to be throe
factors which help to make a reader - parental example in th home, good readiug
instruction developed from an intejra'..ed language arts program in the school and
desire by the individual to read. Iteading makes up the rn.,jority of all learning.
Therefore, it is important _that a child read with ease and enjoy doing it.

A child's success in reading is affected by his parents and what he learns at horne
a.3 well as at school.-Parents set examples, so parents need tb be seen reading and to
read to their child. They, also, need to encourage their child to read hhnaelf. I don't
believe parents realize their importance in their child's reading development. Tele-
vision makes it easier to watch the news than to read- it in newspapers. A child is
ollowed to stay up an eytra half hour to watch TV rather than encouraged to go to
bed a half hour earlier to read. It is easier to have television entertain a child than
to entertain that child lay reading to him.

AS reading is a cornplex thir king process requiring the reader to recognize writ-
ten words and ta underrand their meaning, it is necessary for him to have the
skills to do this. These skills should be taught before a child starts to read so he can
enjoy what he is reading. Reading should not be practice for the skills he learns as
he goes along. The teaching of these skills should combine all the language
spelling, writing, speech and reading) and utilize more thk:n one of the senses in the
approach. The Spalding Method developed by Rornaldo a.d Walter Spalding does
this.

With this method the student is first taught seventy phonograms which are
sounds for letters and letter combinations. Then in spelling lessons he is taught
words in their order of frequency of use in language. The important spelling rules
are taught by example as they occur in the writing of the spelling words. Tech-
niques for good and easy handwriting as well as precise pronunciation are taught
from the very beginning. The meaning of the words is taught by using these words
in original, well written sentences. With the knowledge of the phonograms, these
spelling words and the rules of spelling, the child is ready to begin reading.

The senses are irnpor:ant to the learning process. Everyone seems to fmd a senso-
ry approach that he learns with best. If a multi-sensory approach is used each stu-
dent will be able to learn through his best sense. The Spalding Method is a multi-
sensory approach. The student learns through the sense of touch, hearing and
seeing.

The Spalding Method requires the student to use his mind, not just his memory.
This kind of mental discipline is valuable to an learning. Other positive aspects of
this program are its use with the bi-lingual, the mentally handicapped and any age
level. Also, it can be a whole language arts program or the foundation with which to
use other texts as supplements.

With every teacher in a school system using this method as the basis for the lan-
guage arts program, it will insure fluent transitions from class to class, and a con-
tinuous reinforcing and maintaining of the skills. Many times in school systems
there are different programs being used for each of the language arts' components
in the individual classroom as well as throughout the school. As a result a child
might be reading using the look-say approach with a contrived vocabulary while
learning to write the letter for penmanship, doing workbook pages that are
teaching the 'ch' sound, and learning spelling words with short vowel words. As the
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child patses to the next grade. the texts might be different which means the ap-
proaches could be different. Also, this would disrupt the order in which the skill§m-e taught.

There are many approaches to reading anct there is the on-going argument of
phonics versus look-say. It is my experience_ that children learn to read bti.er andeasier witn specific, concrete skills , those skills that a phonies program -provides.
However many of these programs _do not teach these skills before the student triestb read out as he goes along The Spalding Program believes the teaching of phonicsbelongs in the teaching of spelling and that reading is to learn *Nit is being saidand not to learn phonicsThis_ approach works. It would be difficult to think of
teaching without using_ Spalding The SpMding Program coniiiatent and once thestudent has the skills through the teaching of spelling, he hai the ability and theconfidence to attack any _reading material he wishes. He is not limited to contrived
vocabulary found in_sorna basal readers. Schools can retain the reading books theyhave to use as books_for _reading after the skills to read With have been taught ac-cording to the Spalding Method.

If the student has _the skills to read with, if he reada to find out what is beingsaid, if he is being readAo_by adults, if he sees adulta reeding because they want to,the desire to read will he there. That sounds like a lot of ifs, but when one stops tothink about them,_they are not hard to accompliah.
Not wanting to sound like an ad for the SpaldingMethod, I must point our that itpresents a local way to approach learning to read. The skills are taught independ,ent of any specific reading program -vith a multi-sensory approach that integratesall the language arts and giveb the render confidence in his ability to read. Whatmore can we ask of a program!

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SISVL:. CARRIGAN

I have taught children to read with a variety of programs over tiMiity year& Ihave had much greater success with phonics approathes than anY look-say, wholeword program& The Spalrlingnrogram that I am using now is bY far the most suc-
cesFful. The children learn faster and with more eagerness.

Opponents who thQught the program to be boring were easily won over aftertrying it. Teac.hers at this_school are concerned about haVing to use another pro-
gram should they change_schools. The teachers in tho primary grades where readhigis the major part of _the, day are particularly concerned. The success rate is so out-standing that we have achieved good parent participation. They too are excited bythe reading

The Spaldhig phonics:program uses the multisensory approach of seeing, sang,writing and reading_This approach first !..eaches letter& letter combination& and onto spelling and reading of books: The spelling is the beginning of the decoding usingsimple, easy to remember rules. Young children have very good success with this
Program.

Before wa had e_school wide phonics program only the children receiving reinediral reading were being taught phonics. 'With phonics the number needing remedialhelp is greatlyreducecl:
I believe if we am trlity interested in eliminating illiteracy the phonics approach

should be theonly_way of teaching It enables children to read very quickly.dt givesthem skills for decoding that become eo automatic that they are _reading fluently
and enjoyingit very eihly iD their school lif& They are able to read a variety _ofmaterial. With other methods they are taught key words for a story filled with
/Mich words_andi cannot transfer to other works. VVith their phonics they can readindividuallymore difficult material.-

Children are much leo frustrated with the phonics approach to reading._ Becausethey ara all_teing taught this Method-together previous experiences or lack of themhave little effect on their learning They have concrete skills to help them where
with otherprograms they have only their memories to rely on. The children _readbetter score higher on achievethent testa, and have a better attitude toward school
work. This makes phonics the most important program a school can have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL CURTIS

Imagine climbing a ladder with the bottom three rungs missing. Those with goodathletic abilities may be able to spring gracefully up, but the majority will flounder
oil the ground trying, but never making is eingly.
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The eame holds true of reading programs whkh do not emphasize phonics in the
early grades. As an elementary and a special education teacher, I have been aware
of the number of students leaping to grab the rung of reading but unable to reach
it.

Luckily, now as Director of Special Services for SAU#58, I can be certain that
our 'literacy ladder' has all the rungs - and strong ones at that. This is due to the
Spalding Program. With this program in place from kindergarten through siXth
grude, all students are given the basic support of a phonetic structure.

With the realization that readings comes (I) by building upon the pre-learned au-
ditou skills (2) by using the natural need for visual reinforcement and (3) the desire
of children to reach closure, one can see that the Spalding Methad (with ita logical
and sequential phonics) is one of a few outstanding methods for assisting the young
reader.

By usinga strong phonics approach, the Special Sirvices team sees fewer studentS
referred_for 'lack of decoding skills and basic spelling problems. Studente are reading
at ornboveuade level in all classrooms. There is a positive feeling about reading,
as demonstrated by the high usage of our libraries.
__Iwnuld_like_teadd that when a student is unable to learn to read well through a
phoneth _approach. the Special Services team is immediately pointed in the direc-
tion of severe_auditou problems. This has served to make the screening process,
IEP writing,andehoice of instructional methods much more accurate.

SAU4t5Swe Elora wem to be asking "Why can't Johnny read?". We may have
to deal with the _aver silmulatiun of television viewing; or the lack of abstract think-
ing skills; or even thelack of physkal flexibility and strength but seem to have a
good handle oll the early _mading groundwork and are now able to begin that long
climb up or "literacy ladder".

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRENT HOLT

This statement is written to endorse the Spalding Method of teaching children to
read and write. As a school psychologist whose area of concern lies with special stu-
dents (mentally retarded, learning disabled, gifted, and emotionally cliaturbed), I am
particularly concerned about effective and individualized approaches to teaching
these students.

I see it as being critical to preserve the phonetic approach upon which the English
language is based. Languages around the world which rely on memoriied symbola
rather than phonetic concepts are limited in function and quickly lose their utility
in Et rapidly changing and increasingly complex world. From phonetic roota has
come the richness of the English language in terms of breadth of vocabulary and
conciseness of expression. Proper reading and writing instruction necessitates,
therefore, that phonetic approach.

Beeent_learning theorists have asserted that people learn through two distinct
processingehannela: sequential and simultaneous. Sequential processing is com-
priEed_of lo&al, systematic approaches to knowledge acquisition while simultaneous
processingakin_tnaestalt theory, postures that learning occurs as an individual
makes sense and _differentiatm knowledge from a complex surrounding environ7
ment-Verynftm,n,_ernotionally disturbed students have particular difficulty discrimi-
nating information in Eui_envirsinment which contains multiple cues. Distracted by
their_emotional issues_simultanenua Prcresaing weakens or fails. Learning without
structure and rule_becomes difficult if_ not impossible. The sequential approach of
the Spalding_Methml allaws_them a logical and structured alternative not allowed
by "word recognition" approachm

Tha Spalding _Method_es_ a phonetia_approach has certain essential advantages
over other phonetic_programs-lt teaches the elements of the English language
through a varied aumber of congnitive_pmeessing_channels: visual, auditory, aural,
and kinesthetic. In _other words, thnstudent learns to read and write by seeing,
hearing, _saying, and writing_the seventy_phonograms. This presents many advan7
tages to the students with whom I work, particularly the "specifically learning dis-
abled".

Learning_disabled_students_ara students who have specific cognitive processing
disabilities:whichinterferewith their ability to see and accurately copy written ma-
terial_ If left solely tco_visual learning stimuli, such as copying from a chalkbard or
spelling_ workbook, _spelling will be delayed and impaired. The Spalding Methad,
with _its multi-factored cognitive approaches, would compensate for that visual
weakness by allowing that student to also learn the same material through auditory
avenues. Learning disabled students, usually showing significant verbal weaknesses
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(auditory and visual imaging) in comparison to their performance (physically ma-
nipulative) aptitude% now are able to experience early school success. They not only
are using the Nerhal channels _Cif learning such as seeing and hearing but also are
able to utilize performance sidlls such as writing.

Finany.individualized instruction of children who might be at the extreme ranges
of iiitellectual functioning is allowed hy the Spalding Meth 6d. Slower and retarded
students have shown they are capable of learning the phonograms, albeit at a
slower rate. Traditional approaches have consistently failed with this population,
and it Ls _more important that thede children learn phonograms at a slower ratethan not to read at all. The Spalding Method also presents distinct advantues for
those gifted or high intelligence student& Because the phonograms are applicable to
complex as well as beginning vocabulazy word% "above-grade-lever _decoding allowsthese students the opportunity to enjoy reading of more intellectually stimulatingmaterial.

In conclusion, I have found the Spaldin7 Method to be a _recommendable wid
highly effective ap roach to the acquisition of English reading_andwriting skills for
the diverse population of students I serve. The program incorporates a sound philo-
sophical base which is the phonetic teaching of the English language. Critically, for
me, it offers a varied cognitive processing approach to the presentation and acquisi-
tion of these skill% making it possible for special learners to learn to read and write
at a higher level.

Chairman HAWKINS. The next witness is MrS. Sally Queal,
Blytheville, AR

Mrs; Queal, we welcome you.
Mrs. QUEAL. Thank you.
I am a resource room teacher, and I would like to tell you today

Of the importance of using phonics-based reading systems in our
classrooms, and of the odyssey I have traveled to arrive at this
opinion.

I have a literal arth degree in English and history, a B.A. in edu-
cation, and an MS. in special education. I had top grades, went to
good schools, and expected to begin my first teaching assignment
very well prepared indeed;

I began as a long-term substitute in a class for children who were
predicted to be school failures; They had all already flunked kin=
dergarten.

Instead of doing regular first grade work, those children were to
be assigned extra activities so they could acquire experience and
develop knowledge and skills needed for doing first grade work,
loads of films, field trips, telling stories, being read to; et cetera;

It seemed to me that instead of doing this, they should be work=
ing and drilling on first grade objectives and pursuing enrichment
activities in the time that remained.

It was clear to me that in following that program of _reading
readiness, when the children were retested for second grade, obvi-
ously still more special classes would be needed.

In my next classroom, Lhad junior high special education stu-
dents. From their recordS, I recall all sorts of handicapping condi-
tions, but their major handicap was that they couldn't read.

I waited eerly for the reading specialist's assessment results.
Older and wiser teachers laughed to themselves, sadly knowing
how little the resulth would help me deal with the problems;

The testing revealed that Johnny could not comprehend passages
at grade level, his word attack skills were poor; and he couldn't
consistently pronounce vowel dipthongs or moiial sounds.

This was Greek to me, and to my fellow junior and senior high
school teachers with whom I shared these test interpretAtionS.
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The reading specialist didn't have time to teach us how to teach
reading. For all practical purposes, we still just knew that Johnny
couldn't read.

I read to them from books and newspapers I shared Weekly
Reader with them. I had them work _puzzles and play other games
that were supposed to improve their perceptual skills and make
them more ready for reading.

I found some phonies sheets and some other reading material
that another teacher before me had left in the teacher's closet I
used those, but not knowing the sequence in which these skills
should be taught, I am afraid much of this was unproductive, hit Or
miss effort.

I retired from teaching for a number of years in order to stay
home with my own young children. When they were both of school
age, I returned to teaching, this time at Department of Defense
Dependents School in La.kenheath, England.

I organized the compensatory education program for the high
school. Our target studenth were those who for no identifiable
reason were not r_acceeding in school.

The labelless adolescenth all had one thing in common. Surrise.
They couldn't read. They manifested various degrees of illiteracy.
They were angry, frustrated young people who diSliked their spe-
cial curriculum and wanted to function in regular classes like their
peers. Their inability to read, write, and spell make that participa-
tion very difficult

I complained about the problem to a friend who was soliciting
volunteers to conduct a lay tutoring_program in the elementary
school. I became a volunteer in order that I might at last learn how
to teach reading.

We used the Metra Reading Program, which was designed origi-
nally, as I understand it, for use in Utah with indigent Indian chil-
dren.

The system required no commonality of white middle-class back-
ground, no prereading activities. It is a sequential system of teach-
ing sounds, first consonant, then vowel, then combinations, dipth-
ongs, common word segments, prefixes and suffixes.

The children could read something the very first day, and thel
were thrilled. I, too, was thrilled. I fmally knew a process that
could really help the children who came to my classroom.

I could begin to successfully teach reading after completing a 4-
hour training course; 4 hours actual elapsed time, not university
credit hours. I couldn't believe the simplicity of it, having been
taught that all children learn by different methods, far too numer-
ous to mention.

Even with a master's degree in special education, I had never
been taught one process to teach the subject on which all elae de-
pends, reading.

From England, we were transferred to BlytheVille,_ AR, where I
teach primarily learning disabled and educable mentally retarded
youngsters.

My first year, I was confronted with three very ill-behaved non,
readers who had been together long enough to have rehearsed
game plans for thwarting the teacher.
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Doubtlessly, when they were at the optimum age to acquire read-
ing skills, they had been hyperactive and disabled in the sense thatthere was a discrepancy in their learning_modalities that made itdifficult, if not impoSsible for them to learn along with their peerg.

Their psychological reports said they were nonreaders, and sincethey were already 16 to 18, probably always would be.
Taping all their textbooks, memorizing_ survival word lists, teach-ing survival SkillEi such as filling out job applications, license forms,

and so on, was the recommended curriculum.
They demanded my full-thhe attention with their anticS. I wasunable to spend any quaft time with a, y other students.
In deSperation, I ordered my own copy of the Metre Teaching

Manual. You cannot inatwine how exciting it was to see their atti-
tudes toward school change. Their pride in their progress wasmatched only by ms own. Once they could read, however low thelevel, progress could begin.

One of the young men is here today, Tracy Willyard. He can de=Scribe fun well the frustration of a nonreader in an environment
designed for the fiterate.

He is bitter because he should be_in college now, and instead isin an adult remedial program. His school records indicated that he
would never read add any effort to teach him would be futile. Heknows thiS was not true. He is learning to read and could have
learned perhaps earlier with a Structured phonics system.You Should be asldng now _how many students are not only being
deprived of the right to read, but are mistakenly being labeled as
uneducable, dual handicaps, obviousls ruinous to one's future life.I now teach two children from Thailand with the same Metre
system. They can now read and comprehend sixth grade material.They are particularly interesting because they have no background
in English spelling or sentence Structure.

They have learned all the sounds very rapidly. They can read,but they can't spell or write ag yet.
I have Started teaching them to do this with the Spalding

method, which has the student memorize the spelling of 10 phono-
gramsphonograms are individual letters and fixed combinationsof 2, 3 or 4 letters that rtTresent one or more of the speech sounds.

When they can successfully spell those phonouams from dicta-
tion, they can spell 93 percent of the words they will use in writtenexpression. They and I can't wait.

Illiteracy is crippling and expensive; $54 million was paid out inwelfare benefits to the 24,000 unemployed and illiterate adults inMississippi County, AR alone. That represents :'12 million in loStpersonal income.
Forty-five _prcent fail to complete high school. Prison _popula-tions swell with illiterate dropouts. They can't get jobs and thusturn to crime.
We must do something to combat illiteracy. For the richestNation on Earth to have such high illiteracy rates is a cogly andtragic national scandal.
I am_proud to be a teacher. I try every day to teach well. I care

about my students and their futureS. Everyone I know in teachingdoes. That is why I chose this profession.

A n
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It is a wonderful feeling to help a person grow, to know you have
made a difference in their lives.

The children we see in t6day's classrooms present us with many
problems and challenges, and I know that learning to read won't
solve all of them. But it can solve the ones schoola are empowered
to address._ The cycle of frustration and mental imprisonment can
be broken by effective reading instruction.

I have related to you this odyssey so that you might understand
the resentment I feel at having to reinvent the wheel.

There are several known phonics-based processes for the teach-
ing of reading. I should have been taught one.

When talking with other teachers, I have found the same lack of
information about the process for teaching reading. All of us have
had methods in teaching of reading andior special education meth-
ods in teaching of reading. We learned all about reading, peripher-
ally speaking.

We learned that some children learn best kinesthetically, some
orally, still other visually, a whole kaleidoscope of reading con-
cepts, but no process.

I submit to you that we are entitled to be _even processes so that
we can teach the most effectively. If you don't know where you are
going, it is unlikely you are going to get there.

If a teacher understands the sequential development of reading
skills, when a child begins to flounder she knows what went wrong
and how to get that child back on track. She is no longer at the
mercy a the textbooks, many of which are quite confusing as they
attempt to teach the different modalities and combine all ap-
proaches.

Many children cannot select the portion of the teaching that is
directed to _them and thus learn to _read.

The fundamental error in thinking seems to be that children
must be presented with an opportunity to learn through a conglom-
eration of approaches and that the learning cannot be systematized
and structured in any way.

From my experience, children, especially those with learning
problems, learn best when all channels to the mind are tapped si-
multaneously, as they are with the Spalding method and some
others.

The child sees the letters that comprise the sounds, visual m6dal-
iW, says the sounds, both oral and aural, and writes phonograms
for The sounds, kinesthetic, very organized, very simple.

One repeatedly hears the argument, yes, yes, but reading is a lot
more than just being able to say the words.

I say to that, true, true, but until they can at least read the
words accurately and fluently, they have no hope of developing the
other necessary skills.

We must begin somewhere what good does it do to try and teach
students to learn to predict outcomes, detect the main idea, recog-
nize inferred meaning or make judgments, if they cannot decode
the words?

It is time for the government to study reading systems that get
results and generate recommendations for improved reading in-
struction.
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Textbook publishers need to design textbOoltS implementing
these recommendations.

Schools and colleges -of edUcatieri need to design courses for 1113

that emphasize the processes needed for teaching reading effective-
137._

These are only suggestions from ail_ ordinary teacher, but they
reflect the views of many of us. We really must do something.

I am reminded of that compelling public service annbuncetnent,
"A mind is a terrible thing to waste."

Chairman HAwKiNs. Thank you.
The nekt witness is Mks. Ann Mactier, member of the board of

education; Omaha, NE;
I underStand that YOu are accompanied by secondary school stu-

dents; Would you very kindly introduce and haVe them stand at
the beginning of your testimony, so we can atleast welcome them?

Mrs. MAME.R. Yes. I haVe here Matthew Jordan, from Omaha;
Dennis McQuillen, from Omaha; and Jason Paladino, from Norfolk,
NE.

Chairman HAWKINS. We welcome the students &AO.
MrS. MArcrikit. Let me introduce Tracy Willyard, from Blythe-

ville, Mt; for Mrs; Queal._
Chairman HAtVidisTS. Thank you. It is nice to have the young

man present;
You may proceed.
Mrs. MACTIER. I must say that I do not speak as a member of the

board of education of Omaha, NE. I speak for myself.
Chairman HAWKINS. Well, that is good enough.
MTS. MACTIER. Thank you.
An abundance of illiteracy does exist in our land. And nowhere

do the words of the Nation At _Risk report apply more tragically
than to this fact. "If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to
impose on America the mediocre educational performance that
exists today, we might *Tell have viewed it as an act of war." But it
VIEW not an unfriendly foreign power that imposed the way we
teach reading upon us. We did it to ourselves. And we must correct
it ourselves.

There is urgency. LiveS are being wasted, and excellence in edu-
cation is being lost. We must look immediately for sources of the
problem, and put in place as quickly as we can the best possible
solution.

Fortunately, there is an excellent solution ready at hand, a re-
markable method of teaching reading that can enable virtually all
children of 6 years and older to read in a year's time anything they
cRn say. Where there is a need, parents can learn right along with
their children.

But what are the sources of the problem? One is the basic ideolo=
gy which has undergirded the main line of our teaching of reading
for decades. This ideology must be brought to the light of day,
looked at and diScarded once and for all.

It says children learn to read best by memorizing whole words by
sight. It says children who learn the spellings of the sounds in iso-
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lationphonicsare harmed by that knowledge. This is the ideolo-
gy we must put behMd us.

As far the best solution to the problem, it is very possibly the
Spalding method of teaching reading, which understands that chil-
dren learn to read in different ways and teaches all four of them
concurrently, _using a clear, simple, multisensory approach that is
virtually foolproof

If the SpaMing method were put into nationwide use immediat&
ly; the teachers we have could teach virtually every child 6 and
over to read anything he could say in a year's time.

At the least, as large a percentage of our six-year olds would be
able to read as do 6-year olds in the most literate countries of
America, of the United States is not one.

There are Spalding teaching centers already in operation across
the country, which have stemmed from the work of Romalda Spald-
ing and Oma Riggs. A growing number of teachers use SpaldMg
today. Some have been using it more than 20 years.

The Spalding method is not hard to learn. People of low intelli-
gence can learn it, and can learn to read by it, if they follow itS
precepts carefully.

Literate, non-English speaking people can learn our language.
with Spalding quickly and easily. And for illiterate adults; there is
probably no quicker way to learn to read; nor one which is more
exciting and more productive

What would it cost to put the Spalding method mto our schoolt?
Much less than we are spending on the teaching of reading now.

The biggest cost would be the traMMg of teacher% A good Spald-
ing course takes about a week and prepares an experienced teacher
to teach it at once.

Supervision is needed for the first year; and most teachers like to
repeat the course once or twice in the summertime.

Those who do Spalding the best are ready to become teacher
trainers in 2 or 3 years.

The costs of teacher training can be recovered fairly quickly, like
in maybe 3 years; because of the elimination of workhnoks and
worksheet% elimination of years of reading instruction; and elhni-
nation of the need for rerneclial reading_ courses and counseling for
disheartened childrenReading is taught right in the_first place.

How is it taught? Kindergartners and first graders learn the
printing of the letters and the spelling of the sounds. For first grad-
ers, this takes 2 month% In the same 2 months they learn to spell
words and to write sentences and use personal pronouns correctly.
At the end of the 2 month% if not sooner, they begin to read.
_ By the end of second grade; children _have the skills of spelling,
uammar, and writing well in hand, and reading is becoming autc
matic. Second graders read for pleasure and knowledge. They read
good literature, both silently alone and out loud in class in one
reading group.

The children discuss and write about ideas that come up in the
reading. The learning is '1-s own reward and the motivation for self=
discipline. Young minck, are nourished and school is fascinating:

Some of you are skeptical of what I am sayMg here. You abk, if
the Spalding method works so well and costs so little, why is it not
being used across the country. Good question.

,
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A _main reason why it is not and also why we are so far down on
the international literacy list is that all of cur teachers have been
told that children should be taught to read whole words and should
not be taught a code for the English language.

No one has taught teachers good phonics. No one has taught
them how to teach reading well. The mainline reading teaching
professors don't know how to teach reading well because they don't
know good phonics. They have been decrying them for decades.

Also, school reading administrators have little interest in and too
few incentives for putting in a method, no matter how gaod it is,
that requirea teacher training from people outside their own educa-
tional bailiwick. And there are incentives for not putting in use a
reading method that successfully puts virtually all children in reg-
ular classrooms and finishes with the teaching of reading in third
grade, incentives like protection of turf, saving of jobs, and having
to prepare a whole new curriculum for masses of children who read
well in the third grade.

Remedial reading teacher& could quickly learn Spalding, but rais-
ing the whole intellectual level of elementary schools would be
more difficult.

There are problems. Kindergarten_ teachers have been trained to
teach many things, but printing and phon..s are not among them.
They do what they know to do.

They believe that their job is to get children ready to write and
read, not to do them.

There is a big push on now to get disadvantaged children into
preschool, especially children who are at risk. But there is little
point in putting children in preschools that just do the same things
preschools have been dohig. We are doing that, though.

We -have school districts testing entering kindergartners in low-
income areas to find those most at risk to put them into preschools
and special kindergartens which get them ready to learn. The pur-
pose, of caurse, is to give extra help, but the outcome may be that
these children come to .irst grade already behind.

Spalding kindergarten teachers do not test entering children.
They just teach them, teach all of them, to print the letters and
spell the sounds, and to spell some words. as well. All of the chil-
dren participate in the regular work of the classroom, and none are
allowed to fail.

Come the day when children who have not learned how to print
the letters and spell the sounds enter fhrst grade alongside children
from Spalding kindergartens, the former will be ready to- be
taught, but the Spalding children will be starting to read. The
former will be behind and many of them will never catch up, be-
cause that _precious year of natural motivation to learn to read and
virrith, age k win have _passed by.

I am very concerned that money being channeled today into
preschools is going to programs that do not teach children to print
the letters and spell the sounds.

Please put money instead into programs that do. Because this
curriculum 4uickly moves children ahead, makes them waxit to suc-
ceed, makes school exciting, and makes a country prosper.

59-608 0 86 2 3 4
1-1
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To get such a curriculum instituted, though, we have to convince
the powerfnl early education industry that the curriculum is good
for children.

These people caution us now to wait until children are ready to
learn. They caution us to wait for motor skills, social skills, and
verbal skills to develop.

But there is no need to wait h is easier to teach social, motor,
and verbal skills along with teaching printing and spelling than by
themselves, because printing letters and spelling are skills 4 year
olds want to learn. And once they learn them, they will read.
Spalding is individualized by children themselves.

Spalding cuts down on nonteaching tasks. For instanci teachers
do not need to draw up and monitor individual education plans.
Children work at their own pace, with virtually all of them learn-
ing to read by the end of first grade, or first grade summer school.

Nor do Spalding teachers have to devote a lot of time to deter-
mine proper _placement in special education classes for learning dis-
abled or behaviorally impaired children, because there are very few
of thern, if any.

Some of you are saying, this lady lives in fantasyland, what she
says is not possible to do. But I tell you, it is possible.

And putting SpEdding in across the Nation would move our chil-
dren years ahead of what they do now in elementary school, move
them to levels attained in countries more literate than ours.

We would have to rewrite curricula and do a lot of new planning,
but elementary schools would be more interesting, more fun, and
more productive for it

Do I live in fantasyland? Well, I have brought three teenage boys
today to help me convince you.

They all learned to print, spell, and read by the Spalding Method
in their early elementary grades. Their parents drove them 40
miles each day to attend a Spalding school in a poor neighborhood,
where the teachers had been trained by Oma Riggs. These boys are
my exhibits 1, 2, and 3. You can ask them questions about their
experiences with Spalding and about how they feel about them
now.

Matt Jordan says that he read at just below average level in the
first and second grades in his home school. He entered the Spald-
ing school along with two older brothers who were having great dif-
ficulties, and attended third and fourth grades there, soon testing
at the 99th percentile. He has, he says, a strong base now in read-
ing, spelling, and writing that is very helpful to him.

Dennis McQuillen entered the same schooLin the third grade,
almost a disaster case. He had already taken first grade twice and
had not learned to read or write by the end of the second, and he
knew he was dumb. By the end of one year of Spalding, he was
writing and reading, was at grade level, mid knew he was just like
the other kids.

He and his two sisters stayed at the school for 4 years and then
went back to the neighliorhOod school, where Dennis made the
honor roll in junior high. Today he is earning B's and C's in high
school and is getting a good education.

Jason Padadino says he was an average student in first grade,
but his older brother was having difficulty in grade four. Both boys



went to the Spalding school for only 1 year because the family
moved ta Valentine, NE.

The older bay got back to grade level in that 1 year, Enid Jason
says he himself learned so much Ea the second grade that he was at
the top of his class afterwards. Th§e boY§ have Come today to do
What they can to help save children of America from

How can you gentlemen of CongreSs help? You could blast out
the word that millions of American children are nbt being taught
to read. You can shock those Of us who can read, and whose chil-
dren can read, out of our complacency.

You can seize on an existing method that works marvelously and
use it to start now a nationwide campaign to make sure that every
man, woman and crrild can read; and ( oes read eve* day. You can
put our best marketers to mark to sell the campaign; and our best
teachers to work to _lead it.

YOU can support Senator Zorinsky and get every Member of GOD=
gress behind the literacy_ campaign. You can read' down to the
bottom of the well of illiterates; find them; teach them, enfranchiSethem:

Our country cannot have widespread illiteracy and remain
strong. We cannot be a united nation, most of us educated; but mil-
' Tons of us not able to read. And thit doeS not haVe te be.

But if it is not to be, we must move a few mountains. Some of
them will take a very big shove.

I leave it to the boys to convince you that if we Statt today and
pull together, we &Mid go a long way in a couple of years toward
removing ourbottleneck of illiteracy.

Chairinan HAWKINS. Thank yam
The fmal witness on the panel is Dr. DorothY Strickland, profes-

Sor of education, Teachers College; Columbia University, NeW YorkCity; NY.
Dr. Strickland, we welcome you.
Dr. STRICKLAND. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the SubcoMmittee on Elementa-

ry, &condary, and Vocational Education; I am, as was itiRt
tioned; Dorothy Strickland, and I am a prefessor Of education at
Teacher§ College, Columbia Universityc

My professional_experience includes 6 years as a classroom teach-
er and 5 years as a reading consultant and learning digabilitie§

I am a past president of the International Reading ASSociation,
and I retently served as a member of the Commission on Reading
which produced "Becoming a Nation of Reader§."

I am a teacher trainer. I research and write about children's Ian=
guage development, their reading and Writing, and Children's liter-
ature.

Most important, I want you to know that I get into classrooms on
a regular basis. This past year I have been working with kindergar=
ten and fourth grade teachers, investigating effective ways to teach
reading and writing.
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I am particularly interested in kindergarten because, as you may
know, much of what we once thought of as ueginning reading in
first grade is now being taught in kindergarten.

It is extremely important that we give these young children a
good start, and that means a developmentully appropriate reading
Mstruction for the kindergarten age level child.

I am here teday to testify on the topic of learning of read and
reading instruction in our Nation's schools, and I am separating
learning tb read and reading instruction because I think that we
need to look at the learner first and what the learner does.

I hope that what_you will hear is a eeinprehensive and balanced
view of what isneeded.

What de Skilled readers do when they read? Skilled readers,
whether they are kindergarten, youngsters, first grade, high school,
or beyond, have certain things in common. And when I say skilled,
I am talking about skilled in terms of that developmental age.

First of all, they make predictions based on their knowledge of
the language. And we have already heard this morning that they
do come to school with strong knowledge base of the language and
their knowledge of the world.

Even in kindergarten, before we read aloud to youngsters, we
show them the cover of the book and we talk about what this book
mighthe about, and as we read we talk about what might happen
next. We are trying to help them tO begin very early to think with
thatext.

What do skilled readers do when they read? Well, they move
along in the text,- confirming the predictions; and they use several
cueing systems. They certainly do use letter sound cues, phonics.
They also use word meaning cues and sentence structure cues.
They use their knowledge of the language, and that includes a
great many things.

Skilled readers use the three cueing systems and they use them
together. For example, if I were to say to you, Jack ate bread and
blank; and asked you to fill in the word, more than likely you
would give me butter or cheese or some word that made sense.
That is, you are making an inference in terms of the semantics, the
word meanings. And the words that you would give me would be
nouns, because those are the _words that would fit in that slot.

If I were to write in there in that blank, b-u-t-t=e-r, now you have
another cueing system to go by. You not only have semantics and
structure,, but now you have sound-symbol relationships. You put
them all together and you come up with the correct word.

Finally, what do skilled readers do when they read? They under-
stand the message. There is no reading; no readMg, if there is no
understanding Understanding is the ultimate goal.

Therefore, understanding must be an integral part of reading
In my prepared document you will see a list of sentences, headed

by the letters, ni-e-a-n. When we look at that grjup of letters, we
can pronounce mean, but indeed that has little :neaning unless we
look at that word in a sentence.

For example; Hansel and Gretel had a mean stepmother. In that
sentence the word, mean, means a particular thing and is used in a
particular way.

3.
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This trip will mean a lot to him. I didn't mean it. The mean was
7 .2. Each time we can pronounce it exactly the same way; but each
time the word functions differently, bah in terms of its meaning
and in terriis of its use in the sentence.

Finally, sorry, I didn't mettn Strawberry, I meant cherry. Well;
We haVe the -- P" combination of letters; but indeed if you under-
stand what the Werdt mean and how they are used in a sentence,
You certainly are not going to pronounce the "e-a" in exactly the
same way.

Reading is even more than simply understanding the relation-
ships among word§ in a sentence. Reading involves the relation-
ships among sentences in paragraphs, and Among paragraph§ in a
longer passage.

Getting the gist; the main idea, the essente of the whole test.
_I think each of us this morning on this panel is hoping that you

will get the essence of what we have to Say.
Reading is a constructive process. Phonics plays an important

role in all of this, but it is Wily one part and it does not operate
alone.

Effective reading_ inStruction makes use of all three cueing sys-
tems in combination;

Skilled reader§ are wide readers. The relationship between vol-
untary reading or_independent reading and reading achievement is
extremely high. We must have good literature in the classrooms
and we must start very early with good literature, and that means
the literature children read as well as indeed the literature that is
read to them.
_Good inStruction capitalizes on the relationship between reading

and writing. They are langUage _processes, and so everything that
We de with language has an impact on every aspect of language.

We all know, and certainly we have heard this morning; that
there is a disparity between achievers and non-achievers in our so-
ciety.

The recent report on reading achievement by the National AS=
sessment of Edtraitional Progress makes this point quite clear.

Students who are drawn from segMents ef society that are often
outside the mainstream of our nation's_economic life display levels
of reaching achievement that are significantly below those of other
groups. TheSe Students are making impressive gains, but a gap in
achievement still exists.

Much of my work has been with these youngsters. A large
number of such students are enrelled in chapter l programs. These
student§ need our help. Their families need our help.

Why limit them? They need inStructional programs that give
them all the reading strategies they require to be better, more ca-
pable readers.

For these students; simple decoding is not enough. Thff Must
have the benefit§ -of learning how to use all of the necessary read-
ing cue systems; letter-sound relationships, absolutely, Word mean-
ings and language structure.

They need to be encouraged to read widely and taught how to
use the information they can gain through reading.

I am going to repeat that.
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They must be encouraged to read widely ane taught how to use
the information they can gain through reading.

If we allow these children who areand it has been termed ear-
lierat risk to be deprived of extra help, the gap between the
haves and the have-nots will widen.

On Tuesday I am going to speak to approximately 100 parents of
children, pre-K to grade three. They are primarily hispanic and
black parents, in public schools in New York City. I will be sharing
with those parents the very same ideas that I am sharing with you
today.

One of the things that I have learned is that the children of
these parents are smart. They are eager to learn and they are
adorable. That is_probably not as relevant as the other two.

I have also learned, however, that their parents do care. and
they care deeply about them.

Mr. Chairman, these children can think We must not treat them
as if they cannot. We must offer programs that require them to
think with the text, and to think right from the beginning.

No one, absolutely no one gains from ineffective reading instruc-
tion. Not teachers, teacher educators, parents, students, or text-
book publishers.

Theoretically, if we were all avid readers, we would buy books
instead of hamburgers, certainly as many as hamburgers.

Mr. Chairman, I ask you to remember that reading is more than
a simple, easily dermed set of skills. It is a complex process involv-
ing many elements, elements which good instructional programs
incorporate in a wide variety of ways.

With a balanced approach we can help nurture students who can
read material, and that means understanding it, and apply the
meaning of what they have read. That is the mark of an effective
reader.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to share my views. I
look forward_to answering your questions.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Dorothy Strickland follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROThy STRICKLAND, PH.D.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational Education, I am Dorothy Strickland, Ph.D., Professor of Education at
Teachers College, Columbia University. I have served as a member of the Commis-
sion on Reading that contributed to the report Becoming a Nation of Readers. My
professional experience includes six years as a classroom teacher, five years as a
reading consultant and Learning Disabilities Specialist, numerous publications in
the areas of reading and language arts education, and research on children's lan-
guage and concept development. I am a past president of the International Reading
Association. I am here today to testify on the topic of reading instruction in our
nation's schools.

The teaching of reading has as its primary goal the production of literate individ-
ualsindividuals who can read in the fullest sense of the word. Reading competence
signifies many things, including the ability to recognize and correctly pronounce
words on a page, the ability to extract the appropriate meaning of words read, and
the ability to suitably use and apply the meaning of what is read. Reading is many
layered process whereby numerous, interrelated elements of information are used
by the reader to build meaning from written text. In short, reading is not a one-
dimensional, simple process; it is a very complex one. The nature of the reading in-
struction we use in our schools must take this complexity into full account if we are
to serve our students and our society well.
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Effective reading ability iS vital for a person to achieve his or her full potential in
our complex society Reading competence leads to individual independence and con-
tributes immeasurably to the strength and vitality of our society.

In considering the queStion of reading and reading instruction several important
pointa must he n.ade.

The first is that reading and literacy learning are constructive processes. Thetis,
the learner's knowledge of language and of the world is a vital foundation for read-
ing ability As the reader reads, he or she makes use of a variety of cuesnt nue
system% These important cue systems include letter/sound relatiorwhips (phonicsl,
word meanings, snd language structure. For effective reading to occur, all of these
cue systems must operate.

A simple example will illustrate the function of these three elementsond demon-
strate that they are inextricably and inevitably related. Consider the simple word
mean. This word consists of four different letters and occurs quite frequently in our
daily language. Next, consider the following sentences in which the word mean is
uSed:

Hansel and Gretel had a mean stepmother.
This trip will mean a lot to him.
I didn't mean it!
The mean was 7.2.
The mean was not appropriate to the end.
I didn't mean strawberry, I meant cherry.
Here we see a clear example of how three SAW systems must operate in order for

successful reading to occur. Certainly lettr- -_ncl sound relationships are important
to the successful pronunciation of the wo,s1 meal But pronunciation is not; of itself,
sufficient for correct reading to occur in allof the examples seen here. Word mean-
ing in different contexts must be discerned through a process of using knowledge of
language structure; alternative word_meaning% and the reader's experience tO con-
firm the appropriate denotation of the word. In other words; three important cue
systems or strategies_must he used_if successful reacling is to occur.

Reading instruction_ which makes full use of these important cue systems is the
most effective instructionfor thobeginning reader. To provide the student with a
constrained repertoireof _reading strategies, such as one limited to Mere decoding or
sounding-out is to promoto a very narrow; limited reading capability. One would
not argue that the ability to decode, by itself, constitutes the ability to read. If that
were the case then thoperson who has mwtered, for example, the b'rench alphabet
could claim to be able try'read" French; even though a total lack of comprehension
might exist Is this_realistic or desirable? Understanding the measage should be the
ultimate goal of reading and, therefore; must be an integral part of reading instruc-
tion from thovery_beginning.

Skilled readers are alsol wide readers. That is, the skill of reading should lead to
the_habitof_readingwidely on a variety of subjects.. According to the report What
Work% recently_released by the U.S. Department of Education, reading fluency and
vocabulary are mcreased_through extensive independent reading. Such reading, es-
pecially when itis organized around the reading of good literature, builds back-
ground knowledge_whileexposMg the child to a rich variety of language and mean-
ing. All of these elements _clearly contribute to better reading ability.

There is a well-documented_ and pervasive relationship between overall school
achievement ancl reading _Students_ who read a lot not only read better, but they
also do better in most other aspects of school as well. Students who read well also
read voluntarily and often;_they seek information, experience and personal growth
through reading. Researchshawathat_rneaningful context enhances the word identi-
fication and comprehension process and_that reading is not merely a serial procest
of letter by letter decoding The fact_that wide and frequent reading improves over-
all reading achievement is an imvortant_piecoofevidence in-A.1W regard.

The strong relationship between resding and writing demonstrates the impor-
tance of a broad, constructive approach to readinginstruction. A considerable body
of sound research clearly demonstrates that writing is a powerful promoter of read-
ing competence. Good writers are alsn good readers,__and good_reading programs
should offer many opportunities for student writing Studiesof young children have
shown that writing helps them to develop their language_abilities _and that these
language abilities, in turn, promote better reading. Heading and writing instruction
Should start early and lead to life-long competencies and habita, These competencies
and habits are desirable because they expand possibilities Luid_remove limitations
and, by so doing, they enable a fuller achievement of human patential. In short, firm.
ited and- narrowly defined reading instruction can lead to limited abilities on the
part of the reader.
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There is a disparity between achievers and non-achievers in our society. The
recent report on reading achievement by the National Assessment of Educational
Progress makes this point quite clearly. Students who are drawn from segments of
society that are often outside the mainstream of our nation's economic life display
levels of reading achievement that are significantly below those of other groups.
These students are making impressive gains but a gap in achievement still exists.

A large number of such students are enrolled in Chapter 1 program& These stu7
dents need our help. Why limit them? They need instructional_programs that give
them all the readingetrategies they require to he betten more capable readers. For
these_stusientA simple_siecoding_th not_ enough. They must have the benefits of learn-
ing how_ to uw all of theneoessary_reading cue systems: letter/sound relationships,
wonimeanings, and language structure. They need to be encouraged to read widely
and taught how to use the information they caTn gain through _reading. If we allow
these children who are "at risk" to be deprived of extra help, the gap between the
"haves" and the "have noth" will widen.

We have learned a great deal about how people learn to read and what that
means fbr classroom instruction. The research that has been carried out and report-
ed through the many programs of study encouraged by the federal government has
borne fruit. We know that reading is a constructive and complex process involving
many elementh. Phonics is only one of the strategies used to make sense of print.
One cannot deny the function of letter/sound knowledge in beginning reading; nor
can one reasonably oppose the careful, intelligent and balanced teaching of phonics
in early reading instruction.

Whether or not phonics is effective is not the issue here. The issue is the negative
and limiting effect of an overly-simplified concept of what constitutes reading and
effective reading programs. lYon't limit our students' potential by limiting reading
instruction to a single rigidly defmed approach. Our students, our developing read-
ers, must have all thebinefits of our present knowledge of the reading and learning
process. We must encourage the development of the richest pro-grams of instruction
possible at the earliest age to be certain that students receive all they can from our
efforts. No one wishes to promote or protect ineffective reading instruction. We
must apply what we know to be true about the reading and learning process if we
are to be successful and do the best we can for the school children of America.

Mr. Chairman, I ask you to remember that reading is more than a simple, easily
defined set of skills. It is a complex process involving many elementselements
which good instructional programs incorporate in a wide variety of ways. With a
balancei approach we can het, nurture students who can read material, understand
it, and apply the meaning of what they have read. And that is the mark of an effec-
tive reader.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my views. I look forward to answering
your questions.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Chair would like to open the question-
ing to Senator Zorinsky. I am quite sure that he has a tremendous
interest in the statements that have been made. And then w,3 will
follow him, Mr. Fawell and then the Chair, in that order.

Senator:-
Senator ZORINSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Queal; what made you believe thLtt the boys that you men-

tioned in your testimony could learn to read after you had been
told_ that they couldn't read?

Mrs. QUEAL. Well, they were all three of them very clever, clever
enough with language that when you would say, Donny, take off
that hilt_Donny would reach for another hat and put on somebody
else's hat And I would say, Tracy, yott_can't wear that either, and
the other boY would pick up the hat. You know, they were clever
people.

And also, when I was in college taldng my master's degree, as
part of the program they had the master's degree candidates actu-
ally take some of the testa that are administered to people that are
suspected of haviug learning disabilities and things. And when I
completed my testini.;, the gentleman in charge came in and said,
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can you read. And I said, of course. And he aaid, oh, yes, you are in
the program here. And I_ said yes. And he said, well, how did you
learn? I said, I don't have any idea, my father read to me bOoks at
the house and that sort of thing. And he said, well, you make me
feel very uncomfortable. And I said, why? And he Said, based on
thesci teSts, I would feel that you wouldn't learn reading very easily
at aL and would probably be placed in a learning disabilities pro-gram.

SenatOr ZORINSKY. Thank you.
_Mr. Micciche, could you elaborate from your testimony on why

your costs for reading instruction dropped, and why you have less
need now for remediation?

Mr. MICCICHE. Yes, air. The standard type to reading package
that most school districts have with the look-say program8 have a
built in obsolescence to them, except for the hardcover book_

Workbooks which today run anywhere from $3.85 to 44.25 on the
average are designed to be written in by a student and then dis-
carded at the end of the year, another one bought the next year.
There je also other material that goes along with it

We were into a program that was _Rublished by the Scott-Fores-
man Corp., which is a very common and widely used reading
system, which has all these characteristics.

Our intent was not so much to reduce costs but to get a reading
program that worked. We just happened to get lucky in both direc-
tions when we put our current phonics program in. It is a_program
that was mentioned here several times today, the Spalding pro-gram.

The cost of the program today runs, as I said, about $225 per
child per year. The figure was variable in the beginning because
we were doing more intensive training in the beginning. Our train-
ing now runs us about $1,000 a year for all the teachers in my dis-
trict.

We purchased textbooks, hardcover literature books that we con-
sider to be excellent literature. They are from the Open Court
Headway Series, that run about $11 a book, and we expect about a
12= to 13-year amortization period on those before we have to re-
place them.

Putting all these costs together, taking everything that We have
spent and our planning costa for the future, we are spending about
$2.25 per kid per year_

Senator ZORINSKY. Thank you, Mr. Micciche.
Mrs. Mactier, these young students you have brought with you,

do they understand how they were able to read through a different
process, other than_the original one that they Were taught? Do they
understand the difference? Or is it just that now they can read and
that is great?

Mrs MAcriko. Matthew, would you like to give an answer to that
one? Here,come up to the mike.

&nator ZORINSKY. Incidentally, I think it is wonderful that these
young people are taking part in the legislative prOcess, so to speak,
of our Government, and hopefully they will understand that somepeople in this country feel they are voices in the wilderness, but
you can be a voice in Washington, D.C. also, and participate in
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your Gevernment. ThiS is one of the few countries in the world
that you can do that:

Please.
Mr. JORDAN. What is the question you want me to answer, again?
Senator ZORINSKY. Well, I have to also probably tell you there

are two things Senators like to heari and that is their own name
and their voice.

But the question was; do you understand within yourself how iiii-
tidily _you had a problem in reading, as opposed to being taught a
different method which enabled you to overcome the deficiency
that you previously had in reading, to enable you to catch up with
the zest of your class?_

Mr. JtiftbAz4. OK. Well, when I was in first and second grade, I
was taught a reading program from like a hard textbook, probably
Scott-Foresman, and it wasn't the basics. It was the visual, like ev-
eryone has been talking about.

Then when I went to this school that had the Spalding program;
I was introduced to a program that taught just the basics.

YoU know, you can look at a picture and say, cat, yo'i know; but
if someone tells you to spell cat and you don't know how; you
knóW, there is no way you are ever going to be able to write out
stories or whatever.

So, you have got to be able to comprehend what you are reading;
but first, before all of that, you need to be able to read Sentences
and words and be able to spell.

Senator ZORINSKY. SO, you feel_ there was a distinct difference be--
tWOen the method by which you learned to read later; as opposed to
the original method?

Mr. JORDAN. Yes, a severe difference.
Senator ZORINSKY. Now, was this explained to you or did you just

realize this?
Mr. JORDAN. What do you mean by explained?
Senator ZORINSKY, Did somebody say, now we are going to teach

you differently, and this will help you better understand how to
learn to read?

Mr. JORDAN. Yes. They said, we are going to teach you the basics,
this is going to -be like from the beginning. And; you know, I
thought, oh, my God, it is going to take a long time to learn. But it
is a very simple process and was very easy to pick up;

Senator ZORINSKY. Thank you very much.
Thank you;_Mr. Chairmam I have no further questions.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Fawell.
_Mr; FAWELL Yes; Mr; Chairman; I am sorry I am late. The two

witnesses I did listen to were very interesting.
I happen to have a daughter who is a kindergarten teacher, and

I am going te take a lot of this testimony back and discuss matters
with hen I should perhaps better comprehend whether she is using
phonics in kindergarten.

But let me ask this question. I believe Ms. Queal, your statement
abotit noting clever 13eople and getting a comprehension that; hey;
these kids are bright enough, they ought to be able to read, re-
minds me when I was in high school_ and earlier in junior high
schooi how I had grown up with kidsI remember one who was an
excellent quarterback, much better than I could ever be in being
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able to remember all the_plays, et cetera, and yet he was consid-
ered dumb, he couldn't malt

Is that what you are talking about? People who have just native
intelligence. _

MrS. QUSAL. Yes. And I have today Tracy Wil lyard here; and he
is one of these three, probably would have been lbStboyS.

It_really iS Sad to see someone that is that intelligent and all
their energies are going toward diSruiption of a School Program,
rather than toward building themselves and the school programs
with it I just felt out of self=defense, if nothing else, if I could just
turn thie e.round,I had to try somethin

Mr: FAWELL. My daughter went to Michigan State and thoughtthey had early education courses that were outstanding. But are
these early education courses not emphasizing this, and if soi whynot?

Mrs. QUEAL. Well, there are a couple of problems here. I am a.
junior and senior high specialist particularly, and it iS gketty Muth
assumed that once you are in junior high, if jou haven't learned to
read, you are not going to learn to read, and you are put in special
programs in order to try to give you the highest quality of educa-
tion possible

You know, how much education can you get as a non-reader? It
is quite difficult, because the setting is designed for literate people.

So, junior and senior high teachers are typically not trained in
reading at all.

I remember my special education course in methodb_gave US all
sorts of information about reading. I mean, I just don't even re-
member how many hundreds c.f things they talkad about in read-
ing, but they didn't give us a process to imitate.

Now, in all the time I have been teaching and doing thingS with
education, I have had two courses that really helped. One was a
course sponsored by the Department of Defense in the----=it was theBay Area writers project, and the instructor was a lady named
Joan Gibbons:

Mr. FAWELt. Department of Defense?
Mrs. WEAL. Yes. And she uted the teachers as her students, and

She _modeled for us ways to teach writing. And everybody WAS SOrt
of; oh; I don't want to do thiS, and 16 hoUrS, Mid you know, that
vVill be terrible. But we all did it and it was interesting, walking
down the halls in the nekt few days and Weeks, to see how many of
those teachers had picked up methods that had been taught and
were using them in the classroom.

We need models. You know, people want to do a Wonderful job
teaching. It is not that we aren't interested in kids and don't wantto do a good job.

Mr. FAWELL. But our institutions of higher learning; in early
education especially; are not thaching this ars- a Mnde Of earlY edu-
cation?

Mrs,. QuE. Well, I have a Master'S Degree and I was not
taughtI waS given methods in special education, as well; and that
was, again; selecting one of the hutidreda of thinga yciu had been
given and teaching a lesson on one of those hundreds of things.
And that is fairly difficult for a beginner. And really, You can
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imagine yourself, somebody giving you five textbooks on the subject
of reading and then saying, OK, now you can do it, go ahead.

Mr. FAWELL. I wonder if any of the other witnesses know of insti-
tutions of higher learning who, in early education areas, do empha-
size_phonics and the Spalding method?

Mrs. QUEAL. I really can't address that question, because I don't
know.

Mr. FAWELL. Any of the witnesses, could they respond, or care to
respond to that question?

Dr. STRICKLAND. I think the question, as I understand it, is what
schools of higher education emphasize phonics isn't that the ques-
tion?

Mr. FAWELL. Yes,_it is.
Dr. STRioxi..Aism. I would not pretend to answer that or to speak

in terms of all institutions of higher education. My experience has
been that none of them deemphaoize it and that phonics is very
much a part of the methods courses that I know about, and the
people with whom I have associated as teacher trainers, and it is
definitely an important part.

Also the writing. It is interesting, you mentioned writing, be-
cause in children's writing, particularly in kindergarten, it is won-
derful to see how they are using the phonics that they know to
produce written text. So that phonics is very much in evidence.

Mrs. QUEAL. But as a_process
Dr. STRICKIAND. That is precisely the writing process that I am

talking about, yes,_that is exaculy it
Mrs. QUEAL. Mine were not process-oriented courses.
Mr. FAWELL. The gentleman there?
Mr. RICHARDSON. I am Charlie Richardson, Mr. Fawell.
I went through what passes for teacher training at a teacher

training institution on Long Island fair1.7 late in life, after I had
been 25 years in engineering. So, I looked at these things perhaps
with a little bit more critical viewpoint than, say, a 19- or 20-year-
old person icat getting out into that milieu for the first time.

I was very appalled at what I thought was a lack of common
sense process in teaching a model of how to teach reading They
danced all around the subject They talked about looking for config-
uration clues, the length, and shape of the word and taking b.
guess, and I just couldn't see the sense to that at all.

There was one reading teacher who was an adjunct professor, not
one of the full time staff, who did work some phonics into his
course,_and I learned a great deal about good material from him,
which I have in subsequent years incorporated into the learning
center program which I was operating.

And yet that particular adjunct professor was at odds with the
directors of the education department of that school, and they told
him, hey, knock off the phonics if you want to hang around here.
He later left that school and he is not there any longer.

Subsequently,_ after I had finished my special education work,
that same institution recognized that I was doing a little bit more
than usual on the outhide,_ they called me to teach a course in spe-
cial education materials and methods.

So, I served for a time as a teacher in one of these training insti=
tutions.
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Now, the class that I was assigned to teach were a group of sen-
iors who had supposedly been through 4 years of the teacher train=
ing, and the department chairman said, you won't have any trou-
ble with these, these are the cream of the crop, these are special
education students.

Now, this was a six credit course for seniors. Well, these Stu=
dents, most of them, had not learned to read by phonics, let alone
had any idea of how to teach it.

In most any profession, say in engineering, for instance, we are
taught about the contributions of the various researchers and_prac-
titioners to our foundational art, and so forth, the great mathema-
ticians, physicists, and so forth.

Well, one of the great contributors to the special education
knowledge in _this country was Dr. Samuel Orton, who was the le=
gator of the Orton Dyslexia Society. He was a physician who was
an early interested party in why do certain kids have difficulties in
reading, writing, and spelling, and so forth. So, he was a very sig-
nificant contributor.

These_ !ride had never heard of Orton. Now, some of Orton's re-
search_ is the basis for all of the reading programs that are used in
remedial areas today, Slingerland, Frenault, Spalding. Spalding
was a _colleague of Dr. Orton._ It was some of his influence, I am
sure, that helped her design this program that these other people
here have _talked about.

So that I see great reluctance of the teaCher training institutions
of which I am aware, and_ say by anecdotal evidence from col-
leagues who have gone to other similar institutions and they come
back and tell me, no, they don't teach phonics, they actually down-
play it.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you.
I have no further questioas, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAvrfaxs. If we were ti) believe most of the witnesses

todayt then we would have to conclude that much of what we have
done in Federal aid to education since 1965 has been too expensive
and perhaps ineffective. We would almost have to conclude that
Head Start and compensatory education have received too much
Federal aid and that we should have taught phonics from the very
beginning.

You would almost have to, it would seem to me, fault the Elepart-
ment of Education, which has not provided leadership and techni-
cal assistance in steering the State and local educational systems
in a different direction, and conclude that their recent report,
"What Works," did not suggest the right thingB to do. We ,.i.robably
would have to also criticize the teachers' colleges for not having
taught teachers what they should have taught.

This might be a conclusion that a reasonable person would reach,
that everybody seems to be going astray and that we therefore are
not wisely investing our money.

Now, are all of these conclusions correct? Is this the situation we
face in singling out one method of approach and, in a sense, saying
that that is sufficient for the educational process?

Yes, Mrs. Mactier.
Mrs. MACTIER. There is a national problem in existence that

cannot be argued with. I think you shot:3 look into these ap-
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proaches that we are talking about, at least, and make a determi-
nation of the_most effective of them.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, we are certainly doing that.
Mrs; MACTIER. Fine.

_Chairman HAWKINS. Senator Zorinsky is going to make sure we
do_ it

MrS. MACTIER. That is to be commended.
Chairman HAWKINS. But L am wondering whether or not that is

sufficient? I am not suggesting that I am in any way opposed to
any of the statements that have been made. I think the witnesses
have been very capable and have presented their views. But I am
wondering why itis that no one seems to have caught the message?

We have had the Secretary of Education before this committee
several times, and I am sure that he is very much in favor of
economizing, as a matter of fact almost to a fault, according to the
Chair at least; And if we are not using or; let's us say, encouraging
the proper approach, why is it that these other individuals or
groups that I haNe mentioned have been; in a sense; backward ir
getting the message?

MIS. MACTIER; Congressman Hawkins; I don't know if you cm
appreciate the enpth of this ideology that has been taught to every
teacher and every teacher administrator in this country since 1930.
They simply say, if you teach children to spell the sounds, they will
not comprehend; When teachers tell that to parents, parents have
to believe it When every teachers college tells that to teachers, it
is sort of like the Bible, and it has been extremely hard to break in
through that concept. It is coming now in the bookyou mentione4 .
the recent "What Works," I believe; The Secretary does say that
phonics must be taught.

Jean Chall, I heard Jean Chall talk at the elementary school
center meeting in January, and she came right out, finally, and
saidJean Chall is the researcher at Harvard Teacher College
she came right out imally and said, we must tearh our 4- and 5-
year-olds to read, professional people are doing th;,, we must teach
all of our children to read, and the way to teach them is by teach-
ing them phonics.

So, a lot of progress is being made.
Also, the Ainerican Broadcasting Company Television Corp. and

the National Education Corp. are getting together to have a series
of broadcast§ on literacy starting next fall. This would be a wonder-
ful way to start and define the most effective program there is, and
teach it en a national network.

You see; the teachers are doing what they know to do. So; it is
going to be very hard to get every teacher in the land turned
around from this ideology with which they have been imbued. But
with a national television network and with your committee, and
with the Senator's people; all moving in the direction of finding
one method and putting it out across the country so that we could
all teach each other and talk to each other about it and help each
other, we could get a whole lot done.

Chairman HAWKINS; Well; this is something more than reading,
however. One might be a good reader and yet a very bad engineer.
Isn't that so, Mr. Richardson? Just being able to read isn't enough.
Is there something extra that is needed in connection with reading
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which may, obviously; be combined with phonics? Is there some-
thing extra, something elae that is needed, other than just the abil-
ity to read?

Mr. RicHAansoisr. Weil, reading is, of course, the basic ingredient,
and I think it is important how early a student gets into the
stream of reading for information;

We have to distinguish betWeen learning to read and reading to
learn. And if the learning to read process is stretched out over 5 or
6 years with mediocre effects, then the reading to learn process
may not ever get off the ground to where the student is managing
information properly.

It_may interest you to know that this research I spoke of back in
the 1960's, there has been no contravening research; nothing to say
that other methods, such as the whole word approach, is any supe-
rior method. But yet it is being used_in so many of our schools, it it
incomprehensible, the stonewalling that is occurring.

An organization which has been mentioned previously, Reading
Reform Foundation, has been struggling for the past 25 years; and
on a national scale I would my they Lave hardlyeauSed a ripple in
the stonewall of misinformation and ignorance which pervades the
area of knowledge of how to teach reading.

Chairman HAWKINS. Pardon me; Mr. Richardson; but the Chair
must respond to those bells to vote &nator Zorinsky has agreed to
continue the hearing. I would think that it is possible that it may
conclude before I return, but Mr. Goodling had asked that his staff
propound some questions that he wanted to have answered.

Again; I would like tO thank the witnesses for their contribution;
to assure you that we will continue; and in conjunction with &na-
tor Zorinsky, we Will announce additional hearings on the subject
and will pursue this subject matthr_to its logical conclusion.

With that, may I ask Senator Zorinsky then to take over the
chair and to proceed with the hearing. Thank you veiy much.

Senator &MINSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and again thank
you very much for_holding these hearing&

Would the staff member representing Congressman Goodling
please identify himself and then proceed with the questions on
behalf of the Congressman?

Mr. HARTNIAN-.--Thank youL
Congressman Goodling asked me to thank you lor coming today.

He is very concerned and interested in the problem of illiteracy
and is sorry he had to leave for another appointment that he had
been committed to.

Actually, I am afraid it isn't quite the form of a question, but
more of a statement, ,but if you want to react to it, I am sure I
could pass along your reaction&

He wrote it down, and let me just read it.
"My wife is a first grade teacher"and I should add, Mt. GOOd=

ling also has Leen a teacher; a superintendent and school board
member, so he, I think; understands and is interested in your com-
ments as teachers.

My via: is a first grade teacher, an outstanding_reading teacher according to par-
enth end students, who emphasizes phonics no matter what program the district
chooleS.
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However, neither she or I would want to simplify the illiteracy problem to the
point that some would believe phonics is the cure-all to a very serious and comple:.:
preblem.

The following words, many taken from today's testimony, may present a phonics
problem td the students.

I think his point here was that while he and his wife agree that
phonics is an important element in any instructional program, that
there are obviously words and further tests and goals of reading
that perhaps go beyond the phonics approach.

Some of the words he pulled out were, for example, bought;
doubt, weight; country, and we could go on. He asked me to list
some, and that i3 as far as I could get.

Second, I would be very interested in a breakdown of the 2 to 3 million figure
used as the yearly increase of illiterates in the country. For example, how many
become illiterate because of language barriers_ and since they come here as immi-
grants with language problems, in a sense, aren't created through our teaching
problem; how many because of new definitions of illiteracy, how many never before
noticed became ffinctional illiterates coald find jobs before without much difficulty?

Functional illiteracy is our No. I problem facing us. But we aiust look at the
breakdown in the family, the :many new demands thrust upon our educational
system, and a multitudo of changes that have taken place in our scciety during the
last 50 years, in addition to instructional methodi, if we are to solve this problem.

He thanks you; and thank you for your time;
&natOr &MINSKY% Would anyone care to respond?
Mr MICCICHE. Thank you.
If I may react to that, I hadn't known that Congressman Good-

ling had been a school administrator in the past, and perhaps, if
you could ask him to recall what he observed when he walked into
any of his foreign language classrooms at the high school level,
where French or German or Spanish; or any language was being
taugl#, I Will guarantee that he found that children were taught a
foreign language; who had never been exposed to it before; from a
strictly phonetic point of view.

All languages except English seem to be taught from a phonetic
point of view in most American classrooms.

You will find a short contrast by walking into any first or second
grade classroom, using a whole word or a look-say system, com-
pared to how children are taught when they are exposed to a new
language for the first time;

The logic, especially approaching a mature mind, in teaching a
langaage_that is based on an alphabet, the logic is strictly phonic.
It is the first step.

And I agree that it is not the only thing; but unless that first
step, that first foundation stone is put in place, the house will
topple.

Mr. HARTMAN. He did actually make a comment to me, as you
may be aware, bilingual education is another issue which we have
discussed here in our committee, and in that area there are people
who are proponents of the mathdd, English as a second language,
and he asked me if; in fact; in that method; if you observed the
classrooms, it is usually done byit doesn't seem to him or myself
a phonics approach, that they just start talking, using words, and
the teacher never speak; the other language.

Does that jibe with the phonics approach?
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Mr. _MICCICHE. I am not that familiar with that, but it sounds
more like a life experience approach to language, and perhaps
someone a little bit more familiar with that can perhaps comment
betthr to that effect.

Dr. STRICKL/IND. I simply wanted to comment that if Congress-
man Goodling had walked into a high school classroom, he might
have heard students talking in a language inin....irsion kind of ap-
proach,where they really get a feel for the language, a sense of the
language, and, indeed, move from there to components of the lan-guage.

But there is an attempt hi most schoola today to try and use the
way we learn first language, and then move to print, and very
much the same way in the second langthwe learning.

Mra MACTIER. I would like to talk about that I have personally
studied a lot of foreign language, and this I know for a fact, that
people need_ to learn to sleak and talk at the same time as they
learn to write. They are different components, and if you learn one
before you learn the other, you are very apt not to learn the other.

So that you need to learn the grammar at the Same time you
learn to talk, at the same time you learn to write.

But I would also like to say regardingthe fact that reading is
complex and not simple, why make something complex that issimple?

Jean Chall,_ in her latest bookI heard her mention it at this
same conferencehas divided reading into levelS, stages she calls
them, and the first stage or the zero stage_is where a child knows
nothing, and the first stage and second stage are learning_phonics.

And she Sayti you simply do not start interpreting and talking
about meaning until after children learn the basicare able toread.

And that is not hard. It is relatively simple to do. I can do it
myself using the Spalding Method. It is not complicated. Why com-plicate it?

Senator ZORINSICY. Would someone like to respond.
Mr. HARTMAN. I think his pohit, and I think he would agree with

you that phonicitin his opening statement, that he and his wife,
as a teacher, would agree with you. But that the 2.6 million or
however many illiterdths are said to be added to the illiterate popu-
laticra each year, that there is a proportion of those studenta who
are notit is not as a result of a breakdown in the educational
system, but, in fact, I believe over half of those, that number, it
just based on the number of immigrants who come to our country
without speaking English and have never been in our educational
system.

Rot he was just tuirg to make the distinction that that is not a
real index of the failure, not that there isn't a problem in the edu-
cational system. There obviously is. But that isn't a good index,
and someone had used that in their testimony, and he wanted to
make that distinction, that thcre are other sources feeding into
that overall number._

Mr. ThalAanSoN. May I react to something about his ccmcern
with the irregularities of English?

Those Words comprise less than 15 percent of our language. If
the student is initially taught the rules which apply to the other 85
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percent, then he can learn this 15 percent on the basis of individ-
ual irregularities, which is a much more efficient system than
learning 100 percent of the language by sight memorization and as
an irregular process.

The method which teaches whole-word memorization first ob-
scures the structure of the language and tends to make children
feel that that is the only way to do it.

People who would deride the phonics methods as far as its struc-
tural nature is concerned, make fun of the simple sentences like
"Matt sat on a fat cat," and so forth as being nonsensical. But
what they fail to realize is that for the beginning reader it is not
the content that he is interested in, it is simply the act of success-
fulreading that turns him on to the learning process.

Your very beginning reader doesn't care what it says aa long as
he can read_vvhat it says: The meanings will come later. But if he
misses that first step, then hiS foundation is severely -Impaired.

Mrs. QUEAL-. I teach retarded youngsters, as well, and I haveat
the same time that I was working with Tracy, I had another stu-
dent; and you could teach him to read the word, "committee," or
"chairman," but he wouldn't necessarily know what he had said.
So; I can appreciate the idea that without the comprehension you
haven'tgot much.

But for most children; why not give it a try? What have they got
to lose by learning how to crack the code?

Some of them will not_be able to make use of it, some of them
are too disturbed,_ some of them have tragic home lives; but at least
we can try to help_fix the decoding process.

MrS. MACTIER. I would, with your permission, like to cell on
Dennis here; Dennis entered third gradeunable to read and I think
with severe psychological problems, and perhaps he would like to
tell you what he thinks about what happened to him: Would that
be all right?

Senator &MINSKY; Yes; certainly;
Mr. McQuiLLEN. When I first started school at first and second, I

was in this programI don't know what it was calledand they
were trying to teach me how exactly to read,and I couldn't pick up
on it. You know, I couldn't understand what they were trying to
teach me.

They would give you like a cat and you would have to see if you
could sp,A it and stuff But not knowing_ the basics of like what
"A" meansthat has three different sounds to it, you know. If I
see cat and then see another word with an "A" in it, I would Still
try saying it the same way,

Phonics has taught me the different ways, how the English lan-
guage is used, how they write it differently. Because something like
o-u-g-h-t, that has six different sounds. If you see a word like car,
you know it is ah. But then if you see another word, you might try
doing it the same way.

If_you can just break it down the way phonics does, you, can
learn how to read it; and then after that you have got your base,
and so then you can start learning what the worths mean and the
words come along;

At second _uade I could not read, and my morn got to talking to
this ladyI don't know her namebut my mom went to this clinic
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where phonics is and they taught her; and she liked-it, and then I
went t-o summer school between second _grade; and I was put into
this other smaller school where they taught phonics.

During that summer I took phonics and I really started to under-
stand more of the English language by this one teacher.

When I got to third grade at this new school, they kept on teach-
ing me, you know, The phonics, so I knewit better, mid then after a
while I just started, my grades started going from D's and F's up to
D's and C's, then C's and B's; and now anything I want to learn, I
can try; and I can usually get it.

I am a slow learner, but once I do learn it; I do know it. Without
reading, I would have never learned how to do any of this and get
any grades that I am getting now.

Senator &MINSKY. Thank you very much. How did you come
here? I know probably on an airplane; but I mean; where did you
get the money to buy your ticket?

Mr. MCQUILLEN. My parents.
Senator ZORINSKY. Well, thank .you very much. You know, it is

great when people are concerned enough about the future. The
strength _of this country is the education of its people,_ and it is
wonderful to have people like yourselves that would voluntarily
come back here at your own cost It seems in thiS day and age ev-
erybody usually tries to get somebody to pay for them;_somehow,
some way. You think enough about the future of the Nation and
education to have made a contribution today, and I want to thank
you_ for being here.

Mr. MoQUILLEN. Thank you.
Senator ZORINSKY. I would just like to, in concludingunless the

Congressman has any other further questionsask if any of the
panelists would care to comment on the testimony of another
member of the panel, if there is any desire to do that? On any of
the testimony that one of you may have given,is there any rebut-
tal or statement that you want to make on the statement of an-
other panelist?

Dr. STRICKLAND. I would like to follow up on Dennis; because I
think that this will indeed do the same thing.

Senator ZORINSKY. OK.
Dr. STRICKANIL I would like to congratulate him, too. He is con-

fident and it is wonderful to see that kind of success in any reader;
I must say, however; that knowing all the sounds of does

not necessarily make a reader. I mean, it is possible to know that
and not be able to read; On the other hand; I think there are many
people in this room who read quite well and don't know all the
sounds of o-u,g-h.

Phonics is being taught You know, this dichotomy or this contra-
diction between whole-word and phonics is really a nonissue. It is
there. If anything, we are doing a veu good job of teaching phonics
in this country, and not a very good job of helping youngsters to
use and apply what they read, which is really what we need.

It does not mean eliminating phonics and it does mean the kinds
of things that other panelists have been saying here, in that we
need a strong program to help youngsters decode and to use every-
thing that they know about the patterns of the language, absolute=
ly. But that is only one part of it.
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Let's not fall in the trap of putting everything in_polar kin& of
considerations. I don't think that is useful or helpful. Indeed, I
think you could _probably take any methOd or approach in the
country today and bring youngsters into this room who have suc-
ceeded with it,and we would all be delighted.

The fact remains that there is no one program, at least at this
point, that is successful with all learners, and that we still have a
lot to learn.

I think that part of the success here, and it is beautiful to see, is
that there is such confidence in these kids ancL that there are
teachers here who talk about success and their beliefs in students.
All of those things help toinake a reader.

Senator &MINSKY. Yes, Mr. Micciche.
Mr. MICCICHE. If I may make some comments on some of the

things that you pointed out
"Jack ate bread and blank" was one of the examples that you

used. If you are asking a child to put a word in there, you are
asking a child to put a word in there, period. You are not asking a
child to read. You can't read a blank line. That is not reading

Cueing signals or miscue theory is not a valid way to begin the
process of having children recognize words.

I certainly don't want the young men and women a this country
who are in our ra ilitary installations sitting down with a red and a
yellow button in front of them, not knowing which one to use but
guessing or cueing that, gee, red is important, I think I Will push
that one and see what happens.

A rather dramatic and hyperbolic situation, of course, but basi-
cally tte underlying philosophy, I feel, is the same with reading.

I don't want my children learning to read by guessing at words. I
want them to have the tools that they need to be able to attack the
good literature you said should be in the classroom. That literature
is meaningless to them unless it is accessible to them, and accessi-
bility comes from having the fundamental tool, knowledge, first.

I am not arguing that we shouldn't teach kids thought processes,
thinking processes, inferential skills, all the other things that go
along with reading. They come and they are necessary to be there.
But I do feel that children come to school equipped with the
mental capacity, the raw native ability, to function in a language
environment if they are given thefl tool, knowledge, in a sequential
process, if they are given those skills in the order in which they
belong there.

I do know that from all the brain study information that has
been done, the normal human brain is predisposed to language.
Language comes fairly automatically because of the types of neuro
connections that are in the brain.

Reading is not an automatic_process that is built into the biologi-
cal system, unlike language, the ability to speak and listen to lan-
guage, and reading has to be taught _just as driving_a car has to be
taught just as any other skill that we have put upon ourselves in a
social environment must be taught.

I said earlier in my testimony that a person who was brought up
in a society, a primitive society that does not have a written lan-
guage is not illiterate. There is no such thing as illiteracy in lan-
guages that do not have writing as a part of their culture. But once
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the mechanism of_written language has been invented and hasbeen used to transmit thoughts across yeark acrosa time, anybody
who doesn't access that language properly will be illiterate in thatsociety. _

Establish the tool finit, then go on to the major things like com-
prehension.

Senator ZORINSIY. Yes, Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I would like also to reSpond to the cueingtheory or the psycholinguistic guessing of what should that nextword be.
This, I believe, has been overplayed by the whole-word advocctesas a substitute or a crutch for students who have poor decodingskills, that they have to be looking for something else to tell them

what that next word is going to be.
Now, just a simple sentence, "Johnny ate bread and," to say thatthat next word has to be a noun, I disagree. The beSt reason for a

child depending an decoding skills, that he can take each-word as it
comes and he can switch signals as that next word unfolds. Thatnext phrase could simply be, "Johnny ate break and ran horne." Itdoes not have to be a noun. And a student who is locked into psy-
cholinguistic guessing is going to be constrained on his fluency andcomprehension.

I think the early recognition of any word that comes next in the
Sentence, and being able to assimilate that, no matter whether it isa noun, a verb, or an adverb,something that is going to switch theSignals_where that sentence is going, is the most important kind of
fluent comprehension, and that will only be brought about in a stu-
dent by. practicing decoding skills to automatic levels very early inhis reading_career.

&nator ZORINSKY. MS. Mactier, did you have any comment youwanted to make?
Mit. MACTIER. We really, all of us, want the Same thing, and weall have very much in comment, and I agree with everything thathaS been said, particularly with the fact that MS. Strickland

brought out that children need to read good literature.
Children need to read, and the sooner they read, the better. And

young children, particularly, are very motivated to read, and when
we can teach children to read in a couple of months thne, ages 4, 5and 6, and then get them reading and get them having a good time
reading, we have come a long way towards winning the battle.

Teaching children the six sounda of o-u-g-h simply enables themto tell the difference between "through" and "though" and"bough" and "rough," so that they aren't confused by it, and A is avery simple thing. All children learn it very quickly.It just gets us all in the way we all want to go, and I know we
can all work together to get there.

Senator ZORINSKY. Thank you very, very much for your partici-
pation as a panel in today's hearing, and as the chairman pointed
out, there will be additional hearings.

Again, thank you on behalf of this committee and myself person-ally for being here. It is nice to be important but it itS more impor-
tant to be nice, and certainly you have been that today.

Thank you very much for being here. We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:34 a m, the subcommitteewas adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER

MARCH 19, 1986

MR. PRESIDENT, I RESPECTFULLY SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT FOR IRE

RECORD AS TOMORROW THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR WILL BE

HOLDING A FEARING ON THE CAUSES OF ILLITERACY AT THE REQUEST OF SENATOR

ZORINSKY.

THIS HEARING HAS ALREADY RECEIVED MY STRONG SUPPORT AS I WAS A CO-SPONSOR

WITH NEARLY 30 OF MY COLUAGUES ON SENATOR ZORINSKY'S AMENDMENT TO DOD

AUTHORITATION IN FY '85. THIS AMENDMENT WAS DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY THE CAUSES

OF ILLITERACY IN THE EARLY YEARS OF EDUCATION, K-3 GRADES. IT IS MY FIRM

BELIEF THAT A DISCUSSION ON ILLITERACY IS WIIHOUT IHE HEART OF IHE ARGUMENT

IF THE PREVENTION OF ILLITERACY IS NOT A MAJOR FOCUS OF IHE DISCUSSION.

IRVORTUNATELY, MERE kRE OVER 23 MILLION AMERICANS WHO ARE CONSIDERED

ILLITERATE. I DO NOT DENY THE TREMENDOUS NEED FOR RIMEDIAL READING PROGRAMS

TO HELP IHME PEOPLE. MY CONCERN IS TO PREVENT THIS INCREDIBLE STATISTIC

FROM INCREASING BY EVEN ONE MORE AMERICAN.

WE CANNOT CONTINUE TO TALK'ABOUT ILLITERACY wrrHouT ASKING IHE QUESTION:

"HOW IS BEGINNING READING BEING TAUGHT IN OUR SCHOOLS:" OUR YOUNG AMERICANS

START SCHOOL EAGER AND READY TO LEARN AND FOR MANY OF THESE CHILDREN IHE

HEALTHY SPIRIT OF ADVENIURE INTO THE WORLD OF SCHOOL AND LEARNING QUICKLY

CHANGES. MANY ARE LAE= LFARNING DISABLED AND PLACED IN CLASSES APART FROM

THEIR HOMERCOM. PARENTS NEED TO QUESTION WHETHER A CHILD HAS AIME LEARNING

PROBLEM OR HAS THE CHILD BEEN TAUGHT BY AN INFIRECTIVE AND INEFFICIENT
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READING PROGRAM? IT IS ONE OF THE MOST BAFFLING SIIIMICONS I KNOW OF THAT

SCHOOLS RFADILY SEEK FEDERAL FUNDS FOR REMEDIAL FI,GRAMS. TO MY WAY OF

THINKING, THE NEED FOR SUCH PROGRAMS INDICATES A LACK OF SUCCESS IN THE

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM OF THE SCHOOL. NOW, I GRANT YOU THAT SOME maws

WILL NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE 'THROUGH A REMEDIAL PRCGRAM, BUT THE PERCENTAGE

OF STUDENTS IN THESE PROGRAMS I HOPE WOULD BE RELATIVELY LOW.

FOR A CONCRETE EXAMPLE, I GIVE YOU THE GALLED() SCHOOL IN THE SUNNYSICE

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF SOUTH TUCSON IN ARIZONA. THE PRINCIPAL OF GAIIEDO, MRS.

MUSGRAVE CHOSE TO RECEIVE NO FECERAL FUNDS FOR THE SCRUM. rr IS A K-6

BASICS SCHOOL wrn4 AN INTENSIVE PHONICS PFCGRAM FOR ITS MOSTLY HISPANIC LOWER

SOCIO-ECONOMIC =DENT sory MANY OF THE HOUSEHOLDS DO NOT HAVE A WORKING

PARENT, BUT THE SCHOOL WITH ITS DRESS AND DISCIPLINE CODE ARE FULLY SUPPORTED

BY THE PARENTS. MANY OF THESE PARENTS, INEKSELVES, DO NOT SPEAK FLUENT

ENGLISH; HOWEVER, THEY WANT NO SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR THEMSELVFS CR THEIR

CHILDREN.

GALLEGO USES THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS AND rr Is Numeut 1 OUT OF 16

SCHOOLS IN THE SUNNYSIDE DISTRICT WITH READIAG, GRAMMAR AND MAE! ABOVE GRADE

LEVELS DV ALL SIX GRADES. TT SHOULD BE NCCED THAT THE7r6 ARE 522 STUDENTS AND

22 TEACHERS. THERE ARE NO SPECIALISTS ON THE UALLEGO FACULTY. THE MORNING

SCHEDULE IS CORE TIME WHICH TRANSLATES D/DO 3 HOURS OF UNINTERRUPTED

CLASSROOM DISTRUOTION WITH A CONCZNTRATION ON PHONICS sums IN THE LOWER

GRADES. THE PHONICS PROGRAM OF CHOICE BY THE GALLEGO SCHOOL IS

THE SPALDING PHONICS PROGRAM. THE TEACHERS AT GALLED() WERE TAUGHT BY MRS.

SPALDING, HaISELF. ALSO, THE SPALDING PHONICS PROGRAM IS THE PROGRAM OF

CHOICE OF THE READING REFORM FOUNDATION OF SCCCTSDALE, ARIZONA. I AM PROUD

TO REPORT THE FUUNDATION HAS CHAFTERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND THE SCOTTSDALE

FACILITY IS THE NATIONAL HEADQUARDERS. EACH CHAPTER HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO

,a7
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UTILIZL A PHONICS PROGRAM OF THEIR MN CHCOSIKU, SO NOT EVERY PROGRAM USES

'THE SPALDIN3 METHOD OF TEACHIM PHONICS. THE SPALDING METHOD HAS BEEN

REPEATEDLY SHOWN TO BE BOTH COST-EFFECTIVE AND TIME EYFICIENT. THE COST CAN

BE CONSIDERED MMINAL AS THERE ARE FEW MATERIALS NEEDED AND rr IS EASILY

TAIGHT TO LAY PEOPLE AS WELL AS TEACHERS WHO DO NOT FEEL THEY CAN TEACH

EFFECTIVELY BEGINNING READIM. ONE OF THE MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THE

FOUNDATION, FOUNDED BY PARENTS AND EXICA.TORS IN 1961, IS TO PROVIDE A

SYSTEMATIC, MULTI-SENSORY PHONICS PROGRAM FOR BEGINNITU READING INSTRUCTION.

IN NOVEMBER 1965, READER'S DIGEST CARRIED AN EDITORIAL ON ILLITERACY

ENTITLED: "WHY CMIDREN AREN'T READIN3." AT THE CLOSE OF THE EDITORIAL AS

REALER'S DIGEST IS KNOWN TO DO IRE POSTSCRIPT STATED: "FOR MORE INFORMATION

ABOUT TEACHING READING BY THE PHONICS METHOD," AND GAVE THE ADDRESS OP THE

READIN3-REFO11 FOUNDATICN IN SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA. I AM TOLD BY MRS. BETTINA

RUBICAM, PRESIDENT OP THE EGUNDATION, A TEAR FR/END AND TIRELESS WORKER IN

THE Rim POR LITERACY, THE FOUNDATION RECEIVED OVER 25,000 LETIERS AS A

RESULT OF THE READER'S taGEsr EDITORIAL. THESE LEITERS HAD NOT ONLY BEEN

SENT BY CM3FMNED INDIVIDUALS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY, BUT ALSO FROM AROUND

THE WORLD. IRIS KIND OF RESPCHSE TELLS ME THERE AREMAM ThIDIVIDUALS WHO ARE

DEEPLY CONCERNEDWITH THE PROBLEMS OF LLISTERACY ANDIREY wAmr TO LEARN WHAT

BEGINNIN3 READIND PROGRAMS WCRK. THEY AREN'T LOOKDE FOR GIMMICKS AND

EXTENSIVE MATERIALS, JUST GIVE THEM WHAT kGRKS.

THE READER'S DIGEST EDITORIAL STATED A BEGINNING READING PROGRAM NEEDS TO

HAVE AN IMENSIVE PHONICS COMPONENT. THE READER'S DIGEST PHONICS

RECOMKENDATION SUPPORTED AND GAVE cREDrr TO "BECOMIN3 A NATION OF READERS:

TRH REPORT OF THE COIOSISSION ON READING" WHICH WAS SPONSORED BY THE

reromeasr OP ECGOATION. THIS REPORT STATED IN ITS awN RECOMMENDATIONS

THAT: 'TEACHERS cr4. BEGINNING READIK3 SHOULD PRESENT WELL-DESIGNED PHONICS
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INSTRUCTION." IT WENT ON TO STATE: "THOUGH MOST GH/LDREN TODAY ARE TAUGHT

PHONICS, OFTEN THIS INSTRUCTION IS POORLY CONCEIVED." ACCORDINC TO RICHARD

C. ANDERSON, CHAIRMAN OF THIS COMMISSION, "THE REPORT CONTAINS THE MOST

THOUGHTFUL, SCHOLARLY, AND COMBEHENSIVE STATEMENT THAT HAS EVER BEEN MADE

ABOUT THE NATURE OF READIM AND THE PRACTICEn IN THE HCME AND THE SCHOOL THAT

PROMOTE LITERACY."

IN ADDITION TD THIS STROM RECOMMENDATION FOR THE NEED FOR INTENSIVE

PHONICS INSTRUCTION IN BEGINNING READINC PROGRAMS, THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION ON MARCH 4, 1986, RELEASED ITS LATEST REPORT ENTITLED: "WRAT'WORKS:

RESEARCH ABOUT TEACHING AND LEARNINC." I WOULD LIKE TO QUOTE THE SECTION ON

PHONICS IN ITS ENTIRETY AS IT GIVES NDT ONLY RESEARCH FINDINGS, BUT ALSO

PROVYrES IMPORTANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON HOW WE ARRIVED AT OUR PRESENT

READING DILEMMA:

CHMDREN GET_A_BETTER_START IN READING IF THEY ARE TAUGHT
PHONICS-.=LLEARMIZ PHONICS HELPS THEM TD UNDERSTAND THE

REIATIONSHIP BEIWEEN LEITERS AND SOUNDS AND TO 'BREAK THE
CODE' THAT LINKS THE WORDS THEY HEAR WITH THE WORDS THEY
SEE IN PRINT.

timIL THE 1930'S AND 1940'S, MOST AMERICAN CHILDREN IJEARNED_I-

TO BEAD By THE PHONICS METHOD, WHICH STRESSES THE RELATIONSHIPS_

BENEEN SPOKEN SOUNDS AND PRINTED LETTERS. CHILDREN Lzmuum_amE

LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET AND THE SOUNDS THOSE LETTERs_rouREsaan.
FOR SEVERAL DECADES THEREAFTER, HCQEVER,-THEL'LCOK,SAY!_ALPPROACH
TD READIKU WAS COMINANT: CHILDREN-TORE-TAUGHT TOLIDENTIFYAMOLE

WORDS IN THE BELIE:13"MT THEYLUMULD MAKE_MORE RAM PROGRESS IF THEY

IDENTIFIED WHOLE WORDS AT-A GLANCE; AS ADULTS SEEM TO. RECENT

RESEARCH INDICATES THAT,--ON TRE_AvERAGE; CHILDREN WHO ARE_

TAUGHT PHONICS GM' OFF-TO A-BETIER START IN LEARNING TO READ

THAN CHILDREN WHO ARE NCT TAUGHT PHONICS.

IDENTiryar, WORDS QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY IS ONE OF THE CORNER-

SI0NES-0E-SKIMED READIM. PBONICS IMPROVES THE ABILITY OF

CHILDREN scuLTo IDENTIFY WCRDS AND TO SOUND OUT NEW ONES.

SOUNDING OUT_THE LETTERS IN A WORD IS LIKE THE FIRST TENTATIVE

STEPS OF A TODDLER: IT HELPS CHILDREN GAIN A SECURE VERBAL

FOCTING AND _EXPAND THEIR VOCABULARIES BEYOND THE LIMITS OF

BASIC READERS.

BECAUSE PHONICS IS A READIM TOOL, IT IS BEST TAUGHT IN-THE _

CON=CTIOF READIM INSTRUCTION, NOT AS A SEPARATE SUEUEGT TO BE

WiSTE120. GOOD PHONICS STRATEGIES IhCLUDE TEACHING CHILIMEN THE

SOUNDS OF LEITERS IN ISOLATION AND IN WORDS (s/i/t), AND RN TD

BLEND THE SOUNDS MGETHER
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PHONICS SHOULD_BE TAUGHT EARLY BUT NOT OVER-USED. IF PHONICS
INSTRUCTION EXTENDS OR TOO MANY YEARS, rr CAN DEFEAT THE
SPIRIT AND EXCITEMENT_OF LEARNING TO READ. PHONIC: HaPS
CHILDREN PRONOUNCE_WORDS APPROXIMATELY, A SKILL THEY CAN LEARN BY
THE END OF SECOND GRADE. IN THEMEANTIME, CHILDREN CAN LEARN
TO PUT THEIR NEW PHONICS SKILLS TO WORX BY READING GOOD STORIES
AND PrITAS.

AT THIS TIME, I WOULD LIKE TO SAY, I CO NOT ALWAYS FIND MYSELF IN FAVOR

OF THE REPORTS PUT OUT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; HOWEVER, I 1EtL

COMPEL= TO COMMEND THE EFFOWS OF SECRETARY BENNETT AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FINN FOR THESE REPORTS. I BELIEVE THE REPORTS ACHIEVED THEIR GOALS OF

GATHERINU PERTINENT AND TESTED KNCWIEDGE ON EDWATION AND OF WIDELY

DTSSEMINATIM THE IWORMATION IN LAYMEN'S TERMS. NOW, I CHALLENGE THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATICN AS I HAVE THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TO FIND WASTE AND

ABUSE AND TO STOP FIRDING PROGRAMS THAT DO NOT WORK. THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

DESERVES A FAIR RETUP1 ON ITS TAX DOLLARS. CONCRETE RESULTS IN READING

SCORES AND A REDUCTION TN THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN BEING PLACED IN REMEDIAL

READIM PROGRAMS WOCLD BE A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

OUR SCHOOLS SHOULD NOT BE TURNIM OUT LOSnRS, BUT RATHER MAKING EVERY

CHILD A WINNER. MANY OF US ARE 1ONSTANTLY STATING HCW VALUABLE OUR CHILDREN

ARE, BUT THEY ARE ALSO EXTREMELY VULNERABLE. AT A TIME WHEN THEY ARE BOTH

YOUNG AM VULNERABLE IT SEEMS UNFAIR TO EXPECT SO MUCH FROM THEM. THEY ARE

FtEPEATEDLY TESTIO, BUT OUR SOCIETY SEEMS TO DEMAND THESE TESTS. WELL, IF WE

ARE GOING TO atm. OUR YOUNG AT LEAST GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO SUCCEED BY USING

PRCATEN PROGRAMS THAT ARE BCTH EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT IN THE TRANSFER OF

KNOWLEDGE. rr IS MY HOPE THE ABOVE REPORTS ON PHONICS AND EDUCATION AND THE

UPCOMING HEARING ON THE PREVENTION OF ILLITERACY'WILL BE THE NECFSNARY FORCES

TO REQUIRE ALL LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES TO PROVIDE AN INTENSIVE PHORICS

COMPONENT IN BEGINNING READING INSTRUCTION. OUR CHILDREN DESERVE THE BEST WE

HAVE TO OFFER. WHAT BETTER GIFT TO GIVE OUR YOUNG PEOPLE THAN THE ABILITY TO

DECODE THE WRITTEN WORD.



THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712

March 13, 1986
Alan Performaner-Levd Project
EdircationAnn#521
AC 512/471-4623

Honorable±Augustus_awkins;_Chairman
Subcommittee_on Elementary; Secondary

and Vocational_Education
U. S. House of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hawkins:

You are aware that I have written you before and that I support yuur mach
needed efforts in behalf of educational improvement and accountabilitY:

I:understandithat you and your Subcommittee will_be taking testimony on
illiteracy_atyourihearing scheduled for_March 20: I would like very_much
to bE there in perso% but that is not possible I am taking_the_liberty,
howev!rof providing my written testimony and I will appreciate it very
much if you will have it included in the record of the illiteracy hearing.

I think a review of my contribution will indicate how very serious I bP-
lieve the problem to be. Our research, in fact, indicates that the matter
constitutes a serious threat tok the continued advance of this nation and
to our position among world leaders in the technologically sophisticated
future.

Please continue your efforts._ We must have consistency_of leadership if we
are to_nvercome this most serious situation. Please let_me know the progress
your effort is achieving and tell me if I may be of additional service.

Thank you very much.

AelLere15,

'Or

. Cates, Director
t Performance Level Porject
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These comments,_prepared-by Jim C. Cates, Director of the Adult Performance Level
Project of the College_of_Education of The University of Texas at Austin; are ad-
dressed_to the Honorable Augustus F.-Hawkins, Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Elementary; Secondary,_and Vocational Education, United States House of Repre-
sentatives; with_the_request_that they be read into the-record of that Sub* -
Committee's hearing on illiteracy scheduled for March 20, 1986.

Following its unique and comprehensive_research into the scope_add_dharatter Of
functional illiteracy in the United States over_a_decade ago; The Adult PerfOrm-
ance Level Project has retained a position of respect_and_acceptenet aMeng its
peers. Our data, and our systems, have endured and remain valid.Our_concen,
tration on the problem of functional illiteracy in America has remained_stead-
fast so that we ean say without equivocation that APL occupi;.s a premiere_po-
sition in its understanding Of the problem. Staggering as wnre the findings
we_published in 1975, we are convinced the problem has grown steadily worse
unt11;_today, we face a situation of national disgrace and dcastatinc con-
sequence.

APL's original_research dealt only with that population aged 18-65.--Of that
group, 19,1% or almost_23 milliOn;_were_found_to be funetidhallY illiterate.
An additional 33.9%, or almost 41 million;_were found to funetiOn at or WOW
a level associated only with marginal success._ They_could be said te Operate
at a-'bare survival level. Slightly less than one-half_(46,3%) of the adult
population studied was found to be clearly proficient. APL's findings were
widely accepted at all levels, including the federal establishment where they
were_acceptti and announced by the then U.S. Commissioner of Education.__The_
U.S Office ot Education re-wrote sections of the Adult Education Act based on
cur:work and to reflect an expanded concern for functional literacy (competency).
In addition,_there was a gratffying-surge of interest and activity which de-
vebaped_in_various states and school systems around the naticn and we saw ex-
panded_activity_and_redirection not only in adult education programs, but also
in special educationsome_secondar systems, and in developmental programs
offered in correctional insetutions, It can be Said; however; that the federal
action of choice was limited almost exclusively to remediatiOn.

What is the situation in 1986? Bad as it was a decide aeo,_all_indication is
that it may be significantly worse. Is it because our efforts at remgdiation
have been inadequate? Is it because we have failed to identify_and_to_correct
weakness and-irrelevance in our public education systems and apProaches?__Is
it because of diminished federal leadership and commitment to edw:ation coupled
with:diminished rglevance_ahd demarl for accoutability at local levels? The
answer_must_include all of the above. Remediation is critical and must be
Prcvided_those millions_who do_net have the-skills-and the knowledge required
for success_in this_society, Remediz.tion alone will_not win-the day, however.
Unless we correet_and_improvl the basic_system, it will tOntihUe annUallY to
add to the pool of functional illiterates, and at a rate greater than rethe-
diation can salvage.

Education, as an institution, does not deserve to be, and _should not br,_the
only 'whipping boy' in this situation. Given the very nature of its_mission;
however, it-must bear significant responsibility for both success and failure.
Generally, I think we must admit that much of the core problem results from
a prolonged era since WW II when we have allowed public education to concen-
trate_heavy resource and attention on social and athletic development at the
expense of academie discipline. During the same time, we have allowed it to
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become almost autonomous and, worse, we have abdicated public responsibility
and_contrel by allowing the sustem to_become almost entirely self_policing -
to determine its_own pace and often its own direction, _One devastating re-
sult_of_this_abdication of_control_has_been that_the_system_of_public_education
in_America_has not kept_pace_in many_areas with_the_needs of this nation.
Whatever the claim may beithere IS no easy access_to the innerworkings of
public education in much of the country. While there may be a great deal of
lip service regarding course content responsive to to the needs of the job
market; and while there is considerable rhetoric regarding the system's
concern for the developmental needs of its students, the more reliable truth
is that often much of public education, as a system, tends to stay well be-
hind the-needs of the economy. lbe society and its expectations have changed
so rapidly and so remarkably-and that fact only serves to widen-the gap and to
add to education's burden._ We need to remember that teachers, including that
great number who are certainly competent, generally teach what the system
designs and dictates. When that design lags behind rapidly changing_require,
ments of the society; students do not receive the_skills_and_knowledge_needed
to become proficiently productive and contributing members of that society.

We_have_seen_enormous_change in this country since the 40s and society has be-
come much more sophisticated. A person held in isolation for the past 40 years
and dropped suddenly into the complexities of life in 1986 would not even
recognize the terrain and could not be expected to deal with our current re-
quirements. Knowing that is basic to an understanding of 'how we got where we
are. This nation is no longer heavily rural or agricultural. Many of ovr man-
ufacturing and heavy fabrication industries have-changed remarkably and/or have
faded from the scene. The society-is highly mobile and-very few of us get through
life on the basis of one set_of skills or on_one assimilation of static know-
ledge. The economy and the job market have become clearly national forces_ _

and, as such, they necessitate mobility on the part_of:those of us who pursue
career involvement:and success, For such a_system_to_succeed;'a graduate_of
the educational system_iniany_corner_of_this_nation_whoas a_result of_his/__
her_application ,_attention,._and_successful_completion df a required course of
study is_deemed_and_certified proficient, should have every right to expect
that preparation to serve reliabl* matter where relocation may lead, Such
is too often not the case. Not only do we find that prescribed preparation
to be so often irrelevant and dated; we so often find its level of quality
seriously inconsistent. These conditions, and others, have brought us to the
sorry state revealed by APL's national research over a decade ago.

Where are-we today? To approach that answer,_we must_begin_with a review Of
APL's-earlier findings that fewer than one-half (463%)_of American adults_were_
clearly proficient, and that the remaining pool of "nonand_''marginaP _literates
represented at that time some 60 million personsa_devastating_condition_Nr
a nation rhetorically committed to a-future of technological supremecy Did
any partiof that_finding_indicate_that_there may_already have heen a weakness in
our_basic_educational_system? _Consider_the following facts: Of thos-: persons

determined to be functionally illiterate, 11% were high school graduates, 9%
had completed some college, and 2% had at least one college degree. Add-it% mally,

of the segment of the population found to function only marginally or below
37% had completed high school, 27% had some college, and 17% had at least o;e
degree. Most action taken during this past decade has centered around reme-
diation and those efforts, no matter how well intentioned, ippear to-have
duced an infinitesimal result. Such federal efforts have been woefully snie'
and critically underfunded adn that situation has-deterioreted_until, today,
the best we appear-able to get out of Washington is a rathar simplistic ap- _

proach based oh vOlunteerism and no funding. While there haa been lip service,

there has not been the federal mandate and leadershi P, the national commitmer0
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Or-the level-of funding required to address this national disgrace.__Our_best
evidence indicates that the number of incompetent and marginallY functional
persons ih the United States today unable to share fully in the benefits of this
society_andicertainly unable to-contribute to it has surpassed seventy million.
Each year._additional _millions join that hapless pool. The ranks of those un-
able to function adequatelyswell eaCh year by at leatt-400,000 legal immigraAts,
100,000_refuges;_at least 800.000 illegal imMigrants, 850,000 school dropouts,
and by an_additiolii17/1ZO00_who are_pushed out priMarily for the comfort and
convenience of the_educational systemi Add to these the teVeral hundred thous-
and high school graduates each_year who_are_found to be illiterate tip a degree
that ;,,nders them unable to function above a bare survival leVel.

We knew Of no way to assess adequately the cost in_terms of_human suffering;
shattered dreams, and unfulfilled potential. The cost in_dollar_loss_to the_
society is somewhat more calculable. In terms of GNP. the welleducated_esti-
mated annual Tess is set at $237 billion. In addition, an "immediate" annual__
cost_to government ahd taxpayers is estimated at $20 billion. Welfare Payments
to those who are_on the rolls because of a remediable deficiency are calculated
to_be_at_least $6 billien a year, and there is at least $6.6 billion annual
cost_associated_with_the incarceratien of the three-quarters of a million
inmates_whose_imprisonment has been linked-direttlY to functional-illiteracy.
WhateVer_the_numbers._they art too high. Ahd whatever the cost of meaning-
ful action, it ir manageable_when_comparedite the staggering; UnfatheMable price
exacted by continued inaction. Many teachers are now incompetent er Marginally
competent at best. A great many parents are now incapable of determining
whether their children are exposed to qualitY instruction_or_if_their_school
tax money is buying only custodial care. Far too manY traditionalists_within
the educational cadre find change too threatening zo.contemplate and persist_
instead in application of the 'tried and true' methods they first learned per-
haps decades ago.

Functional incompetence in the United States has attained prorrtions of i
national_disgrace. Productivity falters to a point.where foreign competition
threateos_to_dominate our commerce. Our societal and prilitical,astitutions
are_in_a_state of:_decline; Our military establislitent suffers from a lack
of competent enlistees_and_upable_adMiniStratien, And fee thet-geheration of
vnuth currently enrolled in oyr educational system; mediocrity it rapidly be-
coning the norm.

Wha it desperately needed is a national polim_statement_on_functional 1;teracy.
To-some degree,-at least, h.! have addressed equality_Of_opportunity;_we:have
Said that we all should be free from any stigma associated with_race_, ethnicity,
sex, and age. -But we have-not embraced a national mandate freeing our fellows
froni the grinding burden of illiteracy. The ability of the Individual to
contribute meaningfully to the development of this society and to participate_
fully and equally in its benefits has been the basic building block of America.
That inherent element of self-determination, achieverent, and liberty should
not be entrusted to the caprice of-any-transient administration. Rather, it
should_be a clearly ennunciated and universally nurtured tenet of this democratic
society.

_

4e cannot ignore_the fact_that_the_United States is engaged in a_i4r Of tedinology .
in order to succeed, we need_the_positive._productivelinput Of all bur tititens.
In addition, each citizen deserves an opportunity_tcLattain_the level of prd-
Ficiency which enables competent, effective representation_in_job access_and
:areer development, in consummerism, in appropriate Utilization_of_community
-esources, and in understanding and supporting the requirn!mt of ourlaws and
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government. It is unrealistic to expect that all our citizens will become full
contributors to this society. It is-paramount, however,_that each citizen be_

allowed-the dignity of-that opportunity. It-has been said that the attainment
of excellence it an individual matter, but that it is_the=responsibility_of
society to see-that barriers are removed. The_demonstrated functional in-
competence-of half our adult pnpulation_constitutesia_clear_and_critical barrier
te the fuller advancement OfAhis society. _Until we_develop and embrace a
positive, coherent policy_dealing_with_the_!_right of our citizens to exper .

institutional systems capable of enabling each of us to attain acceptable
functional_competence_i we_will_not begin to succeed. To have the capacity for
bringing_each_of_us to acceptable levels of performance, systems charged with
that_responsibility must themselves have clearly ennunciated, consistently
enforced standards of performance, and ones which bear clear relevance to the
dynamic needs of this societ.

Surely the Congress understands its responsibility in-this pressing need.
There will never be a better time to-address the problem. Given continued

delay, there may never be time at all.

Thank you very much for allowing me the opportunity, and the privilege, to
offer this testimony for your consideration.

Jim C. Catesi_Director
Adult Performance Level Project
The University of Texas At Austin

Austin, Texas
March 13, 1986
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DR1c -uwivErtgaarit
DES MOMS, IOWA 50311

Sawol of Journalism
and Mus Communication

March 14, 1986

Honorablo Augustus_p. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee_on
Elementary. Secondary and
Vocational Education
United States House of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hop. Hawkins:

/SA treit4ug-So express support for the National
-COmmisSiOn on_Illiteracy Act proposed by Senator Edward
lorinsky and_28_do--sponsors. Consequently, I request that
this_lotter_be_indIuded in the record of the illiteracy hearingscheduled Sor Mardh 20;

Parhaps the meet haunting comment I have heard_in the
plut_yearis one from Jonathan_lozol: "When it domes to
.statistice on illiteracy, the United States is a Third world
Nation.

Res01 might be identified as_an adveCate of literacy, if
chat,weren't.suchran odd way_to identify someohd; Who isn't

. an-advocate of literady?_ Well. given the_scandaIddit
illiteracy rates in the nation,,there_must be a humber Of
people-who oppose literacy through their inaction,
inSensitivity or lack of awareness.

_ The proposal for a National Commission on Illiteracy is
bUt_needed.step toward resolving the social and

economic problems resulting from illiteracy. I urge your
.comaittee.to support this measure and related legislation.

Thank you for your attention and cor n.

Sincerely.

Herber Strent dean

ccs Senator Zorinsky
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THE UNIVERSrTY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
4* iris' OFFICEOF THE-DEAN

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

March 18, 1986

Honorable_Augustus F. Hiwkins, Chairman
SUbCOMMiEtecOn_Elementary_. Secondary;

and Vocational Education
United States House of Represet. !lives
Room B 348 C Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 2051$

Dear Congressman HaWkins:

This letter_is being wriEten_to become part of the record of the illiteracy
hearing.on March 20; 1986. I write in support of the spirit of the
National Commission on Illiteracy Act.

The notion-of a-et-prevention of illiteracyJnis much merit. To_focus_upon_
the causation_of ilIiteracy_may_help_us define Lhe specific antecedents of
this debilitating social, convnic, and educational problem. Only through
the identification of illiteracy's cause or causes will we be able to Lake
preventive easures.

Psychologists,_as far back_as_EdWard L. Thorndike, realized that Lhe first

educational event was the ost important. If this event was positive and
appropriate, future success resulted. This initial success sets the stage
for subsequent, positive development. When initial experiences are
negative and/or-inappropriate failure results. Remediation musL_Eheri_be

employed. Remediation_i5_nn_positi46 cure. it is expensive; it as time
consoming, and it is negative socially and emotionally.

The spirit of the National Commission on Illiteracy Act accepts and
embraces the importance of the_initial, oducational_event. _FUrther;_it
seeks_to identify_and_define the causes of illiteracy. No cure can be
rendered until such time as the illness is diagnosed and defined.
Logically it, the Act, proceeds to the next step; that of identifying
appropriate methods for children Mo manifest pre-illiteracy conditions.
This approach_imp ssssss e as_betncorrect and offers hope for the
eradication of our Nation's illiteracy problem.

I hope you and the Subcommittee will see fit to support this legislation.

_Sincerely,

A6144140 O. c6 &Vitt/L.

mes 0. Winer
th

Southern Mon Box 5023 Hattiesburg. Mbsisslr-71 39406.5023 (601) 266-4568
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WAKE FOREST
The Bow'rnan Griy

School of Medicihe

DeParin_teni_Of Iski44/00
Section of Neuropoychology

(919) 7034261
Mireh 27, 1986

Honarable Augustus FHawkins, Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary, and

Vocational Education
United States House_of Representatives
Room B, 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Hawkins.

I would_ilike for this -letter to be included in the reCord_of _the
illiteracy hearing to__be_held_by_your subcommittee on March 20, 1986. As aPerson trained in general elementerY_educatiati_SS

weIl -as in special
education (learning disabilities), I have become increasingly awhfe_ of theshortcomings of my_ troining_in_the area of teaching reading. During thelate_ sixties and early seventies, I

taught Young_ehiIdien with a range of
abilities and found myself faced with the inadequacy of both traditienal

basal readers) and the then_popuIsr(i.e.
perceptual-motor deficit)models_ o_f "special education"- for learning

disabled childrenIn my searchfor ways to teach young, -"hard-to-teach"
children to read-. I becameconvinced of the relative efficacy_ of

the_phonics as compared to the wholeword aPproaCh: _After moving to
Winston-Salem, NC: I was fartahate enough to

be introduced to Itine_Orton and her
knowledge concerning variOuS voye ofteaching phonics. I learned to apPreciate_the vist differences between what/Tepee for_phonics instruction in many basal texts and what censtitutes a

careful, systematic phonics approach.

Out of__My _early teaching experiences, I developed a strong interest inlearning more abOut_weys_to_teach_
young children that would prevent Or

ameliorate subsequent reading disabilities_In_pursuit
of this-goal, I

completed doctoral_ training in child- development and learning disabilitiesand am currently on the_fasulty_ef the
Neurology ti;Tartment of Bowman GraySchool of Medicine.

At Bowman Gray_my _calltagUeb_ and / are actively
involved_in research with reading disabled children. We have recentlycompleted a study of the_brain_bases_of_

reeding-disabilities (sponsored bYNICHD _and NINCDS) and have other applications
under_reViect._ As part of the

preparation for applications in this-field, I have reviewed,current researaon the prediction of reading rlisabilLity an well as teaching methods. My
conclusions have been that we know a great deal about hew to_predict readingfailure as well as hew_to teach beginning reading. Unfort_stely. verylittle of the existing knowledge has been_ put_ into practice. In addition,much more research into the interaction

between tYge_ot_speeific readingdisability and teaching arfthods appropriate for the truly reading disabled

300 South liawi.-orne It', ad, Win. ten-Salem, North Carorina 27103

TELEX 8064,- SGSM N/a.
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is vital. One of the problems inherent in such research is that the
identification of reading_ disabled or dyslexic children is clouded by the
interaction.between teaching methods and reading problems. As researchers,
we areJaCed vith_the problem of_trying to determine how much of a child's
reading disability is due to some brain based.deficit and how much is due to
poor or inappropriate_teachingResearch that starts with the idea of
preventing future reading disabilities is in my opinion, the only way to
resolve this issue.

In conclusion, I strongly recommend that you and your committee support
S.J. Res. 138 which would establish a National Commission on Illiteracy.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Felton, Ph.D- _
Section of NeuropsychoIogy
Department of NOUrology__ _

Bowman Gray School of Medicine

cc, Senator Edward ZOrinsky
Congressman Steve Neal
Senator Jesse Helms
Senator John East
Governor James Martin
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OSHKOSH
March 18, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. HaWkine, Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondark, and

Vocational Eduzation
United States houce_mf_Representatives
Room 8, 346-C Rayburn Euilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hrwkins:

It is my request that the following statement be indlUded in the record of
the "Illiteracy Hearing" on March 20, 1986.

My Statement:

I, Rbert T. Nash, Professor of_ppecial Education crt thc. '.-:Js!.:sity of
Wiadaitin,:Cehkosh, want to go on record in_eupport ofpropased !bill' that is designed to identify the cauabe al till--
in the United States and to also identify_the moaFTerfiErz'.:-s0of_instrUCtibh te teach-Reading and Spelling in order tc...Aate the
occurrence ih the United States.

The iwortance_ofyo= deddittees support of this bill Ga4.not be overstressed.
Why, because today_our national profeasiOnal teacher training_edUc3tion.1
institutions jUst have not:been collectively efficient in advocat,ing what isthe most efficient wey_to_teabh reading diid Spelling to those who do not respondto traditional and/or conventional prermdarde for teaching reading. That ef-
ficient "way" is known as "the_direct inT3rudtion of,phonics" to all beginningkindergarten and 1st Gra& students in the entire United States of America.

Bedause-of this instructional inefficioncy_omthe part Of Odt Colleges and
Universities we have in the United States_a_body_of 25_te 73_Million people
-Moth riCh and poor) who qualify_under_cne_or more_of theseLIabela:
IIIitetate, Functionally Illiterate, Learning Disabled, or D'irleMid.

Large eIdMenta_of this 25 to 73 million lenguage_handicapped peopie_art_in OurArmed Forces-, in_our-Correctional Institutions, and on our list_of the (itron-
cally meapIoyed and generally .. dispersed throughout all of the Ieveie ofour society.

One of the significwit si&eequent benefits of an inactment of Senator_Lorinsky's
'bill' wombd_be the futere Savings in taxrevenue, revenue which is now being
negatively dissipate-ill at'IeaSt 4 ways:

PPQECTSUCCESSCOLLEGEIDFEDUCA11ONAM1HUMAN-SEFNICES
THELINNE6ITYOF-WISCONSINOSHKOSHOSHKOSHWISCONSIN54901a-(414)424-10331)E CF MSCONSN 09.KOSH 5 AN ECLIN. CFPOPIINflY.AFFIWATIA ACTICN
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March 18, 1986
Page 2

a) Federal aupport_for the training and hiring_of.SpeciaI_Education
Learning DiSability teaChers who are themselves inefficient for
reasons already -Cited, and

b) Stets and Federa_Support_for_inefficient_ instruction of'Incarcerated
/nmatesi to CIients_of Vocatimesl_Rehabilitation Service, and to'
beneficiaries of other State and Federal Job Retaining efforts, and

c) TO recipients of Federal Welfare, and

d) TO recipients of Unemployment Ccapensation.

I I can be of any further service to you and the members of your committee in
evaluating the merits of Senator Zorensky's 'billy then all you have to do is
to say so. I am willing , if yy personal presence would help, to come to
Washington, D.C. at my own expenSe to support the successful implementation
of this bill and its intended goals.

I will add just one further note,-for thelast 7-years_hIl of_my professional
energies have been spent in-remediating the_ rW4itig and_spelling deficits of
individuals who can dome under any one of the aforementioned labere.

RTN:djw

71

sincerely yourai

_ T. Nash, Ed.D.
Professor & Director, Project Success
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* WASHINGTON OFFICE * 1608 IC' STR0E7. N.W. * WASHINGTON. D.C. 20006 *
(202) 861-2700 *

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins; Chairman
HOUse Education-5 Labor Subcommittee on

Elementary, Secondary and Voc .ional
Education _

8-346C Rayburn House Office [Wilding
Washington. DC 20515

Dear Chairman HaWkins:

March 27, 1986

The Americanjegion. an_organizatien committed to the welfare of young people.is deeply concerned about the_high rates of illiteraty that continue-to plague our
schools, even in '90/7 '! extensive outlays of funds for remedial efforts.

Recent studies fnevc_a_disturbingly high rate of functional illiteracy withsome 23 m io 11,A en adults_unable to perferm in the-simplest tests of every7day reading, ,rit . 7 :lid comprehension. The_report of_the_Nrational Comm4ssion on
Extellente_io. Edicct on entitled "A Nation at Risk: The Imperative_fer_EdUC6- -

tional_Re'---itates that approximately 13 percent of all 17 years-olds in the
U.S. are .....t1,2:41y_i11iterate_with_Minority youth approaching a shocking 40
percent-in the same category. _Indications_ard_that.

&Spite expenditures of mil-
lions of dollars in remedial training by the government and_the private Sector,
the_illiteraty eato shows few signs of receding. We believe the debate_over__
what should_be_done_te_address the enormous illiteracy rate in_this country should
be shifted from an emphasis_on remedial needs_to a focus on why children are not
becoming proficient in reading in the plate:

The American_Legien supports the biretisa4 initiative ty_Senator Zoriesky_to_es-
tablish a national commission_oh ill -,y. lcgislation, Senate Joint Res-
c'lution 102, would establisn a_commiszioJ_t6 nLj t A full an4 -omplete study.f the causes of illiteracy. The_ccoaission_pnuld taSked WI; 1-assessing the
factort contributing to illiteracy while recd--,tnd-ig programs a.d polities to
prevent illiteracyl_the appropriate governmen,:, ,1e in prevention; and an an-alysis and pnblication_of_its_findings.

We-belicie that the establishment of
such a commission as stated in S.J._Res.__102_wOUld go far in focusing upon the
heAet of the illiteracy problem; the cause of students' failure te AChieve a pro-ficiency in reading.

Mr. Chairman, rhe_American_legion urge.. you_and -members of the House Committee on
Education and Labor to support S.J. _Wh renUett that-a copy-of this
letter be made 7.Art of the hearinn record for_the_March 20_. 1986 hearing of the
Subcommittee on El,nentary, Secona-ry and Vocational Education.

Thank you for your attention to the views Of The Atherican Legion.

ly,

p Riggi , Director
National Legislative Commission
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RUDOlf. FLESCIN
24 au Loan Avodum

Doses FIDIRY. N.Y. 10522

(14) 03.4447

match IS; 1986

Hon.:Augustus F. HawkinS
Chairman_ _

SubconuAttee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education

US Hotpe of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman HaWkine,

Please-inoldde_the following in the record of the illiteraCy

hearing on March 20th.

IntirnationaI statistics aesume that ar.yone with at least

four yeard Of_sobstaing_la_literate. Yet the U.S. has over

23 millien initerates_even_though we have had compulsoty _ ___

edddatien lot a humdred years, _Why? Because our nehooIs teach_

reading pectIy: 190,%_us* the who1e-word or "look-and-sarieethod.

It takod nine_years_(H-8) and produoes learning diSabilities

uti-to toiNT-TIlitracy. In contrast, pholkics-firat tc-aches
indepindent reading in the first term of first grade;

ThOse facts_hav ... been proved by 124 tdientific studies since

1911; A 1984 survey by the National Assessment of Educational

4;7:

Progress_ bund_tbat 61% of our high s oI graduates can't read

WeI1 enough_for college study or for tter,Van-menia1 lob.
Faced_with reading matter of more tha- a hundred_words; fley

look for familiar words and ski?) fT guess:the rest.

_In_its 1986 booklet "What Works" the_U.S. Department of

Eduoation saysi "At hose, half Of all_fifth gra/1.1re spend only

4_minutes .c, day reading." If they had been taught phonics-first,

they w(pald read more.

RIp6ctful1yyours,

Rudolt Fleh-
evtaor or "Why Johnny Can7t Beav (1955)

and "Why Johnny Still Can't Read" (1981)
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OUDRE SCHOOL DISTRICT FI-1

FORT COLLINS HIGH SCHOC)L
_ 1400 REMINGTON

FORT COLLINS. CO 80624
(309) 499-9110

Mardi 17. 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. HawkinS, ChairMan

SOCOMmittee on Elementary. Secondary. and Vocational EducatiOn
United States NOuSe_Of_Repretentatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Hawkins:

Will You please in,-.lnde the follehinj in the record of yoor illiteracy
hearing on March 20?

Over 50 Years ago the Sight,Word system Of learning to read was
developed for hearing-impaired children. In typiCal educational fashion,
this_new system_was touted as innovative for oil childsen and, in the
style of educators_; without any retearch it biEilne "far superior" to
beginning reading with phonics.

For 50 years the debate over beginning reading has raged.- In-
1965, the International-Reading Association commissioned Jean_Chall
el al_to review 311_Of_60 years- research. When Dr. Chall reported
the Commission's findings that beginning reading_with phonics was the
mott successful. the "powers" of the IRA denigrated tne repOrt_because
they did not agree with_it.__Many were on paid editorial boards of
"non-phonic" basal publishing companiet.

The latest_ten,year ttUdy_At_the University of Illinois, funded
by NIS, is by far the most comprehensive study_in_that

researchers
were from_many reading-related disciplines. Hundreds of children Were
studied during thiS period Of_retTa,ch, and the-report was meticulously
reviewed-by all those involved. lois report; "Bedothing_a Nation of
Readert," hat reaffirmed the importance of phonics in the beginning
to read process. Again, the IRA hat belittled this facet of the report.
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3/17/86 Illiteracy Hearing (page 2)

: As a teacher of reading K-12i for 20 yearsi and now teaching spelling
in high_school, I am more convinced_than ever that beginning phonics
is absolutely_essential. _I have senior students_whose SAT verbal test
scores are frightening. Nearly every one of those students_who_cannot
spell, also cannot sound-out words and are_poor readers They are
skilled in guessing meaning with context clues because they are intelligent,
but lack basic decoding skills.

Is not fifty years of poor reading and spelling skills proof enough
that we need to at least try "the other system"--phonics--nationwide?

As it is we have put billions into remediation and nothing into the
cause. _The teaching of_beginling reading_with_phonics first is a special-
i2ed skill so there would need to be a huge staff-development program. But

we have everything to gain and nOthing to lose.

I also would like your connittee to-support Ed-Zorinsky's bill
to establish a National Commission on Illiteracy. We muSt do something.

We have the research; we only need action.

Thank you for the opporiwnity to be heard; I hope legislators

are listening.

ifler9l ly

e Payne
Te er of Spelling and English

WP/pv

C Edward Zorinsky
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PICC: PEFIC cotTIMILHIITU COLLECE
5675 South Academy Boulevard Colorado Sponge. CO 80906.5498 I303) 576-7711

Developmental Studies. Box 14

March 18, 1986

HOhOrable Augustus F. Hawkins,
ChairMan; SUbdommittee on Elementary,
Secondar Y, and Vedational Education
United States House of_Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

/ teach- in a Developmental_StUdiet program-at Pikes PeakCommunity College, ih Colorado Springs, as,a reading_instructor.We test _mott_Of our incoming students_ip reading4 EngIiSh andmath. Those who_do_hot have the compeiencies_to take classea intheir particular programS_are_reguired to take our courses inmath, English, reading, and spelling_ We Serve about 13% of ourStudent population,, Eighty percent of_the_stndents who read atjunior high_level or below have psychological_prObIeMS inreading, generally due to failing a grade or some trauMAtitexperience. / am dealing_with Students Who have not been inelementary school for 12_to 3.0_years, bUt the- psychologicaltrauma is Still there. self esteem in these StUdtnte is low.
I alwnys try___to remove the burden of guilt the studentscarry by stating that, "no_six_year old Child is in charge; thesyStem fails and some fall through the_orAdk." many, however,ask why the system fails and what to do to prevent Such cases astheirs from happening.

MY ANSWERS:

1 Parents have a responsibility to help_ teach_ theirchildren but_where_in the public-school system_do we find SUChcourses where is the_wide_spread effort to teach parents how tohelp.their children become better stUdentS-the delivery system isalrtady in place-the public school tyttem, the PTAorganization, etc....

2. when a child_showa_that he/she has a reading problem,help-should be available immediately in.eVery,school regardlessOf_the economic Situation and such help shOUld be Continued aslong as it it needed.
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3. Secondary schools cannot ignore reading training every

student with average capacity or above should be able to use

several approaches to reading, to vary rate of comprehension to

purpose. Most -average_ or_above_average students should read
everyday materials at_500-800 wpm with good comprehension.

The average high school student today reads at 250 wpm. The

average college student at 350 wpm. SCANDALOUS.

_ 4; Every child should be surrounded with books, magazines

and newspapers at home if possible and -certainly_ at school.

Everyday in every schoolistory hours should be available.

5. There are excellent reading teachers aII over this

nation of ours; teachers who can teach other teachersi_who can be

examples and again the delivery_system is in place (the public
schools.) -- utilize what is now in place;

These are only a few of my observations from forty years of

helping people inprove their reading skills. I am certain the
reading experts of the nation have many other suggestions!

Sincerely,
4

001.4144(
Dr. Elizabeth H. Gibson,
Reading Instructor
Developmental Studies
Pikes Peak Community College

cc/ Senator Edward-Zeriusky
United States Senate__ _

443 Russell Senete_Office Building
.Washington, D.C. 20510

NOTE: I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THIS LETTER INCLUDED IN THE
THE RECORD OF THE ILLITERACY HEARING ON MARCH 20.

2
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GERALDINE E. RODGERS

419 STUYVESANT AVENUE

LYNDHURST. NEW JERSEY 07071

(201) 438.2044

March 10, 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education
House of Representatives
Rayburn Building - Room 13 364 C
Washington, D. C. 20515

Sir:

YoUr support; and the Support of your ccitmittee, for Senator Zorinsky's
bill; The _National Commission on Illiter y would be most
appreciated.

Concerning the March 20 hearing- of your subcommittee on_iIIiteracy,
I am enclosing my written testimonyi which I will appreeiate your
including in the written record on the hearing..

am also sending a copy of this material to Senator Zorinsky.

Very truly yours,

4411.414,,;C:4'w404'011.
Geraldine E. Rodgers

Encl.

cc (with enclosure): The Honora'Ae Edward Zorinsky
united States Senate
443 RUSsell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510



PHONICS FIRST

Talk Given at tho Zagle Forum on September 21, 1985
Washington, D. C.

By Geraldine E. Rodgers

The Kurzweil Reading Machine "reads" books for the niina, tutnihg ri

into a human voice. We are born with what ameunts to a Kurzweil heading Machine

in our heads. It just hat to be programmed to read print by learning leter souhds.

D. Wilder Penfield, a neurosurgeon, said the conscious activity of the

mind goes from the higher brain stem up into parts of the two sides of the brain.

He called thin denacious part of the brain the "higher brain mechanism." Runnihg frem,

the brain stem up into other parts of the rWo tides of the bratn is another .ysLem he

called the brain's caimpUter. A kind of switch in the brain ntem connects our mincls

our copputers. We can decide to turn the 6i4if.E.h bri c5k off, listen to what our Cornuter.

are doing, change their behaviors; or 19nOre LIU, In whLuh.t,,.2

an activity as we think about something else.

Dr. Hilda Masse, the pediatrician/ie.ychi.mti,t, ,aid mo,A

aetiona, once learned, are handled by our brains. computers. Nothing it ever learne.i

without paying conscious attention to it WH/LE being learned. Once learned, it can bo

done automatically, while we think of other things. These actions include welkin:,

talking, tying shoelaces, typing, and many more, including hKAUING. Roadie.,

can come from not being able to form necessarv conthcioned reflexes so oe- COmpel.:.

can do decoding automatically, or by esLablishin9 1 procng wrotpj .

according to Dr. Mosse.

She said the "set" on meaning should not be interrupted when

we learn how to turn print to sound. our bruin.' computers should functim. 11,0 vt.e

Kurzweil machine, automatically. ox minds should be totally filb. with

the page for maximum reading cmmprehension. A realer whO .staLCs to Lin nk docrbi

in reading is like a walker who starts t st.. a hi:, feet. Like the walk,

readet will stumble.

It is, therefore, almost ONPELIEVABL?. th3t Lhe Method for
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in most AMSric,F1 first g,7.des force* children to focu. PERMANENT, CONSCIOUS attention

on decoding itself. Such reeding mimics the activity of i Partly deaf person when

straining to catch a conversation: using only the FEW sounds he hears and the contekt

of the conversation, he OONSCIOUSLY GUESSES at missing Worda. THAT is what basal

reader phonies REALLY is: teaching children to use only a FEW letter solinds conseiously:

to GUESS at a missing word from the context of the memorized sight words they can

already read. By contrast, true Phonics programs teach Moat thildren by January of '

first grade to form reliable conditioned refleies between ell 44 phonemes in English

as they occUr in syllables.. More praCtice is needed after January to derelop these

skills to automaticity, but eventually their brains' coMputers operate just like the

Kurzweil machine. If their consciout mindi ShOose to listen remamber: their mind's

attention is free) they will have MAXIMUM comprehension with NO gueSaing.

The Japanese do not use ovr alphabet. They use Kenji picture characters

and Kane syllable characters. Some Japanese strOke patients can read ONLY the Kenji

picture Characters while others can read ONLY the Karla syllable characters. Memoriei

of different kinds of print ere obviously Stnred in different parts of the brain.

In 1890, William James wrnte Of what was common knowledge then from

autopsies on stroke patients who had lost the ability to read. Alphabetic sound-bearing

print was stored on the left side of the brain in the angular gyrus region.

AII the evidence points to the fact that conditioned reflexes are

established to the left angular gyrus area for print read als sound but to the right

angUIer gyrui area for print read as pictures or sight words.

Today work is being d: on the brain in which living people are -observed .

as they read. Americans today, who learned with sight-words and phony phonicd, den

reed alphabet. H.0. .th BOTH Sides Of the brain, unlike William James' classical

stroke patie r. theultiMaio effect f reading by sight wnrdi, stem FEW letter

sounds ARC .Hultext guessing is mixed dominance, using memory banks on BOTH sides of

the brain on the same stimulus.. mixed dominance is very undesirable. To use Samuel

Blumenfeld's term, we are jamming the reflexes in children's brains.

-8
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Something else interferes with automatic reading. F,,nt-graders need

two fixations te lee a Bight-word; hut Japanese characters need only one fixation.

How can a child read a sight word "all at once" with the right brain 'ohich sees things

"all at once" when he cah See Only the first half of the word all at once? By conscious

guessing; of course.

Two hUndred fifty of the highest frequency words are three-quarters of

words in chiIdreh'S books. When children know them and how to guess from a few

letter sounds, the damage is hidden till they leave Contrelled VOOKbUlary for harder

books where guessing doei not work Since they never heard the new words. Texts

teddy THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL are dumbed down since most children cannot really read:

So they never learn the vocabulary and syhtax Of WeStern Civilization's liLer.,tur..

THIS is the reason the SAT scores are dropping.

Geraldine E. Rodgers
419-StUyvesant Avenue
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071
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BAPTIST CATnroRAI, BROOKLYN, NLI: Y.A,K; SUPTMIFER 9,

Nth READ 9wp-vry.-1-:., .,1-111.D12PN

Gevaldlne f.

For the Past twzlve years; / have had the good fortenn to be using

Sing, Spelv Read and Wti-te MISFORTUNE to have to use it only as a

suppIemen:aI reading prograp, :Al the school system in which I teach. I used

RirrA -Spell, RA-1 and-Wtite to overc,ae the damage done by the basal sight-word

readers, those programs Dr. Rudolf Flesch has rightly named "The Dismal Dozen."

have used it for remediation at second and third grades and as supplemental material

at first grade, It works; it really works. Why it works is something of a mystery to

the outsider, because even the Dismal Dozen all c,aim to use good, solid phonics. So,

what fa the difference between GOOD phonics and BAD phonics? I will t'aZk about what

separeteis them.

ir 19774978, I took a six months sabbatical leave and teited the oral

reading accuracy, relative speed, reversals, and reading comprehension of about 900

second graders,in this country and in Luxembourg; Holland, Sweden, Germany, Austria

and Frame. My result* showed that we were developing different kinds of readers;

based on the programs used in fitst grade. Real phonics programs like Sing, Spell,

Read end writc, both here and in Europe, developed very accurate; fast readers;

,were capable of excellent reading cOmprehension. Prog'rams which did not teach real

phonics produced readers who made many errors, read slowly, made many reVetSaIS, and

were not capable of reading with high comprehension.

my data was sent to "reading experts," almoSt all of whom never revlied,

and I began to dig in the literature for the reason for the rejection of my flat

ptoof that real phonics -works best, here and in Euorpe. For the past seven years, 1

have been digging in libraries and in historical material. / will talk_of the

conclusions I have made, one of which is that we have institutionalizedreading failure

in this country and moot "reading experts" have a vested interest in that sinking ship.

They are not interested in the water pouring in through the holes in their ship, or

in the fact that the soviet uhion, WhiCh tegi0..ea keel phonics, has no reading problem.

as
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Concerning my conclusions: to read alphabetic print properly means

hear the printed page as well as we hear the human voice. The Kurzweil Reading Machin"

is a rnmarkable invention. It "reads" books for the blind, turning print into a

human voice. Even more remarkable is that we are, almost all of us, born with what
. _

amounts to a Kurzweil Reading Machine inside our heads; Our brains just have to be

programmed to read print the way the Kurzweil machine does, which is, of course,

by learning the sounds of printed letters, or phonics.

Our brains are a remarkable gift of Cod, like two-way sending and

receiving radio sets, with a computer inside. The evidence indicates that one side

of our brain deals, for the most part, with *ate, and Ulu other side leals with

material; for the most part, that concerns time. It is fascinating that our brains
_

appear to be dividud, re or less, So that our mindS can deal with the two aspects

Of the Material ,or:d: space and time. With the uSe of our brains, our minds therefore

can interact and dedl with the material world, and our bodies can carry out the orders

given to them by our minds

Or. Wilder Penfield, the famous neurosurgeon who died not: loi.g ago,

a religious man, wrote The Mystery of Ehe Mind -r many years of operating on

human brains; he came to believe that the minU ,rst observable at what is caled

the higher brain stem, deep inside the brain. The activity of the mind travels from

the higher brain stem up into partS of the two sides of the biain. Dr; Penfi,ld called

this conscious part of the brain the "higher brain mecham." But also running from

the brain stem up into the other parts of the two sides of the brain is another system

which he called the brain's computer (its automatic sensory motor mechanism.)

Dr. Penfield told of a kind of switch deep insiae the brain which connects our conscious

mind with our brain's computer. A person can decide to turn the switch on or off,

which is to say, to listen to what his computer is doing, to alter its behavior, or

to ignore it, in which case the computer can carry on an activity while the person is

thinking about something else,
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Di. Hilde Hesse; the pecliatrician/psycbistrir.t, wrote The Complete

Handbook of Children's Rending Di.orders (ignored by our "rec.din9 e,-pert i. and never

mentioned in the much taIkod of U. S. Government report, BecomingaHartle ,ders,

which was wr-tten by "reading experts.") Dr. Moss,' said moet of our ordinar; ally

ectiene are handled by our brain's computer, once we heere leatned them; which ie te

say, once they have been "conditioted." Nothing is' ever learned or conditioned without

pAying conacious attention to it WHILE it is being learned. AFTER it is learned, it

can be done automatically. While we had to pay conscious attention to an activity

while it was being learned, once it is ":onditioned," we can then think about other

things while our computer handles the work. TheSe activities, to whieh We once had to

pay conscious attentio, arnl which now should be clone automatically, include walking,

talking, tying shoelaces, typing; and many, many more;'including, significantly, REhu

Dr; Heiie said reading problems can come from not being able to form the necessary

Conditioned reflexes so;that our computere canndo thsvork'automatically, or by

eetablishing and practicing wrong reflexes. Another term ehe used fot wiehg reflexes

was "an impairment of automatic mechanisms."

Let us consider what an impairment of automatic mechanisms might mean

in other daily activities beeides reading. One which iv most obvious is talking;

When this :is not eutemitic, the result ie stuttering. Consider what happene with

"something else, as simple as bruehing your teeth. If you picked up yeur teothbruih

in the Morning aid had to stuay consclously in which direction to move the toothbrush

tc get it inside your mouth; and the., n it was finally inside your mouth, you

had to decide carefully whether to Y .sck and forth or up and down; and if you

had to study the cap on yea= teeth - and then consciously decide whether to

turn it clockwiee or counterclockw_de to get it off; 7,"ou Would be Suffering ilkOM

iment of automatic mechanisms. Almost nreody th.. about these things exet

t Aby learning to do them; and we laugh aY iti little awkwardnesses.

We are enchanted with a baby's fumbling, bumbling fikit steps while
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he is learning (conditioning) the automatic activity of walking. But; if we concentrate

Oeneeieusly on our steps the way the baby does, we will not only be impairing OUr

automatic mechanism (which he does not yet have;, we will most likely fall on our

faces. Our minde should be free, when walking, to think about wHERE we are going; and

not HOW 4* are going to move our bodies in that direction.

So it is with reading. Dr. House said the "set" on meaning should not

be interrupted when reading; once we have learned how to read. Our minds should b,

totally occupied with the ideas on the page, if me are going to read with makimum

reading comprehension. Once the reader starts thinking about the act of reading itself,

he is like the walker who starts to stare at his feet, and, like the walker, he will

fall flat on hiA face. He will stumble or stammer.

Wit actually have statistical proof that present-day feeders, trained

in the phony phcnice of the basal readers, are stumUling more when reading than in

times gone peat. Studies of eye movemente while reading for modern readers show them

making felt more regressions than in years past, wh.-tre th c. eye goes back to look at

print it has already aeen. Regressions in rcading are like Rtu,..tering when speaking.

Thie has happened beceuse the sight-woro basal reader, phony phonics deliberately

interferes with the foimation of true, automatic conditioned refaexes in readir7, and

makes it necessary for the reader ALWAYS; so to speak; to watch his feet. No wonder

they develcy pr,blem readersI They are like people who are hard of hearing, and who

hav, great trouble followine conversations oecause of all t)'e words they miss. Hard-

of 1ar1ng people have to guess the missing words from the t-,ntext of the conversation.

Lietening, of course, should be as automatic -,11 activity as talking, but for these

poor people whose hearing has deteriorated, it is no longer automatic. It is,

therefore; almost UNBELIEVABLE that the method for teaching reading in most American

schools, which claim to use phonics, is based on the same kind of act.vity that a

partially deaf person goes through when straining to catch a conversation, using only

the fe, sounds he has heard, and the context of the converrotion, he CONSCIOUSLY GUESSES

85
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at the missing words. That is what basal reader "phonics. is using only a few

letter sounds consciously to GUESS at a missing word, the way a partly atuf person

does. By contrast, Sing, Spell, Read and Write phonics means to form n totally

reliable, AUTOMATIC conditioned ref between an the 44 phonemes in English, aa

they occur in syllables, so that . a the eyes travel across the page, the brain's

computer automatically produces a flawless internal voice spanking the print, just

like the Kurzweil reading machine. If the conacieui mind chooses to listen to

product that the computer is producing su flawless1. (remember: the mind's attention

is frce), the conscious mind will have MAXImUm readicy comprehension, with NO guessing.

E an ANYONE want readers to GUESS print instead of to HEAR it? Yet the fact is that

most reading experts are on the siae of consciously guessing! Obviously, the readers

theyproduce can never read automatically.

English has perhaps half a million words, all of which must be read by

syllables, as the ancient Greeks and Romans read them. Instead of teaching syllables,

sight-word basal readers teach high-frequency words. Since onlY 100 words make

half of anything in print, and since 250 of the highest-frequency words are three-quarters

of the words in children's books, the damage the basal readera do IS hidden for the

majority of children until they get into harder books (as in high school), where

guessing unknown words from letter sounds a% 4,1v does not work, because the children

never heard these harder words. Childre" should be taught SYLLABLES; not WORDS, just

at u oae by the sn.c.ient Etruscans about 600 B. C., by t.e encient Greek, and Romans,

and 1.. all of Europe until the len, century. When phonics.studenta.meet.diffictilt words

in t;:n pper grades, they sound them out su that they can say them, and figure out

the meaning from the material they are reading. So they learn the language of

books ehe same way they learned the spoken language, trom hearing the wore ,nd

figuring out what the words meant from, ths -1,ersation (contest). But t`a little

basal reader guessers cannot hear tne words, and so they never learn the 1"nruage of

real literature. -his is the reason the SAT scores are aropping.

8 6
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As I told Sue Dickson once, the author of Sing, Snell/ Riad And Write,

I enjoy the fact that her "ferris Wheel" song (which my first graders have always

_

.Ioved) 15 really prac Ing syllables very like those taught in aneient dreeee.

N. I. Ma:!au of Prance said there is evidence that ancient Greek children sung the

alphabet; and he told of the elaborate syllabari a 300 B. C. teachers guide dug

out of the sands in North Africa, with ferris-wheel type synabIeS on it! I suspect

these ancient Greek children Sang not just the letters but the syllables, very much

as Sue Dickson has her 20th_century children do 4ith the ferris wheel song, which

they love so much. Years ago, my principal used to walk down the hall to stand

oUts4i, the di:nr, to hear the children go through this exercise, as they were enjoying

it. o much ahd it sounded ,e nicr.
. _

The ultimate aim of first-grade reading Should be to teach children to

form correct conditioned reflexes between printed phonemes and their sounds, and

between the printed syllables built from them and their soundt. Sing; Spell, Rend and

Wite include! 17 little story books with totally uncontrolled vocabulary, giving

the necessary heavy practice on printed syllable-to-sound correspondence; on which

proper, autoMatic conditiOned reflexes are based. They.pro;Ade quite a contrast to

the controlled-vccabular phony phonics, "guessing" basal readers in most sdhoolii today:

Our publie schools have been making children partiall:f deaf when f, <1 with

_

print since at least 1930, making it LMPOSSIBLE for students to reale aUtomatical...;; and

therefore sharply lowering their.fteadinq comprehension." In almort al) American Schools,

the children a-.-e adtually DRILLED in y-,ssing, like the hard-of-hearin. Go, while

experts are destroying the ab11,1, toread with a complete eoneent,ation on meaning;

which means to ..1 completely automatically, they have the gall io say they are

teaching for "Meaning.f"

But, teaching children to guess at print, instead of to sound it out as

Sing, Spell, Read and Write doda, is not ALL the reading experts have been doing.

8 7
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To understand a particularly vicious effect of the sight-word, phony phonics basal

readers, we have to jump over to Japan and watch how they handle print. The Japanese

do not use our alphabet. Instead, they have Chinese characters (which are pictures

with meaning.) and also aymbola of their own which stand lust for Syllable sounds (like

fe, fi, fo, fum, in the nursery rhyme.) The best way to get the effect of reading

Japanese is to read the sentence we all know: /(9New York. The picture of the heart is

like the Chinese characters, or like that part of the apanese writing called Kenji. We

read the picture for its MEAN/NG. It has no sound. ine rest of the sentence is made of

letters which have sound, so they are like the syllable part -f the Japanose writing,

the Kana.

Some Japanese stroke patients; who have had brain damage,can read ONLY the

Kenji picture characters, while some other Japanese stroke patients can read ONLY the

Kana syllable characters. It is obvious they are storinq the memories of th. different

kinds of print in different parts of the brain. Sim', spatial pictures are handlCad

by the right side of the brain, it is nnt surprising to read that Kanit 1. con,idered

to be "decoded" by the right brain. Since sound; which is a timed activity, is

handled, in its speech aspeots, by the leEt side of the brain, it is t, be expected

that Kane characters would be .tored on the left side of the brain.

Back in 1890, th. famous psychologist William James wrote of what w.n

common knowledge at that time concerning where alphabetic print was stored in the

brain: unquestionably, on the left side, the side that was known to control speech.

Some stroke patients in this country Jed in Europe had lost the ability to read print.

When autopsies were done cn these poor people; it was found they aad iamage in a

part of the left brain knc,dr as the Angular gyrus region, called also Brodmann.s

Area 39. Dr. Mosee said the same kinds of regions appear on bt_th sidet: of the brain,

so it may be assumed that the Japanese Kanji pictures are stored in the RIGHT angular

gyrus, Broamann's 39 regirn, w,. .al cith print SPATIALLY, instead of

on a sequential SOUN os ee, basis. James and all the other nineteenth century

psychologibta were nc,c ...,rpLinnd that alphabetic print memories were stored on the

88
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left side Of the brain; fecause they knew language was handled 'there.

So, %s James and other osychologists reported before 1890, stroke

patients who had damage in the arca of the left angular gyrus lost ALL ability to

read print, unlike the Japanese who lose either the sound or the picture portion.

That was because, at that time, printed word memories were stored in alphabetic

languages ONLY in the area of the left angular gyrus. People who learned to

read a2phabetic prini used ONLY the memory banks on thc left side of the brain,

the sound side. There was no reason to use the PICTURE side to read print based on

snugo.

Today, work is ing done on the funelions of the brain, with new

techniques, no that its Sitioni can be sfen in living people, as well as observed

by autopsies on those who have died. Th:i.se new techniques, today, ,gow that people

reading alphabv.. ,rint in Ameri.a arc reading with saml sides of the brain, unlike

the daklier Stroke patients reported by James and -others. So here is the ultimate

effect of teaching children to read by sight-words (print considered like pietureS),

me few ietter sounds, and context guessing. Children are being drilled to use

BOT4 memery banks in the brain: the "pir':ure" and the "sound" one. As might be

expected, the brain research today shows readers arc storing printed memories on

'BOTH sides of the brain.

That is not a good thing, likt using two eyes, or two hands. TO potrform

an activicyrikereadindominanceitteUld be establ:shed for pictere print SOLELY to the

fight, and for sound-bearing print SOLELY to the left. mixed dominance on such activities

is very undesirable. For instance, it can be one of the causes.of stuttering; v.

speech is on both sides Of the brain. Dtilling children to look a... woids as

picture forms (sight-words) and, AT THE SAmE TIME, as letter-sounds (by guessi-

a few letters) i3 a direct cause of mixed dominance, in my opinion, and mevgs th,.

are jamming the reflexes in our children's brains. That, by itself, should cause

conscious context guessing, and make a true conditioned reflex an impossibility.
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But something else interfer r- Nw_r,4tic

reflex when alphabetic print is read like ; th ,,de of the

spatially; or "all at once," Little childros at

(movements of the oyes) to see ALL of a sight-No.,1 .se .1 side ot

brain does not operate sequentially; /f the. child Is t s,le of t4a brsin,

he "reads" the sight word "all-at-once" with the first li>.adsn, before he has been

able to see the Whole word. How does he read the whole w.?, eh he can only see

the first half? By guessing, of cournc. In Becoming a Va-tan of Readers, clear

confirmation is given on page 11 that "reading experts" expect readers to 'start

"guessing" a word as soon as they see its first few letters; au< sight-word trained

Loaders DO that, using consciousness and showing an impairment of automatic mechanisms,

because they have been drilled to use the right side of the brain, the "all-at-once"

side. But children who learn to read by TRUE phonics, like Sing, soll, Read and Write,

use the memory banks on the LEFT side of the brain, which operate sequentially. They

do not make up their mind what a word i till they have Seen ALL of it. They read it

BY SOUND, automatically, and DO NOT GUESS.

But even the guessing is not the end of the sad story and all the reason

for our terrible reading disabilities in this country. Reading is only the door into

the tower of knowledge, to refertoa medieval piettlre drawn to show "learning," Once

children knew how to read, they can START to be educated, Marva Collins of Chicago,

who teaches real phonics, has . third graders reading Chaucer, and her upper graders

reading even heavier, REAL literature. It in no wonder her students( essays show

inrediblelanguageabilityt wonderful syntax, marvelous vocabulary. She has been feeding

them wonderful syntaX and marvelous vocabulary in the books she has them reading. yet

betel Ceders and most subject tszts in our schools today are "dumbed drwn" so the

children never have the chance to acquire the complex vocabulary and syntax of the

literature of Western Civilization.

When all is said and done, perhaps the two books for growth in syntax

9 0
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and vocabulary are that Abraham Lincoln used as a child: Shakespeare and the

Bible. The majearic language of his speeches was no accident, but he would never have

developed it if he .1:!, ueen limited to corkic books and TV like the 20th century

children caught in the wilderness of inner-city schools, where the opportunity tu

letrn has been d. .oyed by reading experts, because they have been wiring our poor

little children's brains wrong.

Sing, Spc11-, Read and Write does justice tu the little children. It

not only provides all the essential training and practice necessary for forming

permanent, automatic conditioned reflexes between print and sound, but It pruvideu

materials to arouse the children's interest. The children't attention in assured

when their interest it arouted; and; without conscious attention on an activity or

lesson, the actiVity or lesson can never be learned. Sing, Spell, Read and Write

has the built-in child-delight that guarantees the interest which produres attention.

Children love it, and what they love, they pay attention to, and what they pay attention

to they learn.

sing.,.§22.2.1 Read and Write is an extraordinarily effective reading

program, mid I know of no other like it. I am delighted that CBN and you are arranging

'to use it in your school.

Geraldine E. Rodgers
419-Stuyvesant Avenue
Lyndhurst, New 3ersey 07071

(Talk given at Pilgrim Baptist Cathedral, 628 Central Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1120-)

Septamber 9, 1955
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A COUNTER-REPORT

TO THE SECRETARY OF EDUCATION; THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. BENNETT

ON THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION oN READING

BECOMING A NAT/ON OF READERS

INTRODUCTION

Tbe_PUrpose_of_thia_report in tO make you aware of the necessity to withdraw
Becoming a_Nation_of_Readers, the report of the_Commission on Reading (1985: NIE
Contract Wo. 400-83-0057) and to_appOint_a_new Commission on Reading, composed of
knowledgeeble laypersons, not "reading experts-," to reSearch the area preperly and
ta issue a substitute, rational report. This Counter-report contains highly
pertinent information - testimony, if you will - which is totally omitted from the
background_ihformation of the report.- The omission of such pertinent infrrmation
eight_bs_attfibuted_to intellectual sloth, but, whatever the cause, the area cannot
.be properly wideretPod_Without it and_tbis information tif, no place in the_"reading
experts." frame of reference. The "reading experts" havr ..:,m,nstrated concluti4eIy
that, as prisoners of their own peculiar frame of referece, they are incapable of
seeing outside it,

Their report is an academic monstrosity, cnnr
the hele-and-now, almost totally divorced c.
geograPhiceI or psychologically brain-linked ,

cf_Whigh_are_edeential for understanding th,
they hase_missed the Pare0Ount_facti_ Whet _ _

grades today are not correct, automatic ,:or' 'A
establishment and practice of wrong ruflexes
Wrote The Complete Handbook of Children's Read.
In0,;_NOW fotk;_Née York, 1982. As a physician
what She was talkiN about - br,t the "experts"

their_Own little bUbble Of
.Je historical; comparative

reading instruction, all
Because of their ignorance,

-...oght in most American first
Ilexed_in reading, but the
hrese Dr. Hilde Moose, uh0_

JJaordcrs, Human Sciences press,
and psychiatrist, Dr. Mosse knew
apparently never heard of her.)

WY-research in testing oral reading in this country and Europe in 1977-1918 and my
library research_for seven years since then has determined that the real cause
of_onr_reading_difficpes is the establishing of faulty conditioned reflexes at
the very beginning_of reading_instruction;_the_critidaI_initial-three to six months
when reflexes become ingrained for life. Faulty conditioned_refIeXii are being _
farmed dominantly to the memory bank for meaniny-bearing print in the right engular

,gyrus area of the brain, which is suitable only for print like Chinese characters.
Chinese characters are "neat little equares,"_as Stella S. F. Liu described them,
and_can_be_perceived_7all_at once,'!_or globally, which is how the right side of the
brain functions, spatially. Correct conditioned reflexet net being foreed
sOlely to the memory bank for mad-bearing print in the left angular gyrus area_
of the brain, which side of the brain functions seqUentially, so it is suitable for
otAr_alphabeZie system,_where words must be read as sequences of syllables, and not
aS meaning,bearing_whole_characteis. _Beginning readers require two visual fixations
to_ see_en_alphebetic word_of_aVerage_Iength, so in no way can beginning readers see
whole sight words all at once like chinese characters.___Mield'esult is-that-when
children read printed alphabetic words with the right brain they are forced_te guess -
to_resokt to consciousness - which obviously makes the format .0r1 of an automatic
conditioned_rpflex_en_impossibiIity. Beginning readers must be introduced to print
as mousd,bearing characters, not meaning-bearing Characters, and must be taught to
read print syllable bysyllable,,which is how the Ancients taught it, and how the_whole
Western World taught it up until almost the nineteenth century. It is how most Latin
language countkies still teach it, and, significantly, how the Soviets teach it,
giving_their_children pointers to point at syllables THROUGH THIRD GRADE, and the
Soviets, as we all know, have_virtuallY no_reading problem, while our problems with
the meaning-bearing whole-,word approach have reached catastrophic propertions.
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Japanese writing consists of two_distiect kinds_of symbe10; the Kana (syllable)
charactere, devoid of_meaning and_only representing syllable sounds-, and the Kenji
1Chinese type. of characters) devoid of sound and representing only meaning. In

Stella S_ F. Liu'e article,"Decoding and Comprehension in Reading Chinese, in _

Dina_Peitelson's book, Cress-Cultural Perepectives on-lbmand_Reading Re3earc:1;
International Reading Association, NeWark; BeIaWare 1978, She refers to an artieTa

in_Cortex in 1471 bV_S-Sasanuma and_O. Fujimera. The Corte* article reported that
Japanese patient* with brain damage are sometimes able to reed only one part of the
Japanese script, the Kara sound portion, or the Kenji meaning portion. This shwwed

clearly that Kann (pound) and Kenji (meaningy printed memories are_processed_in
different parts of the brain. (Japanese children; incidentally.haVe almost nodyslexia.)

The locetion of the "sound" memory bmnk for our kind of print has been known since__
the 19th century, anderes referred to by William James in his_Ps).chology_beek_in 1890
and clearly Shown-in-Ladd and Woodworth's EIements_of_Myksiolegical leyrh0.77X,-
Scribner's Sons, I911,_a reeidien_of_GeOrge Trumbull Ladd's earliel 1881-re'eL;:on.

It Ia in_the area_of_the left angular gyms, and autopsies Sone on str .!'! patients
who had lost the ability to read provided the evidence for this looatinn. -ur. Meese

referred to tho fact that the reading areas exist on both SiZes of the_brainand
Dr. Orton, a-neurologist concerned with-reading dieabilitiei through :J'e i930's
stated that dominance for_reading_should_te_establiehed on one side of the brain.

Dr. Moses referred to reading as an automatic conditioned reflex, and it would
appear that Dr. Orton's "dominance" ie nothing more nor lees than the establishment
of a conditioned reflex to ono of the memory banks either-en tbe left_or right in
the area of the left or right angular gyrus, although Dr- Mosee 40id why one or
the other-reading_regions becaMe dominant_was enknewn. It was assumed that the
correct Aide was the left sidei which handles language (speech), rather than the
right which is concerned largely with spatial aspects. But we are drilling children
to handle print spatially ("meaning") rather than sequentially ("sound").
I find it surprising that Dr. Mosse did not conclude that the_reason Why ei.e Or the
other side-became dominant in most cases was the result ef_the teace..ng .0:thod
employed when_the_conditioned reflex was formed: to regard print either as Kanji (right
brain1 or Kane (left brain) char' ,ters. When alphabetic print is taught like Chinese

characters the conditioned ref. .thould, logically, go tu the right brain just

as happens with Kenji characters. Both Dr._Orton and Dr. Mosse were, however concerned

with organic damage to the brain, and not whaz Dr- Mosse referred to a- "sociegenic"
damage ilad_teaching) , when they were discussing dominance, so [hie in possibly why
they did not spell out the result of teaching alphabetic print like Chinese coaracters.

In Insido the Brain, by William H. Calvin, ph. D., and George A. Ojerunn M O.,

A mentor Book, New York, 1980,_on Page 32; a drawing is shown of the area damaged in
a_patient who had lost solely the ability to read, as determined by a "computerized
tomographic scan." This older patient, who wouldhavelearned to read before_1930,
had a stroke in the area of the left angular gyrus, the_same as that marked "reading-
by Ladd, presumabIy_as early as 1887- Dr._Ojemann and Dr. Calvin also showed on page 32
a redrawing_of an illustration from V. Lassen, D. Ingvar and E. Skinhoj's Scientific
American article (238 (4): 62, 1978) . of blood flow changes during silent reading, and
it clearly indicated that the area in the region of the left angular gyrus was active.

All of thin confirms the presence of memory banks for print in the areas of the
right and left_angular gyrus; one of which should handle print as "sound" and 'he
other as pictures with "meaning." The Japanes obviously teach print in an either/or

fashion, judging from the brain-damage cases referred to. They read print solely as sound,
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(Rana character/)w SOi.".:LY as meaning (Xanji_Sharacterel. At one time, judging
from clear cases of 19th century_stroke patients; so did we teach_print soLELY_as
nound___with damage in the area of the left angular gyrus, the patient simply lost
all_ebility to read alphabetic print. Yet now reports are coming in that 20th
century people can readprint With BOTH sides of the brain. In the New York Times
Magasine for Nay 12, 1985, in an article by Daniel Coleman, he refers to experiments
by Davidson, Perl and Saron in which words were shown to be read by EITHER side of
the brain. The 19th century stroke victims referred to by James; who had daMage
solely on the left, would_not have lost their ability to read if they were like those
subjects of Davidson, Peri and Saron. Clearly, we are now training children to
use both memory banke; and thi ix what the_statistical data I obtained in testing
about 900 second graders in this country_and Europe showed. A "profile" ehowed up
when I compared scores on accuracy, speed, reversals and comprehension, between_
classes with_greater or lesser phonics emphewis. Those with lesser phonics_emphasis
and _greater "meaning" emphasis showed a clear impairment of automatic mechanisms .
slower speed, greater reversals, increased oraI reading errors, and a =rower range
of comprehension scores (showing divided attention, part_to,"guessing" words and
part to ultimate meaning, and also that the narrower range of scores was A function of
defective decoding ability).

Although the movement had roots in the early 19th centurY; the change in this
country from "sound" in beginning reading to "meaning" took place about 1930; but
the "experts" who prepareditmE191% a Nation of Reader& include virtually no data
freca_1930 or before. Surely the fact_that the alphabet has been in use for almost
2,900 yeare_in She Western WorId_should have_provided SOME experiential grist for
the "experts." mill, Inntead; they limited theMselves almost sompIetr.lv to
narcissistic "studies" by "reading experts" dating from AFTER the adv t. of the
strictly controlled vocabulary,context-guesaing reading texts with sc.-Ailed "intrins c
phonics" which_taught sight words and queening from the context, a "me.nlng" approach
obviously aimed at ferming_a conditioned reflex to the_right angular cyt:as area,
the Chinese character region. These textbooke; "teaching" reading_fY ,x_grades one
to four-through-six, were first written by William Scott Gray of the dversity of
Chicago and Arthur Irving Cates of Columbia Teachers college in 19:ir 1931.
Indications are that such textbooks_ (but overwhelmingly Gray's Scott., ioresman) made
nearly a clean sweep in American schools before 1934.

In 1982, I conducted a survey of 50 older teachers who may have teaching about
1330 (all but one members of the New Jersey Schoolwooen's Club iv, -350 or before,
which club_was organirsd in 1925). Twenty responded (40% of the gp). Of the
twenty; only ten had .-AiZarmation_on _practices in the priMary grad in 1930, and
the other ten said they had no information as they did not teach .-. that leveI_Or
at that time. Of the ten who responded, 90% answered "yes" to the question; "Were
you-personally aware that there was a char,e in the method of teacning beginning
reading after 19307" Eighty per cent said "yes"_to the guestkw, "Were you aware
that the 1930 and 1931 Scott,_ForetMan_and_Nacmillan readers t:'_pensed with traditional
phonics?" One hundred per cent answered "no" to this questionl "Mo you personally
have any information on the promotional methods used to cause the introduction of
these books?" Eighty per cent were aware of a resulting drop in spelling ability,
bUt eighty pt. en- were UNAWARE_that dict.:ted spelling_ scales lAyres 1915
scale had been renlaced with teets involving multiple choices_on_printed tpellings,
,:Cch involved Nay visual analysis, and no recall of letter sounde.

V13:_r:w were among the deepest years of tilt-Depression -hen many thers
pidi. . .:ript_besauSe_of the_near-bankrupt condition of_mUnicipalities,

is highly possible that the textbooks were moved into_American_schoele_through
foundations underwriting their cost. FoundationS did still have large amounts of
money to spend during_the Depression, as_the very beautiful International Nouse
dormitory at the University of Chicago was paid for by Rockefeller foundation money,

9 4
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Understand,_and it . begun_reportedly in 1931. Concerning the possibility that

foUndations May have ierwritten the cost o: the Gd1C,1 and Gray textbooks, it

would be of interest tne Carnegie and Rockefeller foui,dations, in__

partieuiar, on this :Dom.,. In addition. presumably Scott,_Foresman and Hacmillon
(Gates. publisher) woold sti.l have sommodocumentation on the sales volume and methods
of payment, and_Whether or_nit school systems received some sort of bonus for agreeing
tO take the texts; which would eXplain their astonishing displacement of the multitu-

dinous textbooks v:iich had teen used prior to their arrival. An_artiele_by Gates_in
the Columbia-Teschere College-Record, "Problems in Beginning_Reading;" 1MArch; 1925)
stated he had_pickeALTWENTY,ONE beginning reading series to analyze, and he listed
thee:, but he also said, "All of the systems were said to be widely used. The
twenty-one courses, selected at random from a longer list, presumably provide a
representative variety of primary reading methods now in use in this _country."
SO a list of_HORE than twenty-one series WaS necessarY to cover reading books used
in,Abericam_first grades in 1925; but by about 1934, Gates. and Gray's 1930-1931
books were dominant. This certainly calls for some kind of an explanation. The

other 1925 publishers did NOT go out of business during the Depression, for the
names of many he listed in 1925 are still in business.

TBE_H/STORY Of THE DEAF-MUTE "HEANIEG" METHOD DRAWING ON THE RIGHT ANGuLAR CYRUS
HEMORY BANK FOR PRINT, WH/CH WAS INTRODUCED FOR NORMAL CHILDREN IN THE 1930 W. S. GRAY
AND 1931 A. I. GATES READING BOONS

Although there is absoluteIy_No reference to_the (aet_in ihe "expert.'" literature,
which fact was turned up_by Samuel B:umenfeld in hi: ',Ina, :he New -111iLerdtts,

11973; Arlimgtgn House; New Rochelle, New York), the ZAC ,ALeb texts dnd those
modeled after them are based on a cnt.r ol metko0 .4 ranching deaf-mutes

language. This involves the use-of sieh. -c. 1s ro Le v .13 guessed in a_meaningful

context, without the use_ of sound but i1 r !ys.1,' which means to compare
one_remembered_whole_sight word to anc , one, to discinguill like parts so

as tO tell them apart, and then to use . to confirm gueszes. Naturally, when

children with normal hearing Are taught this device of comparing remembered sight
wordni which they are expected to do while_rending silently and a)one; Some memory
of the sounds,of the words may come up with the remembered meanings of the words.

When a child "discovers," while completing workshuets with this "intrinsic phonies,"
that bat, ball and bunion all begin with ne-same_letter_and that_rake, take and_ -
make all end with the_same "phonogram" or colleotion of letters; the child'd sound
memories of those words may be resurrected to some extent with the visual memories,
but unreliably. To use his "intrinsic phbnics" in context to decode a new word, he-
may put the "b" together with the .ake" and combine it with the_context,..but_insteao
of pronouncing the word "bake," he is very likely to say_something like "cook " If

this "Intrinsic phonics" contextrguessing method were reliable, such children would not
tead "horse" for "pony," "bowl" for "pot," or "war" for "battle," V..i.ch are three
widely quoted example:: of such context Substitution. The child who was reported to
have read 4bowl" for "pot" did so after having typed the word, "pot," hiMself, over
and over on che typewriter. He WAS aware of the letters - but did not concern himself
with the sound._ Such st:dtitutions most_commonly meet with the "reading e;.perts."
warm approVal;_bause the.Y deMonstrate that the children got the meaning. By

contrast, "experts" are appalled at the almost phonically correct misreading of "bottle"
for "battle" because the meaning is wrong. Yet any child who is not mentally_defective

would know he had made an error if he read that his father was a bottle: Th,, child

who rend that.his flther wet in a war most commonly would not know that he had made

an error.

The point is that children taught-"intrinsic_phonics" for meaning often end up
reading like_the deaf-mutes for_whem the metho, 'Is originally tailored and ignore

the souu,'... Interestingly enough; it is a very method even fox the teaching
of deaf-rutes who learn language far better if r'lein initial learning is based not
on meamL-T bit on sound,presumably because-the lanouage areas of the brain_arc on

the left side (5roca's and Wernicke's areas) , as is tne left angular gyrus area
memory bank which stores printed memories for sound.
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The Nellie Thomas
Institute of Learning Inc;

Post Office Box 2303
Monterey, California 93942

The Honorable August F. Hawkins; Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Seconday and vocational Education
United States_House of Representatives
Room 5_346 C RaybUrn BUilding
Washington D.C. 20515

Sir:

Until our children__entered the school system, I neve: really
paid much attention to education_i_other_thar my ovir, _of course.
I-assumed that the world consisted of the bi_ghi 0h_the_t00

_ -

tide and then those, graded downward, based on Cod given talents
that_eaCh possessed, tempered with the ambition that happened to
reside in each to reach whatever goal he desired.

I suppose, if we had only two children, my interest in_educ-
ation might have ended right there, at least in elementary
educatiOn.__But_along came Number Three-Son and changed all of
that. He entered the same school_in 1964 and had the same teach-
ing staff as his two older brothers4 so we never_gave much thought
to his progress until about the rirst of Mayi 195. I was read,
ing_one Sunday when Craig looked over my shoulder and said, "Dad,
I_Wnew_that word_." I asked him what it w;:s and-he said "just a
minute and ran off to his room_and_caMe_baCk_With a little book
which he perused for a minute and said "horse"_., I informed him
thet the word was "pony" and asked if he knew any more words. He
wouId_pick_a Ward from the paper and then would look it up in the
book before answering; I caned his mother and said 'Tinny, it
looks as if we have a problem."

The next day tinny and I presented ours,21ves at the school _and
asked_to_see_the Mott.e::_Superior,-a-very de,7ticated Sister who
had accomplished_a great_deal_with the_rescoxces given to her
to work with. She acknowledged_that Craig was_having_probIems
and ascribed much of them to the fact that he was_left handed
ant. also that he was somewhat stubborn. Well, I could attest
to both of these_factt, tOt was somewhat reluctant to write him
off for thse reasons, as he seemed as bright as any of his

(408) 372-1089
A Non Profit Foundation in the State of California
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brotheta Who Ware_deingluite nicely. We also found that the
sehool_had_received some new reading books that year and that-
this was the first class to receive the-benefit Of then. _Well;
the school term came to a close and Craig was passed - but
still could not read.

Ginny and I were getting a little frantic-about the situation
and started searching for a tutor to see if private_instruction_
could improve the situationGibby discovered_a retired_teacher
Wha Wet WiIliag to_take on the task of teaching Craigr even though
he was stuboorn and left handed. The teacher, Mrs. Talbot, had
some material from a pilot program through the Open Court_Pub,__
lishing Company. The material itidOtOOrOtOd__Method of teaching
reading and writIhp develomed_hy_a_teacher named_Nellie Thpmas.
We_assured her that we were not too familiar with methods nf
teaching, but were interested in reults. Mrs. Talbot started
making the many trips from her home on the other side of_Port=
land to our home in Oregon City and_didr_indeedr make pragressr
how MUCh I was SOOO tO discover. One dayi I decided to eat lunch
at home rather than downtown as I usually did.- As I approached
the area where we lived, the streets were fully.parked and I___
had to park some-distance from my house_and_walk, thinking_that
the traffic resulted from_a_wedding in one of the many churches
in_the_neighberhood. As soon as I opened the door to my house,
I discovered that the occupants of many of the cars-were in my
house and that they were the mothers and ehildren.of_the_firat_ _
grade that Craig had attended PIUS_Some_Others_from_other_schools!
It seemed that mahy Of the children must have been "left handed"!
Ir a_few_short slimmer months Mrs. Talbot had accomplished what

not be done in nine months of regular class work;she.
taught all of the children to read: We later fOUtid_that the
new books-that our little_schooI had_received were based on_
the !=etik-Say_Method and_that the system Mrs. Talbot used was
the_Phonics Method. When we found that the Look-Say Method-was
to be retained at the Catholic schoolr we sold our home_in Oregon
City and moved to Redlands where our fourth_son_could_still be
taught with the Phonics Method of Open Court, the school having
adopted that method.

A408)2,72,1069
A Non Profit Foundation in the State of California
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irtim Nellie Thomas
Ingtitute of Learning Inc.

Post Office Box 2303
Monterey, California 93942

Since then, my wife has devoted much of her time to the pro-
Metion_of the phonics method of reading, which, though ancient,
Is_stiII_the_best_method, it seems, for the majority of child-
ren. She has seen the_improvements_that_Mrs: Nellie Thomas has
made in the method of teaching phonics and;_ with the_generoOS_
assistance of many people in the Central Coastal Area of Calif-
Ornia,-fOunded The Nellie Thomas-Institute of-learning with the
goal _of improving tha_reading_and writing skills of-all who have
a need. They are numerous, and becoming more_so_, A_partiCUIar
goal of the Institute is in training the teachers who are the key
td_eliminating illiteracy. The seminars for the training of
teachers have been carried-out by-Mrs. Thomas, who, though in
he7 late 70's, is continually_striving_to_instruct as many as
she can in the techniques which she perfected_ over_her many__
years in the teaching profession. God willing, she will have
many more years in this ii-ork.

Please include this letter in the records_of the_IIIitarady
Hearing that you and your committee are holding on March 20,
1986.

Thank_you for_your efforts to iMprove the education of the
Nation's children.

Sincerel

Me r
Carey
f the Boa

Copy to Senator Edward Zorinsky

P.S. May_ we also_add our very-enthusiastic endorsement ofSenator Zorinsky's education bill.

(408) 372-1069
A Non Profit Foundation in the State of C31ifornia

59-608 0 - 86 - 4
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deny and cDtm_cAPetandet

TA(aw (o0S) 224:2761

February 17, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins; ChairMan

SUbcommittee on_EIementary;_Cecondary,
And Vocational Education

United States House of Representatives
Room B 34C RaybUrn Building
Washington; D.C. 20515

Dear Mi. Chairman:

H26 c) . Ceatkae

(Nue. CI) G7G01

Please consider this letter da_mritten testimony to support the

establiahMent of a National Commission on Illiteracy. 1 isk that_

such testimony be included in the record of the illiterac :. hearing

on March 20.

I am a ten-year veteran high school_EPgIith_teacher
from cwo states

three-years in IlIEdoia And seven_years in South Dakota.- I have be;11

d_high school princippifor two years. Durimg this decade TAave

become increasingly concerned and frustrated_about students abilities

to -read and_cadiprehand.
I cantinueito be amazed at how or why students

reach the high school _level when they can only rcadAt_the fourth or

fifth grade levels. ObviousIy,_stUdents are promoted through age rather

than throUgh_adhievement.
Unless reading prblems are cavght in,K,2

students;_retention becomes increasingly dIffidat bedeuSe of social

stigmas. Reading problems are soon perpetuated and become irreversible.

Achievement in reading directly relate:, to adhieveMent lc all other academic

areas; the-converse ii,AISO trUe,_amd both are supportedby research.- When

stiidenta_OXperience reading problems, schools look toward_the federally_ _

funded Chapter I program of-the EC1A
(EdUCation_Consolidation and Improve-

ment Act)--for reMedial:reading. _AltheiMgh this program is specialized in

the_teaChing_of reading to_students-identiiied as needing,sUppIeffientarY

assistance, it is often staffed_by,first,year_teschers
who 1;n.m no experience

and who-ard_hOt__Certified_beyond the regular elementary level. Chaptet_I

teachers often use_theposition as-a
stepping.stone_ihtb_a regular class-

room position. -Few experidaded_teaChers_will
consider a Chapter I position

becauSe Of_the_jOb_insecuritY breuaht on by the year-to-year-ftuiding,_I_have

visited school., that actuall y generate reading prObIaina_by_placimg three

grades (six reading levela) in_tha_seme_classroom
apd taught by the-same

teacher_aII_dey.L TWelve of nineteen were pulled from-tbe regular,cIassreadei

far remedial help--all this-because the
distriet_didn't want to spend money

for teachers, but theY_WOUId_retediate children
after they had generated

thi_OrabI__The remediation would be through Chapter I and flincled by the

federal government.

Membersof the comniittee,_previttion is by far better than remediation,

Bs:Mediation is not only eostly_with regard to dollars, but cosay:With

regard to a student's self image. There are better ways to deal with

illiteracy.
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Research tells us-that styles-of teaching vary-as widely as styles of
learning. Perhaps the failure ro obtain_compatible styles is one cause
of_iIIiteracy; The overwhelmingly amount of_time spent_in_front of a
television_ set, parents'_apathy toward learning by-readthg, socioeconomics,
low expectations, lack of-student effort addior ability all play important
roles in the causes of illiteracy. There are no doubt others.

It is vitally important such causes be sooght out and analyzed in order to
prevent the need for costly remediation. It is in this light that I
strongly sLaport Senator Zorinsky's legislation to establish a National
Commission_on_Illiteracy. I ask the members of this Committee to do so
as welI. Thank you;

Sincerely,

e<I7L

Diane Alexander
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Route 1
Emerson, Iowa_ 51533
March 13, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman. Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondaryl and Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn-Building
Washington, D.C. 20616

Representative Hawkins,

I am writing tol_you in support_of_Senator_Edward Zorinsky's'
bill to estabIish_e National_Commisaion on_Illiteracy. I am
also enclosing_a statement that I would like to have included
in the _record of_the_illiteracy heariPg to be held on March _20.
Illiteracy is a national problem which need not exist. I urge
you to address the prevention of this problem. Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Peggy eag r
Reading TUtOr

enc.
oci Sen. Edward Zorinsky
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Mardh 13, 1986

Members_of_the House_Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education;

I have been working as a private reading_tutor for children
in southwestern Iowa for five years. Situated as_l ami_in_a
rural community where several school districts meeti I have
worked with children from four different school districts. Three
of these distrirts are small, but the one from which I gain by
far the most students is the largest one in our area, which has
a budget this year of over $4.5 million.

my students have-ranged-in-age from 4-to 16. Many of
them had been_pIaced in_remedial_programs in school ranging
from_Chapter I to Learning Disabled,-some had attended special
summw school_programs, and a few had been_"held back" at least
one time. _The_thing_that each of these children_had in common
wag tnat_they_had_been_taught_to read using reading series
which teach "analytic phonics".

In this type of reading series, consonant sounds:are not
taught in isolation; students learn many words beginning with
the consonant in question and are to infer the sound from_these
words. Vowels, too, are not taught in isolation but are taught_
as parts or "clusters"s "ack", "amp", "all". One of the results
of_this method is that :thildren cannot sound out words with new
"clusters"; they must-be taught each and every possibility. In
consequence, phonics instruction stretches out for these children
for:at least six years. By-the time they have been taught many
ofithel-ae "clusters", many Of the children have decided it is
much_easier to guess at unfamiliar words, or to skip them alto-
gether. _Unless:theyiare unusually:bright, most will not be
able to read_words which have not been on their-controlled
vocabulary lists.__This_ie one ofithe reasons why children who
may be getting good grades_in_reading may score poorly on
standardized tests, such as Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.

When these students are brought_to_me by_their parents,
they are taught with a "synthetic phonics"_approach; _ThiS
simply means that- they are taught all the consonantiand:short
vowel sounds tn isolatton and then are taught to_blendlthese
sounds together to-form words. They are then taught the
spellings of long vowel sounds, digraphs, diphthongand_vsriant
spenings_for sounds. It's a long hard road, but I have never
had a student who hasn't improved. Most children, even those
whoi_have_been_Iabeled slow or "learning disabled" can learn
to read by using a "synthetic phonics" method. Most of these
children_couId have_more accurately been lataled "method-
disabled" rather 'min "learning disabled". One of my students
who was repeating firet grade and had been labeled "learning
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disabled" was reading-at grade level within_three_months. Foul-

years later, he is still successfully competing with his peere.
-

Although, as_I said. I hava_never had a student who hasn't
improved-his reading_skilla_using_this_methodi most never view
school with that:zest for_learning which is so important in
making great students._ The system has destroyed that in them.
Thus, while_remediation_cen work if the right method is used,
how much_better it would be if that right method were used, in
the schoolsi-as the regular classroom reading method. Why should
the_federal government spend millions of dollars each year-to
rectify a problem which need never exist? Why-should children
have to suffer the emotional anguish of being laoeled dUtb?
Why should America lose out on many potential "great" students
for such an unnecessary reason?

I love my job-, but I-hope that_soon I won't have it_anymore.
I hope that soon those tillions_of dollarsiof federal_money
won't be-necessary.- I hope that soon children won't face the
stigma_of being called dumb; :If:we couldAust_convince America's
educational establishment that "their ". method isn't the best
method, all these_things_would_come_to pass. Research backs us
up; The success_of_the_children backs us up. I hope that, after
you have heard_the_evidencei you'll back us up too. Please
support_Senator Zorinsky's bill to establish a National Commission
on Illiteracy. Thank you.

4119,1
Peggy Yeager
Ili:WU 1
Emerson, Iews 51533
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2209 Madison Avenu.2
Norfolk, NE 68701
March 12, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. HawkinsChairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary;
I_ and Vocational Education
United States House of Representatives
RooM_B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

I am_writing in_regard to the illiteracy hearing which will
teke_place on_Marchi20 With the House Subcommittee oo Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education and am requesting that this
letter be included in the record of the hearing.

As an_educator_involved ih AdUlt_Baaic Eaucation, I am_con-
cerned about_the_sevonty-two_miIlion Ameribans who cannot read
above a 5th grade level. _Manyief the high sbhool -drop-outs whu
attend my adult reading improvement_classes haVe dropped out of
adhool becauae they simply cannot read wen enough to keep 0
With the rest of their class.

am shocked that last year the U,SArmy_spent over $14
miIlian to bring its recruits up to the ninth grade level in
reading.

Timeiand time_ again I see these reading problems resulting
from_the_lack of_ phonetic teabhing methods I do not understand
why our schools have gotten away from teaching phonics.

As a result of_my_concerna_, I have written and self-published
a phonics book entitled Get_Back te Pheniba Which is now in its
third printing_._ While_it_was_written orimatily for adults, it is
currently being used by reading teachers in sPhOols across the
country.

I strongly support our school_systems, and yet I AM frustra-
ted-over the fact that many parents who_are_home,schooling their
Children are doing so with the idea that they will_be able to
teach their children these vital basics which are not being taught
in our schools,
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I urge educators to re-evaluate their_reaaing programs;
and to implement ponetic metheAS if_tit ail passibIeI_
strongly support the legitlatiOri bh Illiteracy as proposed by
Senator Edward Zorintky.

Yours truly,

Barbara Shattuck

cc: Senator Edwazd Zorinsky
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BARBARA CUETER
1140 OPICHAIO

BIRMINGHAM. MICHIGAN <mato

March 18, 1986

Ronorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman
Rouse Sub bommittee on Elementary;
Secondary, and Vocational Education
Room B 346 C RaybUrn Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sir:

Encl,sed is testimony which I ask that it be
included,in the recerd of the illiteracy hearing scheduled forMarch 20, 1986.

If anyone should be interested, I haVe probably the
most extensive_ record of any child's echool years; including
transcripts of IEPC meetings which clearly reveal how theschools skirt and circumvent existing rules and regulations
and how they use expert techniques to intimidate parents.

I have studied beginning reading methods for
about eighteen months now as well ae how on earth we got into
this mess in the first place; It ts almost inconceivable that
it was by accident alone. Surely, we cannot wait for acLident
to get us out of this educational chaos?

BC:bb

Yours very truly;

Barbara Cucter
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BARBARA CUETER
140 0.MAPO LAMB

BIRMINGHAM. MICHIGAN 40010

WOW

11.47.11.7

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chatrman
House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and VecationM EduCatiOn

Gentlemen:

March 18, 1986

For several years reports critical of the condition of
our American Public Schools have been issued. There 's no need now
to list them. Debate continues over what the schools should do, what
the Federal role should be, what the Legislative role should be. Little
is heard, however, from the parents, children, and the teachers who are
the subjects of this great debate.

As a parent, rny experience with the public schools
has been been nothing short of disastrous. For years, I didn't under-
stand what the_problem was. I paid for tutors, special education,
medicine, drugs_, private schooling, and watched helplessly as our
three children (boys) were moved along through our public schools
with nO learning of basic facts, reading, writing, spelling, math. I
was told each of our three sons was "minimally brain dysfunctioned.
And we were told they inherited this "disability" from their father, who,
by the way, was born abroad and brought to this country tri the late 20's,
in time now, I have learned, to be one of the first generation of children
subjected to America's new reading method.

Wten my children began school in the 1960's and were
first "diagnosed" learning disabled, I didn't believe it. I had been with
those little boys since birth. I had watched their progress, played with
them, read with them. But the term "minimal brain dysfunction" was
terribly enervating. No one, no doctor, no educator, no psychologist,
ever suggested or hinted at the idea that perhaps another beginning reading
method would offer a solution or "cure" to my sons' reading problems. It
was accepted as unquestioned fact that such condition was beyond refutation.
The research was done - the case closed. But still, I could not believe it.

And so, I kept every scrap of paper, every note, I could
get my hands on from school. I searched books and consulted with
doctors and teachers And educators, at 'University level and grass roots
level._ Always, I was on the treadmill - feeling that I was missing
something. And round and round we went.
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As time progressed, one son elected to attend a
private Catholic miMary high school. There, for the first time his
reading "problem" was addreased, and within two years his "minimal
brain dysfunction" dMiappeared. We were told he "outgrew" it. as
sometimes happens.

Our second son struggled along until his last year of
high school, barely able to read, and finally dropped out. He later
obtained his GED diploma, but his hopes of further academic achievement
were destroyed. He simply could not read well enough to keep up. I will
always wonder what would have happened if we, too, had sent him to
the Catholic military high school.

We searched everywhere on God's earth for other
educational programs for our third son. We took him to clinics and
universities for diagnostic testing. So n-etimes the results were "normal"
arid other times they were "minimally brain dySfunctioned." We were
con/used. He simply was all right in every way except he was
not learning to read. Well, the years went by with tutors, private
schonling, and then special education.

After he was placed in special education, his progress
stopped, and in fact regressed. Nothing_ was ever done to teach him how
to read and his parents were instructed not to try because "e.hildren
like Rob were embarrassed to let thefr parents see his flaws." He was
told lie had a short memory span. His school notes are full of references
and inuendoes "mother refused counseling. " They wanted to teach my son
to "accept" his disability".... when all he ever.wanted to do was learn how
to read!

Finally, this last summer, at the age of 19, we learned
of a school in Toronto,_Canada, which specialized in teaching children
who had problems learning to read. Rob spent one summer there, and
for the first time in his me he was introduced to Phonics. He learned
more about reading in that one summer than he had learned in twelve
years of public schooling! When the summer was over, we searched
e7erywhere in our community for a phonics teacher. There were none!

The condition of public schooling in this country is
appalling. We hear talk of reform. Well, I have been visiting schools
and going to meetings and conferences regarding education.

Let me tell yOu there is no reform! !!!!!!!!! fl

(18
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I sat through a class the other day on "critical thinking
skills. Teanh your students to think more logically and at a higher
level was the message; Youcan do thia by:

"Give your students a list of five or ten scrambled
words. Let them elscramble the words."

The list of words recommended was of words with
ten or 12 letters in them!

Everything I read talks of adult illiteracy. Apparently,
adult illiteracy just happens when one reaches about sbcteen years oId.
There is no meation of reading methods for heginning reading instruction.

I was pleased to hear that Secretary Bennett finally
said phonics Ls the best way to t aach_ beginning reading instruction.
But he carefully avoided mentioning METHODS. What is a good phonics
method? What 18 a bad phonics method? What is the difference between
real phonics and phony phonics.

Teachers colleges teach phony phonics. Why doesn't
anyone address that situation.

Ifiihy doesn't some teacher sue the college of education
for sending her into the cMssroom to teach reading without preparing
her with sound, proven reading methods? ??? ?? ??

Have our teachers been so mi_sguided and tniseducated
they are helpless to teach a child to read? The answer is yes. Heaven
help us all!

We employ about 100 employees. Every year it becomes
harder to find young applicants who can even read well enough to compIet e
an application form. It has become a pat question, "Can I take it home
and fill it out?" We have learned not to allow this - because after the
person was hired, we learned he could not read or write .... or
spell .... anythtiv.

A few months ago, my husband had to fire a young man
who Would not read notes of Instruction or anything else in spite of having
graduated from high school. The young man cried and begged for his j ob.
My husband was torn apart because it codd have been his own son wh0 was
being fired.

He; thereupon; began construction to establish our own class-
room to teach reading and Other basic skills.

109
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If the schools are not going to teach reading, writing;
spelling; and basic math facts what are we to do?

Frankly, I know what I am going to do. I am going to
work to get every child I can out of public school. I have been researching,
visiting schools, both private and public, in my community, across the
states and Canada. There are methodd that work. There are ways
to teaCh children to read. I am even considering opening my own school.

But I see no hope of incorporating_thase methods in
public schools in time to save other generations of children from a
life frought with ICNspair, economic failure, and total frustration.

Depending_on one's political phik.sophy, there is
advantao to our present educational system. It builds a larger
welfare state every year. The male has become a useless member
of our society when welfare checks arrive with dependability he cannot
guarantee because of his poor academic and employment skills.

I believe that every teadher must be able to teach
a direct, intensified multisensory phonics program. I believe if
the colleges of education do not willingly see to that, it behooves our
elected representatives to mandate it!

Not only that, but if our elected representatives feel
any obligation to their constituents, they must take one further step.
They must themselves identify those reading programs that work and
recommend them if not mandate them.

Education begins with teaching a child how to read.
Failing that, how can we hope to accomplish anything else?

13C:bb

Yours very truly,

4.,C-044.-4-j
Barbara Cueter

1 1 0
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Route
Emerson, Iowa_ 51533
March 14, 1986

Honorable Augustus_F._Hawkins
Chairmani_ Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary4 and Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Representative Hawkinss

I would like to respectfully_suggest_that you and
your fellow metbers_of the_House_Subcommittee:on_Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education would bedoing_the_present
and_future studentsiof ourimationLa great service if you
:would joinlZenator Zorinsky_and the_other co-sponsors_in
seeking passage of the National Commission on Illiteracy
Act. A strong country has always been a priority issue for
all Americans. A good education for its young people has
always been the foundation. Many of us fear this foundation
has begun to crumble.

.Because of my concerns, I have enclosed testimony I
would like to have included in the record of the illiteracy
hearing that is to be held by your subcommittee on March 20, 1986.
Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Janet Peterson

enc.
ccs Senator Edward Zorinsky
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March 14, 1986

Memberasf the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Educations

I first_wrote Senator Zorinsky in April, 1985, after an
article appeared_in_our local newspaper about the twenty
United States Senators who were seeking legislation calling
for a massive study_of why we, the taxpayers, are paying for
remediation in basic elementary reading for adults holding
high school graduation diplomas. _The question fell in line
with questions I had been posing ZoroverL five yeare about
our local school system's secondary remediation program, and
the bloating of curriculum and staff_to accommodate the lack
of basic lower elementary skills of our secondary students.
A bit of background should explain my concerns.

Our public school of less than 1500 students,. K12, IS
located in a small, clean-environment, farming commUnity_inIowa. We have few truly indigent families, no minorities,
no_refugees, no non-English-speaking families, or any of the
other like excuses other areas profess. We have modern,
bright,cheerful school buildings. Our student-teacher ratio
is no more than 22 to I, K-6, with aides assisting in kin-
dergarten. Teachers! salaries average above the salaries of
other employees inthe community. State-and local funds
appropriated to_our_system surpass the $3,000 per-studentmark. Additional Chapter I federal fUnding, and other federal
grant dollars also reach us.

As you can see, our school system_is fortunate in that
we are not plagued with any of the obstacles toward student
acad4smic succ:ss listed ill the vast number of studies_released
by the educat.lonal establishment in recent years._ I fedi
our community does have one major educational_probiem that
never deems to-Fig-addressed in any of the studies, that being;
There are Jo private or religious schools in our section of
the state', and since Iowa has A very rigid home-school law,theublic-onle-intown. However,the not to find_this
to be worrisome, so based on all the afore.z.ent4oned factors
that are a concerii in the studies, our students should excel.
Too many don't Sirs% keep up.

We have an 8 to 10% of K-I2 enrollment "staffed" as
"learning dieabled" and "speciaI-ed". For at least the past
eight years one-third of our second-grade students have
qualified for remedial reading under the guidelines of Chap-
ter I. During this time we have found 15 to 20% of our total
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elementary enrollment, grades 2 through 6, qualifying for
Chapter I in both reading and math. -Why?- After_severaI years
of trying to understand the-cause-and trying to find soIUtions,
I have come to some personal conc?.usions.

It is-my opinion that_the probIems_begin very_early on
With-the kindergarten-round-up heId:in:the spring for_fall_
enrollment; At this time we_take excitedi_brighti_eager71e7
learn, fiVe-year-oIds andbegina_process_called_7screening"
that:iS supposed to:enable the_staff and the resident school
psychoIogistto_spot signs of why these children may or may
not_beiable to_learn* _The basis for this is Dr. Piaget's
theories on the human development process and its effect on
academic learning. In the fall the chosen are enrolled in a
half-day* five-day-week, socialization program with a curriculum
developed to enhance fine and gross motor skills. Their
only contact with reading at this time is a small portion of
time spent learning letter recognition and sounds utilizing
the inflated letter-people, Alphatimes, that were originally
creatcd to be used in the-"educably retarded"-classrnoms.
With thie program, the only distinction made between consonant
and vowel sounf's is that the vowel letter-people have names
that start *ith the-short vowel sound and are also of the
feminine gender while the oonsonants are males.

_After a few_ months, some.of the-lAttielones become _
disenchanted with_schooI and_its Iack_of_challenge_and bn
to_show signs of:rwithdrawaI^_or__!rebeIlion"* They become
anti,sociai and_begin-to create problems in the classroom.
At:_this pointLthe_resident psychologist is consulted and
parents_are_brought in to talk over the- possibility of th)ir
childrenisuffering_from some mental or physical malady, a
"learning disability". In too many cases they are then
"staffed"4 At the end of a full year of tolerating the dehu-
maninizing effect of such a kindergarten program, the students
are then given a psychological test that is supposed to
measure the development of the children and-their potential
for going on into the "real world" oflacademics in-the first
grade. Based on the results of thattest, thc "ability
grouping" of the students begins-in-fir-grade._ We have_
now laid-the-groundwork in etxh_individvaI_cummuIative file .
fbr the tradking Of success or failure of_that child academically
for_the remaining twelve_ycars_in_the_systemi We have now
Iaid:the_groundwort_to place the_faiIurer cf the methodology,
the teachers, and the syatem on the child.

iThe failures_because of u misbegotter methodology now
start_in_first_grads. school does not teach reading through
intensive_systematic phonics. The Alphatimes letter-people are
the last time studertr will draw out short vowel sounds. They
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are never taught blending or syllabication. The instructors
atteMpt_to teach-them to read and spell through "rote memor-
ization". The phonics referred to in our basal reader's scope
and-_:sequence is teaching through the phonogram and rhyming
work principal with_picture association. During the first
year ofireeding instruction- our-students are expected to
Memorize, thranghAtOrd flashcards and-picture association,
445_words_of_the:EngIish language. With this-method, if thay
have mastered these:words, that it their total reading vocab-
ulary after a year of hard, frustrating work.

How mAnymaster the 445 4ords?_:OnIy about-twenty percent.
We have also added to the list of students who_have "learning
disabilities". At this time in our school_wwhave, at the
end of first grade, already succeeded in starting:eighty
percent-of-the students down the road to being "functionally
or marginally illiterate" adults. Some are salvaged_by con--
cerned,parents who seek outside tutoring by someone wao-teaches
them the magic of "sounding out" words, and a few more find
allone teacher-in the system wh,) has knowledge of systematic
phonics; At_the end-of sixth grade, the "learning disabled"
ofLkindergarten_and-first grade are still staffed as suchi_and
more_Wavw:getned_this label. Twenty percsnt a year have been
through Chapter:_i_retediation and we still find fifty-nine
Percent below:grade level in-theirlibilities. Since formal
reading instruction ceases_for most at the end of sixth grade,
we now send far_tooimany students into-the secondary educational
system with abilities_in reading, spelling, and writing as
low'as third grade level.

Federal money poured into_education for remediation has
not-been the answer.. It does not reach:all studente who
qualify and for those it does reach it iwtooiIittle too-late.
AIso,.too many students who are served find little benefit frbn
it because-the money does not carry with it strict_guidtainSe
an:the method to be used. Many_times the Chapter ILstudents
whoiere fortunate-enough to find themselves with a remediation
teacher who does_use the systematic phonics method gain_littIeability_for the time-spent. It is very difficult and tim
consuming to_remediate a poor reader who has been first instructedusing the wronumethadciogys "look-say". It is even more
difficult to remediate_a poor reader who has been taught with
look-sey when_the_on,rgoing cIassroaiainstruction constantly
reinforces hie bad, ^Iook-say",_hebits and contradicts the
remedial systematic_phonics_inetructien."Operation Head-
Start" showed some measure_of_saccess only because-it served
very youturchildren and the money_was accompanied by regulations
restricting the teaching of reading tO an intensive phonics-
first method, "Distar".

The creation-of the existing situations I haVe addredsed
was not acdetpliahed overnight. I feel it began yeara ago in
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the teacher-a' Celleget. .In Iowa, to become an_glementary teacher
who can be certified by the statei_one must now have four years
of cellege._ There is a shocking_lack of methodology classes
required; With great emphasis_placed_on the_psychology approach

in-teaahingi make_the_child_feel_"good" about himself and he
Will SUreiy Iearn_to_read._ The_single_most required sub;ject

atea to be covered is the "ologies,j Human Growth and Development,
SacioIogy,_Educational Psychology, and such. This emPhasis On
the:"aIegies" prepares our early elementary teachers to "spat"
problem_are.s in a child's psyche that might prevent hit fret
learning. In other words, I feel we now-are educating our
educators to be diagnosticians instead of teachers.

I am convinced that one major cause of the breakdown_of_L_
Amrica's education today is-what I_calI "organized illiteracy",
the unionizing of the education-prefession. _I believe_many_of
the problems have-been-dreated_frot an everwheiming_zeal_for_a
wider variety of jobb in the field ofiedocationi_which_led_to
the need to demand tete and Mere funding_to finance the results.
There is now a fat larger membership in_the_natienal_unions and
their local ahapters than could_ever_have been_imagined just a
feW-yeara ago; Unionizing_of_the profession has created a
natnaI power_stru.;ture_to equal no_other in our country. With
thie power of ne_education establishment, parents have been
rendered_virtually helpless where thair children's education is
concerned:

In the '7Dsi Iowa, a right-to-work state, enacted a very
broad callective bargaining law for its teachers whidh WAS
strongly lobbied for by education leadership in the state. _This
law includes an impossible termination clause. -The_terminAtion
of a public school teacher in this state teday is almost as_rgre
as a full day void of a dollar being spent in government; _With
absolute job security in plazefor existing Staff, the'backlog
of teachers looking for a jeb became staggering;

State-lagialatiOn wee paaeed estabiishing_a_state_faun-
dation funding formula that fUnds:the_public_schools On_a
hei-Adount-baSia. Thia Assured the_schools w.nald do everything
tiey every:student in school for thirteen years.
Little by IittIe_the:educational requirements were legisla-
tively expandedito require_schools_to offer_a vast variety of
aoursea,_even_down_to_requiring them to,prepare the students
for.Iifetime_Ieisure activities. Legislation was also enacted
that4roured_more_headcount money into the schools for-the
"learning_disabled"and the special-ed students. It is
weighted formula that considers the severity of the "didability"s
the more severe the handicap, the more money per student.
Very broad guidelines for enrolling students in these programa
were also established at the V..me. The federal government
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joined the fold and also began putting money into_our_schools
for remediation. Since remediation money can't be used_for
the same students who are served with the state "weighted"_
money, different students bring in different dollars. Time _
does-not allow the same teachers to accommodate both programs,
so different teachers must be employed for each.

The results of poor educational policy and instruction
in early elementary-education is a self7perpetuating situation.
What does a school-do-with such a wide variety of abilities
when students_reach the secondary-system, especially when the
headcount funding encourages keeping them-in-school? At this
point the_system must_accommodate the skill level of every
student who reacarThe secondary level, even the "poor-disabled"
student who couId:notIearm -_We_must now broaden the offerings
allowed for credit toward_graduation; lige must now include-
hobby and play classes_and_oversimplified elementary_Ieval
classes for the required_math and EngIish _we can't discriminate.
so EVERY high school student must_be given_the_same_aptionS to
acquire credits toward their diploma regardless of_theiri
capabilities. It is frightening the number who chooseLto take
the easier route. It is amazing how many different types_of__
teachers are now necessary to fill all the needs in our_school.
All thls has-come to pass so slowly that the general population
was taiken aghast when it all became so evident. I also believe
most of todw's Classroom teachers are well-meaning people who
have gotten caught up in the situation.

-It IS net hard-to understand the unions' public animosity
toward:trying to make anyitind of major chances in the general way
America!sLeducationaI needS are served. If the-problems were
to be corrected irLthe early elementary years where they most
often originate' the±rippIeIeffeet_throughout elementary,
secondary' and calege_IeveIs_wouId be devastitting to the job
security of thousands of_theirLmembers. In our particular
situation' our enrollment has declined_aifourth in_the past
twenty-five years, yet the number_of_certified_staff ia.ressonably
the same,_the budget has increased by more thanL500%, and _
educational quality -- success -- is at an all-time Iori: The
majority of our state legislature is now educators. _Suggested
improvements for the state's education systems are to expand
the-mandatory offerings further1 and, of coursei additional
fUhding to education is still held as the highest priority for
suceesd.

Parents are the_soldiers who must ultimately fiOt the war
on_poor education. Parents, then, must be-given the arms they
need to fight_that wsr; The_only weapon-they possess at this
time is to educate_their IittIe_ones at home-aftef they have
satisfied the truancy laws_of_the_state.- This is a short-term
victory. The long-term solution id te edueate the parents
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on the problems, then to allow them the-right to-choose-ANY
school they believe-will do the best-job for-their cnildren;
whether that be-religious, private, home-school, or even just
a different public school. State and_federal_Iaws_now prohibit
the parents' right of choice. Education_is the only product
purchased in_the United States that has had laws enacted to
protect its_turf. _A parent must by law purchase the product
for his children, but the laws prohibit that_consumer's
freedom to spend his money on the brand he prefers.

We must put competiton into education. Without it the
educational establishment completely controls how well* or how
poorlyi our children will be educated. Monopolies breed
complacency and arrogance for those in control. That is
dangerous in any businessi but when it comes to the welfare of
our youngsters it is inexcusable. With competition, changes
in methodolv.7y and policy could be requested and the requests
might be heeaed for fear of losing customers. Through personal
eyperience I can assure you-that even lowering-oneself to
"pleading" for change is politely ignored as things stand now.

I strongly feel_that there_are many changes that need to
be_ made to_correct Ithe_decline in_Aberica's educational status.
I have outlined:some of them in this statement. It is my_
honest±opinion that:to ensure_any±significant changes win be
madei_the_educational_power_structure_must_be broken.
believe_this_can_be_accomplished_if we return_control_of the
Children's_education to the parents. Evidence seems to
indicate that the "experts" have failed. The parents_want
and need help in'understanding and correcting the short-
comings. Also, the parents want and need to help. Helping
them to understand why their children are failing to learn
early on is absolutely essertial. The National Commission on
Illiteracy Act would be a good beginning. I respectfUlly
request, for millions of children, support of this piece of
legislation by the members of this honorable committee.
Thank you for allowing me to plead their case today.

Sincerely,

1 1-7

ee,e,
Janet Peterson
Route
Emerson, Iowa 51533
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MAXINE NADELDEFENBACH
3402 CArrincrcon Sceec
T.rnpa Rorids 33811

March 17, 1906

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairmen
Subcommittee_on_EIementery, Secondary end
Vocational Education
United Stetes-House of Representatives
Room B 346 C ReYburn_BUIIding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Deer Congromemen Hawkins:

_PIliame include this letter in the record oF the hearings on the couseo
of illiteracy with reference to the methods of teaching reeding.

_ _Whin a child reeds-well, he hes one of the basic Foundations on which
to build poeitive oelf-iMage_and_devoIop_hie_intelleci. Theue elements
will enable him to Fully participate in life with complete confidenCe_end
independence.__The world becomes filled with possibilitieo. IF however, he
is unable to reed with compotenw.4 hio perspective_will be narrowed end
limited.- There is clear relationship between literacy end a Properly
designed_reeding program just no there-is en unmistakable connection
between Faulty reeding program end the alarming rise in illiteracy.

Todoy when we_geo_children_who ere unable to reed textbook materiel,
unable to spell or write es they ehouldi we blame the SChooIe_end the
teachers. /t is my belief that most teachers entered the profession
determined to OP e good_job_.__Since the early Forties, -teachers were
instructed to uers e memorization approach to toech reading_.___This_system,
caIied_the "Iook end say" or "whole-werd" method hod been developed to
teach deaf children to "openk;" _Almoot immediately, thie syotem was-proven
ineffective. It did not teuch reeding skills beyond e beoic voCabOIery:,-
"Normei"_children already held "speaking" vocabulary. In the 1990'e when
a child could not learn to reed effectively, it wes ouggcsted thet he ,ee
not working up to his potential. Today when the children ere not ree.ing
oto_to_grade_Ievei, the teechere end the schools ere aid to be at fault.
Extensive research into reeding methods hove proven thet the reading method
itself is to blame.

Thorp is: another approach to teaching reading_CAII6d Inieneive
PhOnics. Phonics io the skill or process of sounding out or decoding words
by using the sounds of_the_Ietters_of the elphohet. Theoe skillo apply to
85 to 90 percent of the English_ language, All_efithie infOrMitiOn_ his been
known and-docurented in e buok celled Why Johnny-ScIll Com4t:-Raad by Rudolf
Flesch. Mr. Flesch made cleer_Clet children who-cennot decode or reed
fluently will not be able to rend books thet will challenge thein_
Intellect._ With the Intensive Phonics method, once the skills ere
mastered, there is no confusionno_stbmbIihg,_no guessing, end-no need For
eseistence. The child learns independence From the beginningrif his
educational experience. Since the-"whole-word" method encourages
dependence, gueesing end requires little intediectual involvement, it hes
resulted in toot ecoram that heve declined, end booke thet hewn been
watered down. Tha learning of foreign languages hoe been ell but
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eliminated and reeding For knowledge end pleoleure hes /ost it's value.
3aceuee students have-a limited-vocebulary they are unable_to reed_about_
hietoricel events, thereby_looeing a continuity that connects our pest to
our present. The intricacies of science are out their grasp beceuse of the
compl...cated vocabulary.- When children ere unable to_dacoda_unfemilier
words, they give up in_frustration end seek out the easily digestible pep
on televieion. They do not know how to assimilate information, and era
unable to dedicate 'themselves, to_anything that requires effert_or_
commitment. _Thie_diet_does_not foster intellectual growth. /f the current
method of teaching reeding is so correct, why are we teaching remedial
reading to college freshmen?

The controversy continues to this day as to-the best method of teaching
-reeding and still moet-teachers are_ of_only the_.look end sey" or
"whOIa,word"_method. ,/n some of our colleges of education, there are-those
who would argue that the system-chosen to-tauch reedirg does not matter.
Sneed on my experience in the classroom, / have found that the correct
method_EOr_teaching reading esea matter. I em discouraged-that we ere-
still debating the issue,-when the research answered the question of "Why
Johnny Can't Reed"_so_cleerly_ Studies done by edi,cators such as Or.
Jeanne Chall of Harvard Univereity, Or. Petrick Groff of-San Diego State
University, Isabel L. Beck,-Assoc. Prof, University of_Pitteburdn, and_S.
Jay Samuels, _University_of_Minnesote, are all in agreement on one point.
These educators find that the use of Intensive Phonics to teach-beginning
reeding is superior to any other method. We can_help the_schoolo_ieennve
the AiddditiOn_Of Our_children by improving-the way we teach beginning
reeding. We cen prevent the insidious growth of Illiteracy in America by
eliminsting the faulty "look end eey" reeding_methad_that hoe caused a
breekdown_in leerning. Once a child learns to decode our language, ho io
able to reed anything because ha is not limited to the smell vocabulary
taught in the basal readers.

After teacing for seventeen yeere, I am keenly aware Of_the Fact that
children seem to be_lese_interested_in leerning It is my-helief that a
teaching technique ithe "look and sey" or "whole-word" system) that fosters
a_leck of initintive,-imeGinstion,-and independence,_restricts_our
children'. enjoyment Of_7xxeding. /t is so clear that good readers become
bood learners. As teacht,'s, we ere not in e position to change the rending
eystem. Moat teacnerm-are not even aaaaa thet_choices_exiet end_thet_rha
"look and stele. oe "whol,,word" fileteM ie not the-b,et method of teaching'

reeding, We need to educate parents, edministrau,ors,-echool boards, the
community and re-educate teachers in the use of_inteneivo_phonics,With
confident_,_Capable_reeders, antht,wiesm for tueching and learning abounds.
With the adoption of intensive phonice-te teach reading, we can begin_to
xake reel strides towerde wiping out_illiteacy_arld_aford everyone the
ertunity to toe e productive and fulfilled citizen.

The educatienal reform proponents say that we need to stiffen the
reciuirnments for tha chileran ea well es for the teachers, and-I-whole --
hae-tily agree with this. We can requirto more academic excelience_but if
chtldren-do not read_with_any_better_skill than they possess preeently,
they will be unable to achieve this goal. Our ch3Idren don't Im.ow how to
reed competently because of the "whole-word" methnd thnt_is_balng_used in
most public s:heoIs_todaY,_ Many times 'no can hear a teenager eay "we
haven't had this word yet."

My students are elasrified as educarZe mentally retarded and although
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nuPervisors_hevO_Ereen plopped with their progress. I have not been
comfort,ble with their lack or reading skills. We used the "whole-word"
memorization approach because we knew of nothing bettr. A year pnd a
helf_ngo 1. begen_using_an intensive phonics system to teach reading. To
everyone's delight, after si mwthe of instruction, most or my students
Were damanstrating . growth Jf ix months to a yeer end a hi.lf in reading
skills. Retarded children arm not expected to show this much growth .

lieceuoe of their new-fownd reading accomplishments4_feeIings of aelf
worth, pride, end independunce increased. These ere the very skills that
I Bee locking in many "normal" children of today. IF a retarded child can
learn to reed ao skillfully and so giJickly just imagine what a "normal"
child with "normal" abilities could accomplish.

The use of intensive phonics in first grade teaches the reading_akIIIs
nece..snry_to learn to reed more efriciently. Mrs -Marva Collins. (Director
of West Side Preparatory School; Chicago,_IIIinois:. teaches-four year olds
to reed at-che first grade level in Four months. lime. Charlotte Locwhert
(Author: _Discnven_lnteneive Phonics for Yourself) teaches first graders
to read in six months. Or. Jeanne Chesil of Harvard says:, ".7,hiloren first
learn to reed end by-third or fourth grade, they noad-to-lae. n if they
have been_tor.ight_b_intensive phonics. All the metertels necessery_to
teerh intensive phonics reprasemt a fraction of the cost_of a "whole-word"
program, and once -the child hes the.: ...sad:.ng skills, ha needs no 3Peci'--1
books, he can reed from any materiel includl:Ig classic literature.

_It_as my contention-thet by helping all children learn to eadi_
illiteracy vill be eliminated. __People who know how to-reed can break the
cycle-of illiteracy. Federal statistics point to "a 20 Pereent____ -

functional IIIIieracy rate among adults...a minority youth illiteracy rate
es high as 40 percent, and_an_increase of 2.3 million adult illiterates
each year." I know the idea of Intensive Phonics being related_to ending
illiteracY_may_sound_simplistic, but to me it ts logical, obvious,
inexpensive, end clear cut.

The time to act is now, before we produce more generations of
functional illiterates. I urge,you to consider Senator Zorinsky's,
National Commiesion on Illiteracy Act.

Thank you for your time. There era teachers_around the_country_who
are_deeply concsrned about the failing of our schools. They do not know
that they ere using a Je7active_readirig_system end tlYis-commission will
help to remedy that problem. We can improve the education_of_OUn____
children,_the_status of the teachers and reraw the image of the sc:-col as
a valuable place of learning.

Sincerely;

7110A1Mt /114.XU PAICCOt

Maxine Nadel Offenbach, B.S., M.S., Boston University
Teacher, Barrie Elementary School, Tampa, Florida 33606
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6008 Latid Pbad
Suitland, 20746
Mardh 12, 1986

Honorable_Augustus F. HaWkinS, Mg:Man
SWOOMMitteC_on Elementary, Secondary and
VbcationAI EdarAtTon
Riadt_B 346 CAlayborn_Building
WaShihgton, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Hawkins:

I_appreciate this opportunity to add my =talents to the record of tha hearing
to be held on March 20, 1986 concerning the national problem of illiteracy.
Illiteracy can be oxripared to cancer in our society; everyone worries about
it but the preblem is ephemeral urtll it hits home.

My yommgest child at the age of J. was not reading. I had pleaded w'th the
PAnce Ges County, Md., sahnci system to find outwi,at oas wrong with
him. Finally I 6iscLmered P.L. 94-142 and &Mended Brian be ..-tecl;

coild not understand why a ten year Old was net readiog Md why the school
pystem wasn't as concerned as I was. He was ektenSiveIy_tested irr.lucring
psychological tests, I.Q. tests,Jearring ditabilitV±tests, vision tests-,_
hearing tests---nothing was froUtdwrong_ftCP4t that Brian didn!t like school
and he seemed tb be immature by a year for his dironological age.

The edUcatOts IadQised that_Brian receive_crxmseling concerning his dislike
for sdheca:WhiCh he did. They also_advised_that_he be XePt in the Specific
Language Reading Demeiopment_pmpumtNitdch had_been dom71.9tp4 by the then
SuTperintandent of Sdicols (Dr- Feeney) and Caen sold to the school system.
I was, on the one_hand,_relieved that there was nothing 4eriously,simtng wit-%
Brian, yet I was puzzled why he could not read.

CUite_by_aocident I happened to meet a person who tutors children in reading.
She offered to evaluate Brian forme whiCh she did at no cost, fave agreal

with me and the educators---Brianwas not reading. However, dha said, "I

can teadh your son to read." By now, wary of educators and solutions, I
thought to myself, "Sure you can, honey. But Brian-was Still game tb try

to learn so off we went twice a week to Mrs. Sheppard's bdite;L _

Sheppard would spend between 30 and 45 minutes at a tilliewithiBrian. She

started off hy teaching him his VoiWel And crdisnint SbandS. The school system_

had used the "sight" method to teadh_Brian tb riaa,I.Cok at the word, memorize
it and the next time it's seen it Will be "rscognized;" This_tethod did not

work with Brian nor with thOOSLUdS of Others as I've since learned.

After eight t4bekS_4iith bitt Sheppard, Brian hopped in the car one day and said,
"I'm-going tb read every sign on the way home." And, with a few exceptions,

he did. I was elated.
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mte;_Shaopada_ie A high school graduateunose own son dii . not learn to read in
school._ The .2..b&aiOthe 01-16 her Dr. Fleseh's bodk, "wt, Jolumw_Can't Bead."
Mrs. Sheppard theiiearivd to-use phonics to teeth her not° read. Sin e
theni sne has taught nahy dindith to: read, including Brian.

The extent Jf_illiteracy_in Merida ia_ditk&Ifii'L College professors of educationi
textbooklphaishers_and_remedial" teldihg_teaa_-lke; 45edial 2ducation teachers
and private corporations_all_makemoney Off dkpleiting parents' desire fhat their
children read. It is past time that this hoax uae eZpOsed and that the education
establishment be forced to use the only method that eatily and successfully teadies
people to readintensive phonics.

The National Commission on illiteracy Act_willAdoimudh to tiled right dh the-
OStent and causes of illiteracy. The illiteracy problem can be solved And it
won't tzk z. stacks of federal money andior hoards of educational nenbette"

Time tAdd are adults and :annot read will need to be taught to read by_private,
hoh,przifit:Iltetedy organizations. Chilihxaitoill be prevented frambecoming
illiterate by early and sole use of phonics in the pre-sdhooli kincleprar&m:
and_primary gtadet. TheSe_who have turned to a life of crime can be taught_
to_readwhile in priedh and perhapswill then be Able to find gainful employ-
ment. NO longer will Artlyftenuals have to be written on a fourth-grade reading
level.

Cur hopes and_prayers_are with you during the illiteracy hearing. With a nation
of non-readers, we are truly at risk.

peapecteally;

k'°14-'5X-:221.

Judy Waby
735-2926

cc: Sen. Mathias
Sen. SarbanesBlibr-
lieeding RefOrm Foundation
mrt; Shateh Shappaild
sehatdtlE% Zoinisky
Gov; Bellies IVAJ
Superintendent/P.G. COUnty Sehbols
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55 Ca10thedral Rock Dr.
thit-f
Sedonai Arizona 86336
March 12, 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. HaWkins
Chairman, Subcommatee on
Elementary. Secondary and _Vocational Education
U. House of Representatives_
Room_B,_ 346 Ci Rayburn Building
Washington, Di Ci 20515

Dear Mri HaWkins:

I_am a_firm_supporter of Senator Zorinaky's legislation which
seeks to determine the eausskof illiteracy. The Senator
should be commended for being the first one to ever suggest
that an examination of teacher-training courses at our col
leges of education may reveal a major cause.- My own experi-
ences havo convinced me. Therefore, I respectfully request
that my le-.ter be included as-testimony in the record of the
illiteracy oearing on Merch 20.

I am deeply concerned over the-way our scheels teach begtnners
to read. I have been a remedial teacher and a.priVate_tutor,
now retired. I have taught-many older-stUdents_to_read4.stu-
dents who came to me with the usual educationally-disabled
labels. Yet,-except fer one or.twotheae studentswould
not have needed my serVices had they been taughtiappropriately
in -their beginning ingtruction. l_have_tetratned_only-a
handful out- of the-millions whose faulty_begtnning_instruo-
tions contribute to their educational and economic handtmaps.

Even the_emotionsI:problems_many_of_my students exhibited
because:of_theirmtserable_experiences were alleviaXed once
theyilearned_to readLand_write_successfalk.and-once. they
discovered that the_problem Was not somethtng in hetently
wrong with thee. Psychological scars remain-4, bowever.
They have lived too long with the ego-damaging labels the
schools misplace on students' inabilities to use.tbe sight
whole-word method of reading instructions. Most of these
students neveF receive appropriate remediation. -The school's
answer to tfm?.problem is more of the same and th5x usUallY
paid for thrOugh federally-funded programa: No onequestions
the method Of instruction.

When I was fifty-fourjears of age, I-returned to'the uni-
versity to pursue-a degree in education. My aid-was-to be-
come-a teacher of reading, to teach-the so-called-learns.
ingidisabled" stUdents. Hewever,-I did_not learn to teach
reading successfully in ary_one of the fiVe:langpate arts
methods_ courses_I was required to take at the college of
education. In every course and in every_subsequent_seminar.
the professors of education never-relaxed theirLdetermined
and concerted_efforts to persuade teachers_to_avoid_the_
teaching of phonics. We never heard of tmportant reading

1:23
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method researdh-disfavorable to the whole-word sight method*
such _aalthe USCE1960-First-Grade Reading Studies, or the
important research th Harvard Professor Dr.-Jeanne Chall's
bookearninm to Read: The-Great Debate (1967). Nor did
my_professors appreciate my titifig such teener-eh Ln class
discussions.

Unlike my youngerLcolleaguenwho believed their methods
courses_had trainedithelvadequately to be_master teachers
of reading4 I enrolIedLafter:graduation_in_a three-week_
phonics course sponsored_byLanagency_outside_the education
establishment The logiciunderlyingithe phonics method_of_
instruction told me_much about_theireasons_for so man5!fail-
ores with whole-word eight instructioni _This_short three-
week course was all I needed to start me on the way to be-
coming a successful reading teacher.

Dees not all of this cry out for a close-up investigation?

If the stranglehold the colleges of education have on the_
teaching of reading can be broken, we will have gone a_long
way- toward conquering illiteracyl believe me. However,
opposition will be great. The theologians of the education
profession have a'huge number of followers within their own
ranks_and_infIdential adherents in-the general populace.

betooves_every-one of our elected congressmen to
smpport_Senator Zorinsky's timely legislation; to think first
of the mitIionsof children who deserve-a better start In ..

their educational careers thanthe professional experts are
now handing them.__They_shouId be asking, Igeuld there be
an illiteracy problem if the experts were doing their jobs?"

Respectfully.

;2h2t.

Mrs. Elizabeth DubbeII

cc; Senator Edward Zorinsky
U. S. Senate .

Washington, r. C. 20510
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March 13, 1986

Honorable AugUstus F. Hawkins
Chairman,Subcommittee on Elementary,Secondary, and Vocational Education
United States House of-Representatives
Room B 346 C_ Reyburn_BuiIding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Honorable Representative Hawkins:

I wouId Iike_to_request that_my following comments be included
in the record of the illiteracy hearing on March 20, 1986.

I have been a teacher for the past-twenty years. For_the_IaSt_
seven years I have been in the_fieId_of_AdUlt_Education working
as the__Iead_instructor of the GED Program at the Hennepin county
Adult Corrections Facility. Our students are the highschool
dropouts of several years ago...Students with average-or above
average ability who are reading far below functional Iiterac y
levels.

Our public schools have failed these students. Research clearly
indicates that phonics based reading-programs succeed in teachilig
the fundamentals-of reading-and-speIIing. Yet for_the_past_30
years most schools have empIoyed_the_whole Nord; "sight method"
of teaching reading. It is estimated that only 15% of our
schools are using the phonics method.

It is the phonics method that works! I wish that I_COUld_demon-
strate- the method that me_have_been_osing for the past year.
The program_ia entitled "Discover Intensive Phonics for Yourself."
Its author is Charlotte Lockhart, an educator from Decatur,I11.
The method is ingeniously simple and-INEXPENSIVE. The_materiaIs
to servics an entire-classroom cost $89.00._ DiSCOver_Intensive
Phonics_is a MULTISENSORY_approach- _Results are quick and they
Last, In one hour I could give you an understanding of this
logical, sequential system. A system in which students-can ex-
perince ONLY SUCCESS. A system that teaches in FIVE MONTHS
what most programs take two to three years to accomplish.

I_whole=heartedlY SUPPPrt Senator Edward Zorinsky's legislation
and hope that you and the members of your committee will do so
as well.

Sincerely;

efC..e.-. 44--
Sue Bangert-
3_68 Margaret role
Wayzata; MN 55391
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175 S. Ridge Street - Port Sanilac, Michigan 48469 - (313) 622-8110

Honorable AugustUs_F._Hawkins
Chairman - Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and

-Vocational Education
United States_House of Representatives
RoOm_3_346 C_Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

March 15, 1986

I have been informed, Congresaman_Hawkins, by Senator Edward Zorinsky
of Nebraska that you will be hearing_witnesses on March 20, 1986- re-
garding the important issue of Illiteracy, giving attention to its
causes and prevention.

I_wish to_submit_my_testimony,_stated herein,-and have it included with-
in the official record of the Illiteracy Hearing March, 20 1986;

I have been a Reading Teacher for the past thirty years for the Public
Schools in the State-of Michigan. I am certified in both elementary
and secondary education= with_Master of Arts degrees in Reading In-
struction and Learning Disabilities, I am also the author of an _In-
tensive Phonics Beginning Reading Series presently in use in the_Port
Sanilac Elementary School District. My books are being used in a
pilot program for the primary grades.

My many years of teaching experience in the classroom have_been devoted
to the teaching of reading. I can state unequivocally that the _Intone_
sive Phonics Method is the only beginning reading program that produces
a_successfuI,_competent and_literate student. I havo tried every
method available to the professional_reading teacher in the-schools
today - and have not found any method other that the Intensive Phonics
Method that produces a literate atudent.

-

My_eXtensive r aaaaa cb_and teaching experience have led me to the con-
clusion that the cause of Illiteracy,_which_continues to_rise each-
year, is a direct result of the teaching methods presently_in_use_ih_
the primary grades in our schools today. I alao know, from experience.
Ahdlresearck, that the only-way to prevent a futher increase in the
Illiteracy_in_thia country_is to immediately-abandon the "Look-Say"
or "Sight Method" of teaching_beginning_reading and initiate an
Intensive Phonics Method of teaching beginning reading for students
in grades One, Two and Three.

I have concisely_documented evidence supporting my eeeee rch in the form
of standardized test resultai_informal_test_resuIts, student and parent
affidavits, statements from teachers who have used my Reading_Seriea,_
and Administrators in the schools where my Series Ills been implemented.

I am willing_to testify and_present this evidence to your committee.
If you have any comments andior questions_ptease_do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address and/or phone number.

Sincerely_

Ann Patricia Lnne

126
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102 East_RAWalli..
HemiIton, Mt;_59840
March 15, 1986

Honorable Augustus_FHawkins
Cbsirmani_Subcommittee on Elementary, 6econdary and Vocational Education
Room B 346
United Staten House of Repreeentatives
C. Rayburn Building
Werlhington D. C. 20515

Dt-r Honorable Hawkins:

I have been advised that there will be a hearing, March 20 of your
subcommittee Who-will hear Witnemes reIative_tO the NatietaI Commission
oa Illiteracy. I ehodId Iike to cave my testimony included in the record
of the bearing.

In the Mara 7 issue of the M_ssoulian- Secretary of Education;
Win:Um J. Bennett_commentoa_on_the_report; "What Works: Reeearch About
leashing and Umanisg." Re recommended teaching children to read with
pholoslearning_to reoognime the sounds that-combinations of lettere
mike rather_tban the_look-CmY_approach of recognising whole words. Agree

that.this is the only sensible way to teach etudente and non-reading adults.

Prom my experience I have found that even adults who have not been
'taught to read in our public schools can learn to read very quitikly with
intensive phonics. Why waste the tax-payers' money using the-outdited,
ineffectiv l look-say system which does not work With manw dhildria and
which is responsible for the large nuiber of illiterates? With intensive
phonics all children in-the firit grade, except for a very few who are
psysrely retarded, Should be independent readers.

Uni*erditida and colleges ehouId_train_prospective teachers to use
intensive Ohatien_in_ell grades; A knowledge of phonics might be included
in the sUggisted teste_for an_teachers Shool board:: could supply in-
service training_fer_their time:here by phonetic expert. recommended by the
Reeding Reformiroundation. Ibis could reduce the cost of education for
tbe_taxpayere_hY eliminating many of the expensive workbooks and spelling
books end most of the Chapter One remedial programs.

Respectfully

Pauline E. Garnella
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Patricia D. Jenkins
P.O. Bdit 575
Buies Creek, NC 27506
March 25, 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman
Subcomadttee On_EIementary, Secondary

and_Vocational Education
11:S HOuse of Representatives
Room B 348 C Rayburn Building
WaShington, D.C. 20515

TESTIMONY RE THE ILLITERACY PROBLEM

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

Senator Zorinsky's letter informing ne of your March 20

hearings on the pathetic illiteracy problem in our nation has

just caught up with ne where I am visiting in England I do

hope my testimony will reach you in tine to be included in the

record.

I am a former elementary school teacher, a graduate of

the University of Michigan School of Education, a mother, and

now a grandmother. Prior to 1965 I taught children from the

poorest inner city schools of Detroit to the wealthieet

suburbs. My husband is a professor co*" law, so our interest in

and concern for education remains keen.

For many years we have been distressed over the obvious

decline in reading, writing, spelling, gramnar ant_ vocabulary

particularly evident among public school children. We

recognize that people who cannot read well cannOt WtitS Well:

And those who cannot write well cannot think clearly, for it

is the practice of putting thoughtS on paper that organizes

them into coherency. No one does for pleasure that which is

1 28
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Patricia D. Jenkins - Page 2

painfully difficult. Poor readers avoid reading, thus

developing stunted vocabularies. Sidce words are the building

blocks of thinking, thos,1 with poor vocabularies then become

limdted thinkers, though the vast mejority of poor renders or

non-readers have ample native intelligence. The source of the

problem lies elsewhere.

I'll not take your tine to relate the seriousness of our

nation's illiteracy problem. I am sure you have ample

evidence of its alerting extent. The dollar cost to our

nation in misguided and ineffectual remedial prograns, in

welfare programs and in unrealized productivity is beyond

calculation. (I refer you to Nichael S. Brunner at the

National Institute of Education for specific statistics.) But

the cost in wasted IiVes is even more tragic.

While the education establishment is only tO0 happy to

spelid countless dollars on developing and selling an endless

array of "new and improved" programs for the teaching of

reading, 'Accompanied by an army of reading consultants,

counselors, psychologist; sociologist; etc., etc., they

(except for a few brave isolated scholars) refuse to adnit

that the Look-Say method of teaching reading, is fatally

flawed. They cling to ii tenaciously. This is not surprising

when one considers that professional egos and incones are at

stake; that book publishers have a large vested interest in

controlled-vocabulary, dutbed-dowm textbooks; and that rare

129
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Patricia D. Jenkins Page 3

now is the teacher who knows any other way to read Or to teadh
reading:

Teachers have had drummed into them that a true phonetic
_

approach to teaching reading is dull; inferior, and BO on.

They have not been told that in every one of the 124 i'-ecorded

comparison studies of Look-Say vs. Intensive Systematic

Phonies na study Showed Look-Say to be preferable When

students were tested at third grade or beyond. True, Look-Say

Children may appear to get off to a fatt Start "reading."

However, when the number of wordS begins to outpace theii:

ability to memorize configuration those who do not have a

natural aptitude begin te fall behind. This usually LaginS to

show up by ,ZbOUt the third grade. At this point the desire to

read wanes as the students feel themselves drewhing in a sea

of meaninglesS print, and behaviOr problems increase. They

are then shunted into "remedial" classes where they receive
_

more intensive instruction, generally using the sane methedS

that caused their prOblens in the first place. IS ia any
_

wonder they begin to look forward to escaping SChOO1 at the

firtt opportunity.

Many of their bewildered teachers also contemplate

escape, frustrated with .:rying to teach classes of children

who nay have a range Of reading ability spanning eight grades

or more. WOrte yet, many teachers actually bolieve they are

teaching phonics because a smattering of phonics is scattered

through the teaching guide or a program uses the word

59-608 0 - 86 - 5 130-
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Patricia D. Jenkins - Page 4

"phonics" in its title (Gulch as "analytical phonics,"

"intrinsic phonics," or "gradual phonics") to paCify While

actually relying on the sight or Look-Say method. Children,

not knowing what systematic phonics instruction is, insist

they are getting phonics; and mast parents are fooled as well.

I sympathi2e with those teachers and parents. I have

been there. / have been the mother of a child who needlessly

struggled through school. By the second grade I knew my son

was in trouble. I asked that he be held back a year, but the

school would not agree to this because he was tall. I tried

to help him myself, but at tbat tine I knew nothing about

teachiag phonics systematically. In fact, I knew nothing

about teaching reading at aII except what was given in the

Look-Say teachers' guide. No course on the subject had been

offered me at the University of Kichigan. I had been

fortunate enough to have learned to read phonetically myself

bUt, in spite of my being an elenentary teacher, it never

occurred to me that it first and second grade my son had never

been taught anythfng about the connection betWeen the letters

and the sounds they represent. I would teIl him, "Sound it

out." Because he had a hearing deficiency I assumed that was

the reason he had trouble distinguishing the sounds the

letters represented. He exhibited the classic symptoms of a

Look-and-Guess victim. He would approach a word with eyes

skipping around hunting for any clue; he rearranged letters or

syllables; he guessed by context;.he skipped words he couldn't
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Patricia D. Jenkins - Page 5

read; he was a dreadful speller and, naturally, he hated

writing. Homework tine was battle tine. It never dawned on

me that he had had no phonics instruction in those vital early

grades beca,use I knew no other way to read. But for the rare

exception today's teacher knows no other way to read than

Look-Say (by whatever euphetdstic name it is called) and no

other wrty to teach reading.

Last summer this now 33-year-old son and I took a course

together in the Spalding "Writing Road to Reading" intensive

systematic phonics approach to teaching aII t5r14 SkiIIS

including

now than

And what

reading atd spelling.

when he was in school,

a revelation it was to

to the English language that,

Though Tom's hearing is worse

he had no trouble catching on.

him to discover there is order

contrary to popular myth' only

about 5% of our words deviate from the phonetic rules of

spelling - and of these 5% generally only one part deviates,

not the whole word; English is mit the great hodge-podge it

is made out to be by the "experts." It was at this time that

my son said to me, "Mom, you used to tell me to sound it outi

and I didn't have any idea what you were talking about. When

I came to words I didn't know I'd Just guess or skip over

them." (How many of our school children are doing the sane

While we wonder why comprehension is low?) My son is now

beginning to teach hi 3%-year-old son the sounds of the

phonograms, an exercise my grandson thinks is great fun. We
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hope to have him reading before he starts school so he will

not be handicapped the way his father was.

What must we do to really attack our nation's illiteracy

problem and avoid exercises in expensive futility?

1 It is clear we cannot rely on the professionra educators

to voluntarily throw out their half-century reliance on

Look-Say, for "there is none so blind as those who will

not see." Congress can stop wasting billions of dollars

on way-out experinental prograns such as fill the catalog

of the Educational Diffusion Network, and start diverting

sone of those funds to instruct those in our colleges who

teach our future teachers how intensive syste_natic

phonics works. After all; these professors are now as

much victins of Look-Say as my son. They cannot

be expected to teach that which they themselves do

not understand.

2. Congress must stop encouraging reading renediation by use

Of the sane teaching nethods which created our illiteracy

problens in the first place. Presently we are throwing

away good money after bad, guaranteeing a high failure

rate and denoralization among young and old who try io

get help. When 95-99% can learn to read adequately_

through phonics instruction it is pure folly to continue

teaching with a rgthod that has no batter than aboUt a

133
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2. Continued.

60-70% sena-success rate among all readers, and fat leSS

among the reading handicapped.

3. Congress can require phonetic literacy instruction hefore

spending federal dollars on Job retraining programs.

What good are retraining programs for those who have

never been trained and who cannot read a textbook or even

the directions and warningS on their tdols?

4. Congress can require phonetic literacy instruction of our

federal prisoners, the vast maJority of whom are severely

reading-deficient, if not totally illiterata. They are,

after all, a captive audience. These model programs

could then be copied by the state penal authorities.

Such instniction would not only be the cheapest form of

rehabilitation effort, but likely the most effective in

restoring self-esteem and the ability to hold an honest

job when prisoners get out. Giving credit toward parole

would certainly enhance motivation to learn. Armed

forces semi-illiterates coUld also benefit from phonics

instruction.

5. The House should support the Senate's bill to establish a

National Comndssion on Illiteracy to focus upon the need

a4
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5, Continued.

fOr improved reading instrudtion in all respects,

including the teaching of teachers.

There are, of course, many other things that can be done,

but the above would, I believe, make a good beginning -

proving that our citizens are not too stupid to learn, and

that there is a better way to teach. I suspect the citizens

and well-intentioned teachers could take it from there.

Thank you for this opportunity to suLmit my thoughts and

experiences on this vital subject.

Yours very truly,

Mrs. Robert A. JenkinS

cc The Honorable Edward Zorinsky,
United States Senator
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2912 North Cole Road
Boise, Idaho 83704
March 11, 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkinst Chairman,
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education
United States-House of Representatives
Room B 346C Rayburn HI:aiding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Hawkins:

I understand _the_House subcomaittee on_Elementary.-SecondarY.
and ,'ocational Education will hold a_heaelLg_on_causes of illit-
eracy with emphasison the methods of teaching reading.

Au a retired reading consultant and teacher at all-levels, in-
cluding college_graduate_courses_for_teachers, I:should like to
emphasize the need for an in-depth study of the_teacher_education
program. We continually blame teachers for illiteracy when it
is_the college education departments that should be held account-
able._ Teachers-should not_be blamed when they have-nat been
taughti Our teachere_coIleges_tin so_many cases)_faiI to teach
phonics. I was not taught phonics when I was earningAsY_Mhstsrm
in-Elementary Reading Education. Phonics was mentioned inciden-
tally as one_approach.- Without a strong emphasis on Iotters their
soundst_and_then_blending those sounds to form a word, child;en
are lost when trying to decode unfamiliar words;

I read where ten-thousand teachers in Texas will probably
fail_the__Teachers Literacy Test given in that state. -Isn't it
because they were_not given the proper training in their re-
spective teachers' colleges?

I hope you will Us8 this letter to emphasize the need for
preventive_methods in teachingMillions of dollars would be
eaved for remediation if we could prevent the problems in the
first place.

Very truly yourst

Minnie FL Thomas
Retired Reading Ounsultant
and former Trustee Alf the
Boise-Independent School
Distridt

cc: Senator Edward Zorinsky
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March 13, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. HaWkins, ChairMan
Subcommittee_on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational EdUcation
United States House of Representatives
ROom B 346 C Rayburn_Bunding
Washington, D. C. 20515

Honorable Sir:

This Ietteriato be considered_my_endorsement of Senator_Edward
Zorinsky's bill to establish a National CoMMissiOn Of Miter=
acy, mhich_I_understand mill be under_discuseion on March 20.
Fl.ease include it in the record of this hearing;

As I have written Senator Zorinsky, our family is presently
into the second generation of non-readers, due, I believe, tO
the "new" method of teaching; I can't believe that non-readers
were just an unknomn quantity When the "phonics" method was in
Use.

Recently I vent with a group of Church Women United tO viait our
AIamada_County_JUveniIe Hall.__The case morkergiving he the __
tour offered the information that most of the boys at the facil-
ity mere poor readers. The fact that they ended up there un-
doubtedly is related to their poor seIf-imagabrought_on by
educators putting-them down, When, in my opinion, it is the
educators that are_Ietting our mhole_nation_ls kids down_by not
providing them Mith a learning experience ther can handle.

It is mr hope that you and the other members of your committee
mill support Senator Zorinskyls legislation.

cc: Senator Zorinsky

1 3:7

Yours truly,

Mrs. Robert_C._Harreschou
1782 Via Redondo
San Lorenzo, Ca. 94580
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RR 1
Emerson, Iowa- 51533
March 16, 1986

Henorable Augustus FHawklna_ _ _
Chairtan, Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and_Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives
Room B 346 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Representative Hawkins:

Pleage enter my testimchy into the record of the hearing_on
illiteracy to be held March 20, 1986. I urge your support
of Senator Edward ZorinSky's bill to establish a National
Commission on Illiteracy. Thank you.

Yourt truly,

Kathy Lunn

enc.
cc: Sen. Edward Zorinsky

139
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March 16, 1986

Members of the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

Five years ago, because of my growing awareness of the
inadequacies of our public school system, I became involved
in a movement to try to change local school policy and pro-
grams. The following are two letters sent to the local
paper concerning my feelings on education. I would like to
enter these in the records of this heav.ing.

Dear Editors

_ When I was in school years ago (20), the school was also
more than the basics. We had kid6 with problems at home,
but they were not allowed to use this as an excuse not to
learn. The teachers and administrators were kind, under-
standing and helpful, but learning was foremost.

School lunch was delicious and nutritious. No junk
food or snacks were furnished by the school.

The teacher was always sympathetic to a sore finger or
alarmed at a broken bone.

We were taught our values at home but the school was
expected to also keep the morals high, to expect manners
and to teach respect for others.

No one minded delivering a message or even letting the
child call home if necessary.

Everyone was glad to organize a sporting event or a
dance because the whole community got involved and excited
about it.

L__ As far as being pOlided, we had a thing called discipline.
They knew where_ We Were supposed to be at_all_times and if We
weren't there_they certain'y would findiout_why; At_stUdytime in the Classroom silence was_demanded to make the
best environment possible for concentration. There Wereruled; and if_caught_breaking one, you: wOuld rebeive the con-
Sequences no matter who you were= HoWeVr MUCh punishment
was done at school_you got twice AS MUCh at home. The
punishment was usually fair And the parents had no reason
to complain about it;

____There didn't SeeMtO be as many emotionally handi-_
cappedi_eduCatiOnally handicapped4 slow, or_fast_students.
Maybe tho Werehit so ready back_then to categorize a child.
The parentsf also, weren't so anxious tc adtit-or believe
that if their child didn't learn that he-Wat either sick
or his memory span was too short to retain what was learned.
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(2)

If a child did not do well he got a bad grade (maybe
even an F1 so a parent would know and could help do some-
thing about it Papers, including teats, were sent home
so Mom and Dad could follow the progrebs of their kids.

The teachers and parents expected a child to keep up
with the class and if he didn't, a little more time was
spent on explaining the problem or making a lazy child
work. They did not let the student cop out by letting him
slow down to a pace that was enjoyable and easier but not_
necessarily best for learning. The smarter or faster ones
were given_assignments to dig deeper into the subjects, do
reports, or do more problems to keep them busy and learning.

Teachers demanded and earned respect from students
and parents. They were gladly given this because everyone
knew the responsibility and difficulty of their job. They
also would help to weed out_the incompetent teacher, know-
ing that he or she would reflect on them.

Subjects were put in the school to aid the_child in
the learning process and to prepare them for life._ They were
not_put in just to make the school look like it offered so
much. The_currioulum was set up to aid the student NOT to
make an administrator look good in the eyes of his peers.

TEACHERS! Let us help to get things back the way
they were. Changing methods and texts constantly and spend-
ing more money is not necessarily progress. Being an adult
is learning from our mistakes. Maybe if we quit blaming
each other for the problems we can do what we both want.

There are parents out here that want to help you no
matter what obstacles you have to overcome. We must let a
teacher teach the way he or she knows will work. Let's get
politics out of the school and put learning anything.

In answer. to Mr. Monroe's question, "What do we expect
from the school?" I say a good education without a lot of
excuses for notgetting it. Anything /ess is an insult to the
teacher and an injustice to our children.
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Dear Editors

(3)

I would like to explain, for the benefit of those who
do not quite understand4 the difference between a phonics-
first program (Lippincott) and an eclectic or look-say method
mach as the Ginn series we now employ.

As Mr, Wolski reported, the Lippincott program starts
with the short vowels and a few consonant sounds. When
learned, these sounds enable the child to decode (sound out)
62 percent of all words. The Lippincott program teaches most
of the phonics elements from K through third grades. A
child reads independently sooner, which leaves fourth
through sixth grade to perfect his reading and compre-
hension skills. As evidenced by comparing the Ginn and
Lippincott books, we see a much larger reading vocabulary
by sixth grade with the Lippincott program.

_ Now, to try and explain our Ginn reading programs_
Realizing that most parents are conscious of the need to
teach phonics, the Ginn Co. has provided_some of the ele-
ments, therefore making it difficult to see the difference.
This is the reason that when you go to conference the
teacher will Undoubtedly say "We Do Teach Phonics." As
I said before, the short vowels and a few consonants enable
a child to decode 62 percent of the words; however, with
Ginn a child is expected to start out reading words such
as "duck" and "park" long before anlexplanation of these
variations are given. This means these words must be
memorized in order for the child to read them. If each
letter were taught as a phonetic unit it would be possible
to read them without memorization.

Individual vowel sounds are not stressed e,..on though
taught. The blending (putting these sounds together) is not
concentrated on in the early grades. Prefixes, sueh as
"ex", that would be taught early in the phonics pr.)grams
are not taught to the student until fifth grade with Ginn.
Phonics instruction goes all the way through =iY.th_grade
with th.. Ginn series, way beyond the age a child should be
an independent reader. We are told by Ginn that a child
cannot read a word unless he knows the beginning and ending
sounds. These are dwelled upon in early instruction, but
the middles (vowels) often seem to be forgrtten. Although
the phonic elements have been sprinkled sporadically through
seven grades, memorization of whole words is the key to this
series.

I have_been_teld by edUcators- that a phonics first
program-is too difficult and boring for a small childs that
alL WOrdS are not phonetic; that children must read first

4 2
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(4)

before they learn the soundst and that this method can "ever

work. I have observed_children of varying ages being taught

phonics-first. Never did I hear a child say that it was too
hard. They just got to work and did itAal words are not
phonetic but these are fewer in number than most people
believe. A few sight words are learned everyday, but the

majority of words can be decoded. If we adopt this
Lippincott series the children could be reading short
sentences by the middle of their kindergarten year which
is certainly much sooner than they do now.

I have seen a phonics-first program work. It has
helped kids seemingly lost in our present system. I have
also r,een five-year-olds that are starting to read and

enjoying it. The rules are learned and built iappn system-
atically. It is work, but-the rPwards are great. Let's rot
sell the children short. They a.e willing to wark if they
can see the results.

As many_studies hz-ve shown, if a child's interest
in reading isn't cultivated early he may well be turned off
forever. With one-third of our second_graders scoring 35
percent or below in the basic skills and Gates Reading
Tests, it seems apparent to me that our Ginn program is not
working. Let's look for something better.

_ Even though there is much evidence that changes need
to be made in our public schools,' no amount of letters or
/ogic seems to make any difference. Parents are at the
mercy of anzinstitution that seems to ignore the wants of
the very people that pay the bills and have the children.
Please support Senator Zorinsky's bill to establish a
National Commission on Illiteracy.

Kathy Lunn
Emerson,4IoWa ;1533
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PLEASE INCLUDE THIS LETTER IN THE RECORD OP THE ILLITERACY
HEARING, MARCH 20, 1986

688 Eleventh Avenue NW
New Brighton, MN 55112 (612 636-5781)
March 20, 1986

Honorable Augustus P. Hawkins, Chairman
Subcommittee_ on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education
United States House of_Representatives
Room_B 346C RaybUrn_bUiIding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Hawkins:

Please support Senator Edward_20rinskys National Cot7-liiiibh_eih
Illiteracy Act. As the mother of 6 shildren I atsure yOU thit
act is sorely needed. My husband and I t_each our childrenat
home so that we will be certain that our children will know hOW
to read and will, in fact, read.

The publishers of the large basal sight-word readers believe that
the English language is disorganized and difficult to learn and
to teach. -Many- eC,'.ators firmly believe that thergAre a
percentage of_children who are unable to learn to read. What is
astonishing is that any children can learn to read under such
circumstances.

We_must letparenta and cIaStrOOM teachers know_that phonics-
first_ is the _a_e_cxe_t to producing readers. I do no know of
anything more important to the future Of OUr cOutitty then-pullLng
ourselver out_of the illiteracy pit we haVe daq. _PhOr Children
can learn to read;_ children A,f broken homes' can learn tO read:
all children can learn to read!

Please support Senator Zoriasky and let's get moving.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

ea7e,7t)_ _

Ellen Loegering (Mts. Kenneth!
A Home Schooling blether

14 4
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Martha C. Btown
2948 Wilfow Road

Homewood, -Illinois 60430
(312) 798-1609

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondaryj_andLVocational Education
United States Houeeiof Representatives
Room_B_345 C_Rayburn_Building
Washingtoni D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hawkins:

As a former high school and college teacheri as a parent, and as
an education writer, I have been a close observer of our public
schools for more than 25 years. Research for my recent book
Bchoolwise -a handbook to help parents deal with children's
school problems, put me ir toucL with scores of parents,
teachers, adtinistratars, and educntion researchers across the
united states;

I_amlpleasedlthat the Ccligreas is_conducting_hearings on the
problem_of_ilIiteracy whicq results ih a life of frustration for
a growing_number of_aduIts_in_thisination. The_one_third of our
adult population_which is_totally_or functionally illiterate.is
more likely to need welfare and_more_likely to be_invoIved in_
crime than are adults who can read. Because_ve_have_compulsory__
schoolingi the vast majority of our adult illiterates Imve spent
at least eight years in the classroom. A large number have high
school diplomas. Illiteracy is therefore an educational problem
before it becomes a social problem. While I agree that we must
make every effort to help adalt illiterates learn to read, it is
also essential that we find aut why the illiterate adults who now
need our help were not taught to read in school.

Lack of money is_not the answer._We lead the developed nations in
the_proportion of our national_resources devoted to education, as
well_ as_in the_proportion of adult illiterates in our society.
Twomillion illiterate young adults emerge from our sehooIs each
year.

Reading is the number one_probleaLin U.S._education todayr.,at_all
levels of schooling and in all types of communities. An untold
number of children leave elementary school with such poor_reading
skills that they require what a spokesperson for the Council for_
Basic Lducation has ca:led "dumbed down" textbooks in junior high
and high school. During the past fifteen years public schools
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serving eII_types :Jr communities have asked publishers for easier
books in aIl academic sUbjects.

A history_teacher_in a_sUbUrban-pUblic high school cited as beirvl
one of the 7S best in_the_United States-complained to me that
when teachers were_granted eabbaticals_in his school they were
urged to take courses in teaching reading, rather than in their
subject'areas. Reading problems are not confined to the inner
city.

College students are also handicapped_bylinadequate reading
skills. I began teaching underoraduate_writing_courses_in a Big
Ten university twenty years after I graduated_from_OSIlege._I waS
shocked to find that the textbeok for the course, designed fel'
average freshmen and sophomore:3 was written at a level Once
considered appropriate for sixth grade. My students had,
difficulty reading samples of writing by authors which used_to be
considered standard fare for-college undergraduates. A number
also had probIems_understanding ordinary newspaper editorials.
Instead of_asaigning this material as homework, I often found it
necessary to_lead_atudents through-these readings paragraph by
paregraph.__My students came from middle class homes and many had
been edrcated in pUblic scheols considered to ba better than
average.

Are children in the United_StEtes_less capable of learning to
read than are European or Asian_children?__Are todayJs children
less intelligent than students attending U.S. schools_thirty or
forty yea.,7s aci? Common sense and other evidence (inCIUding the
need-to revise the average score upward on a_widely Used
intelligence test in 1972, tells us the answer to both questionsiS "ne.

Why, then, do two million nore illiterate young adults emerge
frcc_our Schools each_year? Why are millions of children_said to
be_nlearningidiSabIed!' in reading, despite the lack of any_
Scientifically valid test fer identifying this mysterious malady?
Why do everage_ohildren from good homes-need easier textbooks
than their parents and 4randparents used?

Lducators often say that it children have_difficulty learning to
read it is becatise_they_come_from_homes where parents are
illiterate or do not.take the time_to_read to them. Eeucators
have convinced_many in the media_and_many_citizens and
legislators, as well, that uncaring parents and poor enVironment
cause the illiteracy and other reading problems_so prevalent in
our nation's public schools. Yet I have heard complaints fret
scores_of_parents in all parts of the United States who are
themseIves_avid readers, parents who have diligently read_to
their children at home; still, their children have developed_
serious_reading problems.-Conversely, studies have shown that a
nUeber of inner city pUbIic schools in Houston, New Yorki_and
Philadelphia, have achieved a success rate of SO% in teaching
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reading and other basic skills to poor and minority Children,
regardless of their home life and other out-of-school factors.

Given this evidence, we shouli not continue to accept the
proposition that lack of abiliy on the part-of Akerican
children, or poverty, or-undesirable:-home life are to_bIame for
this nation's Ed:armful illiteracy. Instead, we should ask why
.some-inner city public sdhools have a high rate of success in
teaching poor, minority Shildren_to_read, while in other_public_-
sdhools serving the same types of children; AWLMAny as_70%_of the
students are_reading one_or more_years_beimu_grade level and 40%
are reading two or more years below grade level. .

The primary_difference between there two groups of sChools is in
the method used-to teach reading .n the successful schools
teachers use direct called "code emphasis,"
"intensive phonics," "phonics first," or "synthetic phonics"). In
the other schools, teachers use indirect phonics (also called
"meaning emphasis," "eclectic," "psycholinguistic," or "analytic
phonics").

It is important to understand the differences betWeen-these_two
methods of reading instruction. In diredt teething of phonics,
children learn at-the-very beginning-before they read_ i-

stories-,-the sounds of printed Ietters_and letter cdabinations
and how to_pronounce_words made up of these sounds. They_Iearn
these_soundri_systematicaIly. For example: consonant_sounds
(p;t;k; etc.)_short vowel sounds_(e as in_"wet;" a as in "bat"),
longvowelisounds-li as in "fire94_ and so on- Once they begin
reading_stories;_thay are able to tackle new words by sounding
them out (decoding).

In indirect phonics, the teaching of sounds is not deliberate and
systematic. Children are taught letter sounds only after they
are taught to guess at the meanings of words by their shape or by
their use in a sentence and to memoris,. lists of so-called sight
words." Instead of teaching all the letter sounds when-children
first begin learning to read, the indirect phonics-method spreadS
the-teaching of letter soundt over several years. Because
indirect_phonics requires so_mudh_word memorization and guessing,
many ShiIdrembecome frustrated,_inadequate readers. At worst
they Mayo school_fUnctionaIly illiterateunabIe to:usela_phone
book_or:read a medicinelIabeI._Other_children_have_difficulty
learning_science_or_social_studies because_they_can't understand
the_textbooks. Still_others taught_by indirect phonics find
reading such a disagreeable task that they avoid all reading not
required for school work.

More than 100 resnarch studies have shown that direct _phonics is
superior to indirect phonics with its heavy reliance on word
guessing and memorization. Dr. Jeanne Chall of the Harvard
University Graduate School of Education and author of Learnina_to
Read: The GpAat Debate, updated edition (New York, McGraw-Hill,
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19831_,_ states thataII children learn to read better if they are
taught direct ph3nics.

Despite this overwhelming evidence_in_favOr_of_the direct phonics
method, it is used by only 15% of public_schooIs in_the Uhited
States. The other 85% use indirect phonics;_the_method_preVeh to
be less effective. Because indirect phonics stresses the _

look-say techniques of word memorization and guessing,_rather_
than teaching children to sound out wordsi it is justly_called
"phony phonics." Unfortunately, the public is unaware of the
Vital_differences between phony phonics and real (direct)_phonics
teaching. When parents, journalists, or legislators ask the
people-in Charge of-our public schools how they teach readingi
thevaImost ihvariably-answer, "We use phonics." In all but 15%
of_the_casea, these school people are actually referring to phony
phonics.

_

Children of_all_abilities in an types_of communitie throughout
the United States are_the losers in this confuSion_scout reading
methods. Inner city and minority_children are-usually-the biggest
losers when schools use the_wrongiteaching hethed_._While middle
class parents may be able to provide±tutors for ChlIdreh WhO haVe
reading problemsjor may succeed in_getting the 2101061 to proVide
special help, poor parents,can't afford_tutors; and they may_lack
the self-assurance necessary to get special help from the schebI.
Despite misteaching of reading, middle class children_often rearn
to read well enough to get by, while poor children often do not;

_

If the vast majority-of our children, regardless of backgiuncL__
are capabId_of learning to read, and if research has proved that
direct phonics works best, why do only lait of our public school
primary_teaChers usethis method of-reading instruction? Our
teachers_do_not use_direct phonics in teaching children to read
because they_themseIves have not been trained to use this method.
Despite the researchievidence that direct phonics is the best
reading method_i_ despite_ourgroVing i:Jiteracy problem, our
colleges of_education_continnelto triEm prospective teachers and
curriculum planners to use indirect_pronies--teaching children to
memorize and guess, with only a smattering of phonics.

W.t can't blame teachers for poor readinz instructieh Their__
college professors and the school district_curricsIUM apeCitaidt
tell them to use indirect phonics. The curriculUm_specialist aIa0
chooses-the reading books. Not surprisinglYi_the booka_are_based
on the indirect phonics mehtod. Like the general public;_most
teachers are not aware of the difference between this phony
phonica and real phonics-instruction. Many work very hard_i
unaware thatthey_are using the wrong method. Occasionally they
get_fed_sp_with the poor resu1t6 of their efforts and look for a
better method_on=their own. After they have had training in
direct phonics,_I!ve heard a hUtber of these teachers exclaim,
"Before I took_this course LthoUght I was really-teaching
phonics all along!" One teacher who switched to direct phonics
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after having used the other method for tany-yeard_baid: "We did
nothing but sounds until Decenber. Then_we flew through_the first
few readers. I loved it! EVery teadher lin other_grades] in the
school could spot the Students who bad been in those classes,
they read so well."

An overVieW of_theA.esearch_and my_intervxews with_parents_i_
teathers;Land_Ieading education_spedialists has convinced me that
we have all_the_ingredients necessary to prevent illiteracy_
and_the_other reading problems which stand in the way of real
reform in education:

1. Our spending for education is adequate.

2. The vast majority of our children in all types of communities
are capable of learning to read in regular classrooms.

3. We have more than 100 research-studies which point to direct
phonics as the best method of teaching reading tO &II
children.

4. onr_nritary teaohers_vant to do a_good job of taaching
dhildren to read. AII they need is the correct method.

5. Parents:care about_their_ohildren's reading. When children
have_reading_problems_parents who can afford it get help from
private tutoring services. If parents were not concerned,
tutoring would not be a growing business. Poor and minority
parents try to get their children into those few inner
city pUblic schools which teach reading successfully.
Some struggle to send their children to city parodhial schools
or to private schools operating on a-shoestring, where
teachers use the direct phonics reading method.

6. Children want tO learnSi/dry One Of thibaia billions-of adult_
illiterates was once a_first,-grader eager to_Iearn to read._We
should blame the teaching methOd--not the dbild or the adult
who can't read.

why; Vhen_Ve have the-necessary:ingredients to teadh_children___
to read; do public:schooIs_stiII faiILtusio_so_i_ and instead add
two_miIIiomadult illiterates_to_our_popuiation each year? The
evidence_strongly_suggests that the primary reason for illiteracy
and our other serious reading problems is that our colleges of
education promote ineffective classroom methods and fail to train
prospective teachers to use direct phonics. Worse, education
professors tell future teachers that if children are taught
direct phonics they will be "word callers," unable to understand
what they read. I heard this argument-against direct phonics from
nearly every primary teacher I interviewed. Yet the foremost
researchers in reading all say that_this argument is false. Dr.
Chall quotes a study which states: "We have_yet to encounter a _

student who dould decode [sound out words] fluently bUt failed to
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comprehend. DOCOding is what Children learn to do with direct
phonics;

While l_do not_suggest_that this committee ignore the need to
treat the symptoms_of the_reading problem by helping illiterate
adults, I believe it_shouId aIso_give major attention to the
prevention of illiteracy._It_isLfar easier and less expensive to
teach children to read correctly in_the first_place than it is to
remedy the problem by teaching illiterate_edUIts after they have
experienced the frustration of trying to function without reading
Skills in our society.

I wholeheartedly support Senator Edward Zorinsky's_propoSal feir
a National CommiSsion on Illiteracy, which would_focgs_on
preventing iIlitezacy.-Please include my testimony in the record
of the illiteracy hearing scheduled for March 20, 1986.

Thank you for this opportunity to express my views.

Martha auverius Brown

copy: senator Edward Zorinsky
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2145T_IL_Grand_Blae Rd.
Grand Blanc,__Michigan 48439
March 18, 1986

HonotAble_Augustus F. Halikins, Chairman
SubdOmmittee on Elementary, SeconderY, and Vocational Education
United States House of Representatives
Room 13 348 C RaYbUrn_Buuding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

Attached is testimony in regard to my reactions and
vievs concerning the problems of illiteracy in the United States.
These views are arrived at as the result of more than thirty years
of experience in the teaching of English at the secondary level in
Michigan public schools.

_ _
Lel:mild appreciate this_testimony being included in the

redord Of the_iliiteracy hearing of March 20i 1986, before the SUb-
committee on ElementarY. Secondary, and Vocational Education.

1 51

Sincerrly,

a/1*e
Carol Applegate (Mrs. John)
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF LEG/SLAT/ON

TO PPDRESS THE CAUSES AND PREVENT/ON OF ILLITERACY

Submitted to the SUbcommittee on
EIthentery,-Secondary, and Vocational Education
by Cara Applegate, of Grand Blanc, Michigan

Information concerning illiteracy in the United States coatinues
to ahock and disturb, both because of the_enormity Of_the problem and be-
cause the number of those wto must be classified as_iIIiterate continues
to_increase in spite of the vast amount of moneyand time npent_in_remed-
.4a ihatruction at every level. It should be obvious that remediation is _

net_the Mailer; the problem of illiteracy must be addressed by methods that
will preVeat it,_rather than waiting for the time when those who are illiterate
cry out for reftedy and there is no remedy.

_ As_a-tescher of high Sehea English for-more than thirty years /
have seen the unfortunate and sad ratans of_unsolved elementary school read-
ing problems addressed by s series_of_siate_ineffective remedial reading
classes set up at every grade leveli_with_atudente moving from one-such
class to another -- and finally becominshigh_seboa graduates, still Uhable
to read well enough to function aucceesfully in the_aduIt_worId. Thin IS a
travesty of education. Hy allowing studenta to progresa_from one_grade te
another without having mastered the English language we are allowing_themto
think they have a high school education when, in fact, they are not educated
it all.

,_ The high_ scbool diploma has lost its significance, and certaialy its
integrity; DrerY high school student who is graduated without having became
capabIe_Of reading at a fUnctional level becomes another statistic in the count
of illiterate_and, often,_unempIoyable, adults. Add to this the students who
do not learn to read and drep_OUt of high sehöoI before graduation, and to-
norrow's count of American illiterates increases dramatically.

Tomorrow's illiterate adults_are in schoa_todaY; /f AMéridaa public
schools continue to award credits and_diplomas_for little more than atteadande,
we will continue to base an adult population_withan_unconscionabIy high rate
of illiteracy. Tbmorrow's illiteracy muat_be_Prevented where it begins in
the elementary schools where the ability to read begins, and in the tetondary
tabols where that ability should be used and improved.

"Help an adult-to_ reaeprograms-are commendable. Howevcr,_theproblem of illiteracrivill_never_ba removed in America if school children areealowed to move_through_the_publie
Sehoel system from one remedial reading classto another. Public education must reqUire a functional literacy of every stu-dent who finiehes elementary school.

It ie Only through a rigid, definite,
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clearly defined reqairement of_mestery_of the_EWgIish loWpiage that adut _
illiteracy will be lessened._ The_problem amst_be prevented, not rmmdiated.
This can_only happen when end it demmnstrabIe_Iiteracy_eupersedes_all_other
claas_and_comwe requirements in_imerican_pubIlw_achools._ _It_owdlt to be
unthinkable, and unnecessary, for colleges and begin to firovide classes
to teach adults IQ read. Reading_is a skill to be acquired in childhood, and
to be used, and enjoyed, for tbw rest of one's lifetime.

I urge this committee to address the problem of illiteracy tammigh
step° taken to prevent it. I commend to your consideration the legislation
introduced by Senator &braid Zorinsky as S. J. Resolution 102 on April 3, 1985,
to establish a National Coamission on Illiteracy. Thia resolution speaks
eloquently to the problem of preventing illiteracy rather than attempting%to
remediate.it. It is this cor:avt of prevention of thc problem-that mut be
addressed it illiteracy is ever to be removed from the educational, government-
al, budiness, and personal areas of American life.
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March 16, 1986

HOworable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,

and Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives
Room B 346 C
Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Hawkinss

I am writing to you to express my support for the

National Commission of Illiteracy Act sponsored by the

Honorable Senator Edward Zorinsky. am asking that you

include the following information in the record of the

illiteracy hearing scheduled for March 20, 1986.

First of all, I refer you to the recent national report

of reading 1joo I particularly

direct your attention to the A4tereord written by Dr. Joanne

Chan; The bulk of this report focuses on reading methods

that are successful with the mythical "average" reader, but

only in the final portion of the report will you see the

question of the "disabled reader" treated. Please take it

seriously. No nation can afford to igncre 15 to 20% of its

population.

This report makes a nuMber of racommendations that your

committee should take a look st before making any decisions.

One word of caution, if a student has not made the shift

from learning to readi to reeding to learni he should not be

removed from instruction in learning to road. Onte a
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student falls behind, it is imposrible tv catch up and keep

up simultaneously;

Dr. LeJrence Lieberman, a private consultant on the

east coast, has said that special education can only be as

good as regular education allows it to be. In other words,

I believe he is saying that the better trained regular

classroom teachers are in dealing with the diversity of

students abilities, and the better trained those same

teachers are in multiple methods of teaching reading, the

lower will be the numbers of children "identified" and only

the moSt severely handicapped will require the services of

special education teachers.

These regular teachers need to be knowledgeable of and

skilled in teaching all the reading skills pre-requisite to

the grade_level they are teaching. Such training would

permit them to know immediately which skills a child is

missing, the instruction the child requires, and the

appropriate learning channels and methods necessary for

learning to take place. Eighty percent o4 the children

learn with the indirect methods that pervail in the schools,

the rest need "direct" instructional methods..,

Children should nOt have to wait for a criterion 04

failure before they are eligible far specialized

instruction. Send some of your committee members to look at

a program in tina Bloomington, Minnesota public schools

called Project Read. The professionals to contact there are

Dr; Mary LOG Enfield and Victoria Breen. I believe you'll

15 5
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be most pleasantly surprised at what's achieveable in the

regular classroom! This program is a classroom adaptation

Of a multi-sensory, systematic phonics approach to the

teaching of reading, writing, and spelling. It dors not

exclude the teaching of comprehension as NOM. reading

experts claim; Many of the critiCinA4 Of phonics-based

programs set up false dichotomies.

The current levels of sophistication reached by

educational researchers are better able to measure the

appropriateness of various re,ding methods fOr the divertit

populations that Attend thin nations schOcils. In the past

we have quite literally discarded total reading methods when

We should have been keeping the best of each.

Most teachers entered teaching because they loved

school, and school was easy far them. It i* little WOnder

then that they do not understand What tO dO when children

fail to learn to read using the "traditional" methods of

inntruction "taught" in our colleges and universities. If

the "basal" approach works with 28 out of 30 children in a

classroom, why suspect the failure lies anywhere saVO With

the child?

Our colleges have not been designed to teach provide

prospective teachers with "practicum based" training in

multiple methods of teaching reading. It is only when one

pursues an advanced degree, or attends a quality inset-vice

that one iS even exposed to alternative teathitig marthOds.

Only when a teacher in mOtivated tO treat student failure as

1156
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challenge and seek methods that do work, is there hope to

eliminate illiteracy.

Dr. Benjamin Bloom at the University of Chicago is

working on the identification of methods of classroom

instruction that will prOduce the level of achievement

afforded by one-to-one tutoring. Many parents send their

children to private schools that offer pecial,

Individualized programs employing direct, clinical teaching

MethOds to selvage "good minds".

The organization of the chools ie inadequate to

provide "appropriate instrIction in the least restrictive

environment". Some students require .one-to-one instruction

before they are ready to work in mall groups, and the

public schools are not able to provide that kind of

instructional opportunity. I believe this could be

achieveable if 100% literacy was the goal, but that is not

going to happen when school districts are morekconcerned

with securing an "all-wemther track" than.improving the

literacy rate! Too many administrators incerely believe

it'4 athletics that kp kids in school, not success in the

tasks we ask them to perform. While I would not argue that

it let important for kids to develop kill in activities that

.havo obvious social merit4 being able to read adequately is

Imperative as success in 90% of all school subjects beyond

grade 4 depends on one's Ability to read independently and

understand what is read!

.15 7
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In addition to having taught in three different mchooI

districts or varying sizes in Nebraska, I am now teahing

part %tale at a small private college While completing an

Ed.D. degree at a local university. I am dismayed to be

told that if one plans to teach in an Ivy League, Big 105 or

Big 8 school, one should teach only well enough to "keep the

department off your back"! Promotion and tonuru in conege,::

and universities is based on research and there won't be

time to publish the amount required for promotion if one

spends too much time preparing for classes, teaching, or

working individually with students. Now, ii, that is the

case, is it any wonder that we're not getting teachers in

the school, Who have more knowledge than Just a "basal"

approach to reading?

This is only a brief sketch of the difficulties

involved in the "literacy issue", but the problem can be

dealt with effectively if there is leadership in this area.

To borrow the slogan of the United Negro College Fund,

"A Mind is 4 terrible thing to waste!"

Please support Senator Zorinsky's legislation!

Sincerely;

Joan Mencke Stoner
.6301 Roca Road
Roca, Nebraska 68430

7-1 5 8
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Mrs. Lloyd Baueri.ACRI, Box 81, Menominee, Michigan 49858

Marob 11, 1986

The Honorable Augustus 7. Hawkins; Chairman
Suboommittee on Alementam Seoondary, & Vocational Iducation
United States amuse of Representatives
Room B 546 C Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 211515

In Re; National Commiselon on Illiteracy
by: The Honorable Edward Zorinaky

Maroh 20th Rearing Teatimony

Dear Representative Hawkins:

wfonr_childreultiII_have tulake a_reading readiness test before
they_Can_enter_sehoolr-_the_principaIiinformed_us. The test-bed
nothing to da with a_child!abiiity_to read; Teo of cur_ahildren
could already read before_emtering_thia test It was a finanaiaI
test of the family to determine which "group' to place the Child.

The Kindergarten teacher said: "Do not teach your obildren _

the alphabet and sounds, the way yLu learned to read. We have_a
new 1w:dentine' method which works much better." When we_alaked
who the aoientiate were and where did they invent this method,

vould not reply.

The boys would oome hams, go to twir rooms and cry until they
feII asleep. -They refused to eat dinner. At the time I oould
not walk, so-My-mother called the teaoher: wEhat is wrong?"
The teacher insisted everything was just fine; that the boys
were doing very well in school.

:1OnnonAtanar, a veteremloste leg in servioe; let me borrow hie
extra pair_of orntehes. Against the dector's ordere, I was deter-
mined to find out what:was going On in their olassroom:

Seated before mawere eleven df_the most heartbroken, miserable,
humiliated boys I nad_avar been. They were floated one behind the
other in a_lang:roa, Wort them were_empty desks. They had no
booke_or_educationsI material of any kind. The paper, penalle,
eto. we bad given them were locked apt

_To their right was a:Iong_waIi_oovered with bleak obialkbOard,
completely hareLIb_was_not±used; _Tbere was nothing for them to
look at. Their_bands_were emptyi__There were_no bookabeIves,_
magazine racks anyehere in the room. There was nothing for tided tO

To their left were four rows of eleptY_deeke_and_ohmira. Te_the
left of empty furniture, eat another now of childreni_ten=girls_
and two boys, alongside of huge windows. Eadh child_is this_row
held a books in his or her hands. One could see papers; bookai _

workbooks, art paper peeking out of their desks. They had pent:ale,
pans, orayons.

-Direotly in front of this row of fortunate children with IJooks
wan tne teacher sitting at her desk whioh was plaorld aquarely in
fkont of the lucky children EVery time abe looked Up shemitemiRla
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ess_abe_IooLad direetIy_at the fadored-childreny-oblivious to_the-
booklees bore on the_dletant_side Of_therook. ',ben the-teaoher--'
stood up, she deliberately turned bar bsokLin the_ most_dideentteets
stance-to-the-bookkela children. She dld not have to say one_vord
to_indicate_the bocn.ess tots were to be subjected to dtsorisioation
and humiliation as social outcasts. Her actions paid it for her.

Why is this so? 'St is not a matter_oe_skin coior_eavaIl the
children are abite..-IS oauld not be religious prejudice ea the
children repreeddted various faiths.

Mr. Martin Mayer explained it_beet_in_his_book: "Tb2031900t8s,
Harper and-Brothers, 1961t. Pena 171: rst_grade_gtdne_granping,
is_on the basis of 'reading readines'...tabing ey those who *re
not_in_the_gxoUp_withthe teacher le firmly opposed as ,undemocratico."
This rule applies to the **Mend, third grades ard throughout their
school lives.

The children alopg tbs windows were teking_thair_tUrne et_a
reading lescon. bay read a few words stopped, pursed_her_Ilps la_
sound Out the word.-Quickly the teacher stuck a pencil hetween-ney's
teeth_and_ordered_ber tO held it there while sba atudied tbe word,
with "well_have_none of_that_nonsense here!" Kay spit tbe panoil
out with "that tastes terrible!"

__It was Pates turn to read. "This stuff?" and flatly refused.
(Bis parer-Ma had to hire a tutor to teaoh him to read.)

The luckless boys could_hear_tloir_friends attempts at reading.
They could imagine what the story was aIl about, but they were
not allowed to peek at a single page.

_How_wouId_yoU Iike_to be six years old, ostreoized, abut Off from
your friends by a wall of empty furniture?

Teachero insist they are ^professional educators" While they ate
against education.

_ I turned back to_the_boys without-books.- The first boy in the
row was Billy. Be stared at the oeiling; I rooked up. All I slip
wee a light green ceiling with cracks.

_Iaaac._the_bey behind Billy,was in tears wbioh be tried to hide
by hanging his head;

Benny, the third bcy, obviously wanted to go to_the reatrtiie.
Be had his band raised for attention the full hour I was there.
Not_once_did the teaoher glace in his direotion or acknowledge
be existed.

Tim the fourth ti,;was our ann. Be was twisting arid tUrniag his
bandkorohief every v'Ach ,fav. I studied hie face and ty hear.t Cried .

k glance at_t_f.:.< bc.y,-frank, revealed that be too wps
misernble. Whoever_4:_,,..nted.thia despicable-readiness theory sbould
be tec:red and feathe for ceusing so much misery.

Waiter, the aigte boy wab tying and untying hie oboes;

,1_64)
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_The_sevent/Lboy, Tom,_our Don, le a_twin brotl*r_tO TIM. lie

looked eo thoroughly disguated with this_discriminallice7 notion
that be would have bolted and run if he could getaway with it.
His resentment was showing.

__Nadia, the_elghth_bOoklees_boy was trying to pal his chtit
apart which was bolted down to_the floor. Heft tugand_pulleid
then pull sore more, but '.t did not iota, Ibtme. Then be started
on the empty desk before him and bpi at it until it idggled looee
are hi could_whake it. Not once did-the teacher glace in hie
direotion, or eay_oneeord to him- (OHr_teacier_hTtd_136 daildren
in one room IS-8th grade. She would atop tnYone trying to_breakand furniture. We all bad books. .411 could reed. A handicap was
no excuse for not learning4

Alan, the ninth bootless boy,_bed hiethwth eel forefinger on the
tip of his shirt oollar which be twisted beak and forth.

The tenth bOokIese boy, Roger, had been crying but be tried to be
a_mtm_about it_and was_struggling to top. He'd close his eyes tight
for awhile; then he Beamed to relax_them; then_ held_open thereeide,
blinking his laahas as feet as be could. Hits fiats were clenched.
His baok was tense. Hie legs were rigid as a oarv_ta. How would youlike to suffer thit way?

Neal, the eloventh boy, was A real clown._ fb_was ihe_leat boy in
the bookless row. He would stand up, look directly ct the teacher,
make funny faoes, loll his eyr sway hie body back and forth, wave
his arms in_the aa'...amything to-get teachera attention. Neal
cried putt_ 01I_wwit a book WO Please give me a book:- n
*Why °ain't I have a book_wbon I oan_already_read? LO failed toobtain any attention from the teacher. This rude teacher must harehave a heart of atone; her ears - daf; bar myea - blind.

Later_Nbal became a problem in sohDol becaufia rf hie unruly
behavior. All be needed was 11053e kind , ;tent a few books andthe opportunity to learn.

At the_age of 18,-Neel was dead,playing "chiokon" on the highway.
Why_should beobey Iowa? When ha did obey and stayed in the oleos-
room viotiuized by abuee, to wait rewarded with orueInees. The hadbeen deliberately held baok from learning. Murderers do not all_
'tarry guns. Some stand before a oleseroom of tote, turning their
betake on the onea they wish to eliminate.

As you know ',reading readinees._weteinvented_to proteot the look-
say reading method whimh failed to teach reading. Most of all, it
ehows us:

TIE so-called_Ntduciatoran DO NOT WANT every chili to mmarE t Theyhew oormitted TREASON!

Tbink you

L

5
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Meta 12, 1986

Honorable Agustus F. Havkina;_ChairMan,

Elementary, Secondary. and Vocational EducatiOn
United Statea House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

MAR J. 8 1:1136

Dear Mr. Hawkins,

I am deeply concerned abeut the_illiteracy problem
In Amerida_.Whieh-causee an

unnecessary burden_on_all taxpayers both directly, and indirettly,__DireetIy.
because_of_moneY_which has not_been well spent, and indirectly because of the
great number of persons on welfare and in prisons because of illiteracy.

Remedial measures-for IlliteracY is spending good money_after bed, which would
not be neceatary If preventative measures were used to begin with.

For example,_remedial_measures ard being used in our lOcal vocational school.
One-full-time °nstructor,and_one_Part,time ineftdetor have been hired to instruct
students in remedial basic skills_in english and math.; in Order for them to qualify
fer_vocationAI training.-. These students are non-Special Bd. studentewhe.range in
ages from 18 to 50 and who have been referred to the basic skills instructors by
the vocational instructors:

.Also,-two full-time instructers teach Special Ed. students who are sr!'
school but are not fully qualified for vocational training.

Another helf-time instruetor instructs persons to prepare them for

Much-of the.training listed ebove would not be necessary if prevpncl
had been used.

As you_know_according_to the_Icgislation on illiteracy, the Ar-
large amounts of money just to bring redrUits up to nInth gra.,
these recruits are high school graduates.

Regarding_thereading_problems in. the schools, Samuel Eloomenteld, inhi LOrk.
NArunr Rorse_In Education, said_that many children who are labeled "dysTe.
are not. They have reading disablIitied; he sajs, because of the Look-Say method.
Be claims. that many reading disabilities can he iEvoi-Cd almost overniAht by
teaching Phonics.

Tr is_shooking_to.note the direction that many arc trying to take our schools.
Some teachers_call_themselveS rebange agentsn_and-seem to be spending too muchtime acting as "therapists"...Aoing_Pole_Playing

(Asking-young children to decide
who_is of the least value, to society);_Values Clatifidatien (eneoureging young
children to choose their own values free from the authority of their Oid-enitS end
the church); and Situation-Ethics (telling children that it is tactless_not_to
lie in snme_situations), Please see Child-Abuse In The Classroom by PhYllis
Schlafly, and Nbat-Are_They Te..chio Out Children by Mel and Norma Gabler.

59-608 0 86 6
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Not only are there-those who would deter the schools from their Primary purpose
of_teaching Reading, Writingi and_Arithmetic by putting Teen_Realth Clicies_in
the schoolsi but there are those who would spend taxpayers' money by putting
Day Care Centers in the schools. Teachcra are hired to teach reading, writingi
and arithmetic. That is where I want my tax money to be spent, and I know many
parents who would agree.

The results prove the wisdom of the act, and we are now seeing the results of
the education process in the form of illiteracy. Something must be done to
correct this problem.

I support Senator Zorinsky's legislation ou illiteracy, and I request that the
members of the Committee support this legislation also.

Please include this letter in the record of the illiteracy hearing on March 20.

/ will appreciate your consideration in this vital matter.

Sincerely,

peavt.*
TheIma_L,_ Cumbi
234 Del MOfite AVe.
TAtottid, WA 98466
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1805 Farker_CirCle,-Apt. F
Norfolk, Nebraska 68701
March 24; 1986

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins- Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, ,SeconAary, and Vocationol Edudatien
United States House of Representatives
Room-B 346 C-Rayburn Building
Washingtkit, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

buId_you please lhdlude this letter and the enclosed _
letter..of Viviat:S. S-undard-in the record of tLe hearing on
illiteracy that was.h:Id on March 20, 1986.

_ Lam_writing to ask you And the othermembers of the
Subcommittee to support the Mtiotial ;Commission on Illiteracy
kct.proposed_hy_Senator_Edward ZOriteky. :The purpose of the
Act iiv:to-supply_teachersiandiparente With-authoritative
information about auccessfUl'andjmnauctessfUl methods of teaching
beginning_readIng. Such.informatIen is badly-needed, because
the method now used in most sehoolei_knowt AO the leek and say,
Wholetword, or sight method, is simply not working;

- LI-an mot an expert on'the teaching_of beginning reading,
bUt-I have experience in working withpoer_readersland fUnctemal
initereted and some education in languages and_writing systems;
For sini-years I taught Latin and humanities at_LouisIars State
UnIveraity.dii1WtOn Rouge. -There were many peer-readers among
my students. -It Would be an exaggeration to call_therLfUnctional
illiterates; bilt they certainly didknot read English:with nisei
ArvunfaniItar Word-WoUld stop them cold, because they had noL
idea hovvtesoUnd it eat.--They were poor spellmrs- and4_as_lar
as_I_could:telI;_never=reed ftor pleasure. They cottld read well
enough_to_get into.00nege; but-not-weil enough to acquire the
stock of know/edge that every etheatedi person aught to have.

On_the_firet_Alay_ef beginning Latin I alwaya taught the
students_the Latin names of:the:lettere Of the alphabet/Ltd

. showed them how_to_seund_out Latin *brae. -The practiceof
sounding oats word was obvisuoIy_cOMpletely ne* to most of
them. It.ssems safe to-conclude that 210 One-had-ever taught them
the relations betimes-sounds and letters in Etglish. No
wonder they.were peer readers.

For the last ten Fears I have_made my living by preparing
road-, street, and bridge reports for counties atd tblims in

..tertheaat Nebraska. This work has brought:me into_cettadt With
dOadhe Of functional illiterates in the empIorof Iodel_govern-
menta and engineering firms. These are the_peopIe who did tot
even try to get into college. Over and over again I have teen
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bright, induatrious_people:who cannot read the siMpleat para-
graph in a technical manual or_a note_on a_set_of construction
plane* who_cannat write_a_shortireport an the inspection Ofa
bridge or construction site_orm_brief description orthe renairs
to a piece of machinery, As_white-smaIl-town Nebraskans they
hive-never known the grinding poveky of tho_urban_clUtO et the
cruelty of racial prejudice. English_is_their_mether teigUe
aid they speak it Meetly. They just_caet readLand
NO one has ever tanght them hew to sound out_aLwerd,:iiihen they
try-to read* they just look at the first_letter_or_Iettere_or_
e Word and guess-at the rest of it* usually incorrectly._ Their
spoiling is-completely haphazard, ao that they themselves,
littera week's title, Cannot read whatthev have written.

In higa_school, college, and-graduate school* I learned
to_readLOorman, French, Latin, and Greek. My teachers began__
inatructimminteash language by teaching the relations between
seinds_and_letters..iThis_was-especially important in Greek*
4hith_has_a differentAaphabet, but that alphabet is no more
pesslimg to_the_colIege freshmawthan our Alphabet is to the
child in kindergarteni_LIf_no ondhad taught me the-relations
between the sounds of Greek:arid:the letters of the Greek-alphabet,I would have had to_figure_outithose relations formyself,or
else remain as illiterate in Greek_as_minions of Americans are
l 'Aftexish.-and forsthe same reason--the necessary recta
hid net been taught.

-In graduate school I took two very good_tourses in_Iih-
guistics,-learning about the three kinds of_writing_systemet

_

alphibeticy-in which each symbol* generally speaking, stand&
fer-eseund;-(2)-syllabic* in mhich each symbol_stands_for a_
syllable: and (3) ideographic: in which each symbol_represents
micencept Or word. Beglish hls an alphabetic writing system,
bmt_Linlmose_schcHA.s,-Children are taught to read as if the_
writing_system were ideographic. This is absurd, it ahould
noverhave been =plated to work, and in fact it is net working.

Nemeiignoramnses_make light-of the-preblem of illiteracy_
ea the greumdsLthat conpUtert *ill somehow-make it less necessaryto he able to_read.Nothing_could be-ferther from the truth.
Ner-the lasttue years_i_ho.e_been taking courses in computer_
pregrammdag. la nearly_aIl_bmeiness_uies of the camputer,_the
usercemmunicateswith_thecomputer:by means-of a typewriter
keyboard* that is, by writingvand_the computer responds by
p!Itting- message on a terminal screen for_the user-to-read.
What will the fenctional illiterate doLimithis settiegl There
is eve& loss roes for Winer her_in_computeripregramming, In
oprogramming language* COBOL, for example* certain words are
reserved ter use soletyas statements of the_Ianguage,_and_if
the-programmer misspells one of them* the program_willinat rUA.
Other verde are names invented by the programer.for_items of
data.__Such_a name nest be-spelled the aame way every time it
is need or the program will not run..

1
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I would like to close with a few facts about the education
of my grandfathers. My father's father grew up ix the backwoods
of Oregon in-the 18804s. His school was in session only:three
months ott of the year, and he dropped out after the third grade.
All his eclat life he read a newspaper every day. He could read
anything-you put in-front of him and-wrote without hesitation.
His spelling, thoUgh sometities-unerthodox, was phonetic; you-
neverhad to guess at a word that he-had written my motherte
father was_born in_Germany and brought to this coletry_acan
infantAis_porents spoke only German at; hams. _He 'talked iltO
the_firstLgrade without knowing a word of English, and his
teacher knew no_Germax. lie learned to speak, read, and write
English with ease.

MFgrandfathers_learned_to readLand_writain_a_short_time_
because they ware taught by theright method. Theloek axd_say
method was not yet in use in those days._ Think how different
it would betoday. Firat an attempt would be made to teach
them to read by the look and say method. The illiteracy whiCk
would very likely result would be blamed ompeor attendance
or cultural deprivation, and a remedial program would be started
for them. They still migkt spend thirteen years in echool and
come out usable to read and write. I know our schools can do
better-because they have done better in the past. Congress can
help by seeing that reliable information gets.lto teachers and
parente.

Thank you very muCh for alleWing me to submit these remarks.

cc: Senator Zorinsky (w/encl)

rery tritly yews,

444-10.p.4 et...,
Sidney A. Saunders Ph.D.

1 6 6
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1805 Parker'Circle; Apartment F
Norfolk, Nebraska 69701
March 24, 1986

The, Honorable Auguattis DAwkine;_Chairman
Subcommittee ma ELementary, Secondary, and Vocational EdUcation
United States-Hause of Representatives-
Room-B 346 C_Rayburn_Bunding
Washington, D.0; 20515'

Dear_Mc Rankine.
_The near,IIIIteracy of_millione_of Americans is a fact, but

one_00 bisarre_that_it_may gain_belief only with great diffi-
ealtY.__I thaIi_do_my beet to convince you and othere of it,
and_IibeR you not to be like MY parents and so mahy other
people-of their generation. I kept trying to tell them how
badLthinge were. but like most Americans. they taIked-only-
to people they knew well who were like themselves, and liatened
only to what they wanted to hear. It was-not-until-my mother
mored to a. retirement complex after-my (ather's death - a cam-
plyx where approximately three-fot±ths of the-people were-re-
tired teachers - that-it was-finally broUght home to her how_
bad things were. And if-you doubt the eetiousness of_the_prob-
lem2-especially among whites, I urge you:to:talk_with_someLre-
tired rtite and-bladk-teachereithe had taught:both_before_and_
afte:'_the intruotion of the Look-Say method which has caused
90% arthe prftaes.
-7 with t- .aressimore than anything_elee Oat INTEGRATION DID

CAUSh:T?:S PROBLEM;_ THE METHOD CAUSED ITThe_riAnat I can
.this is s'ary _simple: the method causItt on At leeel. a Ocede

t954 Supreme Court decision cm' integroion. And
tIA.6.r6-ason I_knew that is'that when I walked int ,my first-
kre!'e elassroom In 1944 the Loo3ay method wum already in use;

:!;';34, better believe that at that time there were exactly
Ls lagny black children in that wLite seLpclas there were
Martians. There were NO blaok chilerv.1 in 'dhite sehools-any-
where in the South (mine loAs iu Clarksdele, Mississippi) and
preolaus few anywhere else. tiackily nad-leamed to-read
at hcme, which is-one-of-the reasons why I-knew-the literates
from the illiteratem.)- Again, if you don't believe this Chron-
ology, aak some-retired_teachersl
Later- fret 1963 tii1974._firet Maine, and_then im Louisie,

ana -I ;aught the-prodUeta-ofthIe_method._eggin_mostly whites,
anebedame famiIiar-wIth_some of_Ite Gbd-anfUlespectsiOne_of'
the_thingsthat_reaIly_drives you up the wall with_theae. atn-
dents ie that they just guess at words they don't recognise.

167
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-(mese Imre, college studentet4_Premois_College, BiddefOrd,
Mike, 2nd LOU-Haton houge:,r_but itsakes_littIe_difference
beesusathey had always behaved that way and:probably alwaye
wila.)=-Thordidn't-r.r,seat words because they!d_donapoorly
in_roading=olaim, they were TAUGHT to guess at werds.LandItaught
that every04S-does1 -They ebuldn't sound out words because
they hmd_no idea what Mennen the different letters stood_fer._
L/nLaward:Stany length they would.loak at the first part only

anUgaessLatitharea4. ITer-ineftece, if the word they were
oenfrented wma_Simifeetly they-Si:had-try manifesto, manu-
.1 O i,and you Were lucky if you didn't heW

,rr .etrea, gr Aieal_todayiabout_the failure otAmerioan
seheels_to teaek_foreign_langnagee.: .Itga lapossible. ISlament" umk_ealvat theb.ginninge ef words-Sad never the

what Nares0MOLlanguageisoulaLyea possibly teach that ?
-Orman; IhMedani. epanieb._Itallanthey all usadhanges

in the endinAs of words aanarkerm_fes time.:person speaking,
spoken- ty vs. surmise- andaany:other_netiome

0 StadsitAimiii. te understand whit hefshe_is_reading.
B,t th etadiattaight buthe look-say method wiII never kneethe mier 'fres e asehaehast

thett,the-look-say smthod ip that. since
theimethod haa small use for individual letters. the students
taught thie_way Memorise the-alphabet late or not at all.
This leokanything hp in:

eibeekac
etiemaries_

entyeiepediaa_
31 tlanarieslof_Thia

ediascef That
eard ea o
lihrerrabe edialphabstioally by author

and a demon other erenWsouroes. _Nest of_those_who get
te naive:red _le*142_01An_limp_throughiabout a desen-liatinge
abish-isli le indeed eempared_to_vhat_thay should be-able-
to.do: The_resnit lawhairova:mma_all_aromed_us: a nation of

misconjugated tretdd
nMt Saran handmade grocery-eters signs butin the_pages Of.,V.atiglouSlUMMITIWOWIN magasineis, and.books. Don!t bother
Saing-why-the-porpstraters;didet loo/c.the words up in a
dliotiShOttr. They-ecialdet have done so._
A010;_in 0-101114.-I beg you net to shrug thisprob-

Isksff.= to say, I dim taanna hear about it.* not to
lists IfteauaadiSbillef is se easy. If_you meet a Willa
sk!èimm1ng 1'0 ,by tin* leek-say method, see if he
lite-AuW0aSirsISAL IS,ftworiper or-magamine :xlry. If the
obtld_Wvery' AS8414wrierny words she/he c3.14 pick out.
WIlth-bigk_seheel ,..pinks-how well could thie person do
aleT_theAtb_wi4, initsnotiewmanual and no teacher?
"AM4 again_talk_te_teaehersato_bave-ttught children
dusing_hoth the reigasf_pbenies and the reign of the look-
say mmthed._Yeasny_get_the_berrorsi_but_I hope-you will
dasere than that. I hope you will AOT NOW - before Japan
gets Au the good_jebs. _

VIvits gr. Samedore (MIS; Sidliply A. Saunders)
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13626 Pleasant Dr.__
Allen Parki-MI 48101
April 1, 1986

Rspres. Augustus S. Hawkins
House of Representative
Rayburn Bldgi Rm._B. _- 346 C
Washington, D.C. 20515

Honrabl Repres. Hawkinss

Enclosd is_my testimony which I wish to give in
support of Snatr Zerkinsky's bill n the
National Commission en the Illiteracy Act.

Pleas upport this bill..

This testimony is made available for inclusion
in the record of the illiteracy hearings f 1/20/86.

Your support of this bill is appreciated.

S iijzjXóly ,

LvA.11e Diehl
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15626 PIeedent Dr.
Alien Park;-MI 48101
(313) 386=2414
April 1,.1986

My name is Lucille Diehl

I live in Allen Park, Michigan

Statement by LUOille Diehl
before the
Subc**Mittee n Elimontry,
Sed-ondkry and Vocational
Education.

I have a degree from the University of Detroit

*ith a major in Accounting and a minor in Education

and Economicsi

I'M a grandmother of 4 granddaughters . and CoUnting!

For the last 0 years, I've worked as a substitute

teacher in Jr. and Sr. qigh Schools for two downriver

area school districtel Southgate and Taylor.

As a stib-teacher. I'Ve taUght at every levei fret 7th

through 12 grade,.CoVering most subjeOts. i Want
_

to testify about abuses occurring in our eddeational

systemss abuses of authority as8Uted by educate-re

through the neglect of parental Vigilance. What I
report is not hesrsays I've personally witnessed and

experienced these events.

The students that I meet are the tattIe-tale consequence
of their earlier teaching-learning experience; the

result of the elementary educational portion of our

school system, wherein valued clarification and

sex-education programs are insidipv,ly incorporated

within subjects of various titles that tend to deceive

parents (Whether on purpose or not) regarding the

content of the class..
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These values cl:lrification and sex-education programs

haVe One 7:%;:rposo or goals to cLange the moral values

of our youth . . ..our forthcoming generations of

adUlt oititens . into self-centered, humanistic1 .

satanic-oriented valuea.

What most God-oriented people accept as absolute

truth with projected moral values, is taught to our

children as subjective values. These subjective values

alter their attitudes toward family..(the very foundation

of our society) and the sex role (the interrelationship

between men and women) to expect throughout their lives.

Each person's learning should be a life-long experience.

The ability to communicate is essential to this life-long

learning experience. Comprehensive reading and writing

are primary means of individual comnunication. -Reading

and writing ies not being effectively taught in the

primary grades, We are graduating functional and

marginal 1111terated froth our high schools because

our children are not able to comprehensively read their

high school tektboOk8. Thid 18 the result of the

"LoOk-Sey" approach to reading, wherein students are

taught to recognize the meaning of whole wo,Nis and

phrases, rather than learning the alphabet and phonics.

The "Look-Say" method is comparable to teaching the

Chinese language which has no,alphabet.
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By the time students reach the 6th grade this "LookSay*

method has produced a sizable percentage of students

that educatore label "learning disabled* . .

1.e., slow learners, dyslexic, emotionally impaired,. etc..

These studente are grouped into *Special Education"'

classes that comprise about 1/3 of a total student classes.

Within the 2 school districts I serve, too many

Jr-High students cannot read, write, spell or perform

beide math (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division).

Each succeeding year that I substitute, I witness the

academic and behavorial changes in the students

many. students I've come to redognize from previous

grades. The nUMbere of.slow-learners. emotionally--;

impaired. etc. (students lacking proper levels of

basic ekille) increeee ; 01 "Special Education"

classes grow.

Meanwhile, the mindo of these students are infiltrated

with sex-education Wherein basic moral values are

changed or eliminated, the majority of parents and

church officals are unaware of this. They blindly

trust the teachers.

Students are taUght in depth about sex, abortion and

subjective values such as *doing your own thing* .

family Valuda ere destroyed. They are taught to enjoY

1 7 2
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adult privileges without accepting the accompanying

responsibility.

For examples:

Frost people would perceive the subject matter of Home

Economied dledd AS COoking, sewing, home decoration., etc

i.e.,.various aspects of practiCal family life. Silt

most Mete EcOnäiiiid Classes I sub in are ctesses teaching

Child-development which includes methods of birth contro:

including abortion. I. Clearly recall finding a book

entitled "Abortion" on,the teacher's desk of an llth=12t

grade "sewing cladd". The lesson:plan for that day

was taken from this book. Please notes.

The subject Of abottidh ie bad enough. however, this

book subjectively favored abortion! It did not tell

students of the phydical and moral dangers of abortion,.

only when and how to seek an abortiOn. One got the idea

that abertion was as natural as getting your hair cut

.anieasy, natural proceast

When I asked dtUdehtS how many of their parents knew

what was being taught, I opened a pandora's boxs

students defended teadhing of the subject, some

volunteering that they have already had abortions

the question repeatedly aaked 6f me was, "What would

do if your daughter got pregnant?

Obviously,.these students were programmed to addept
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sex-without-responsibilityi te abort when tho

natural rasult of sex occurred..

Similar experiences have occurred to me dogens

of timesu

subsequent

Many girls see no problem having

they like. A few years ago. one

27 pregnant students . their

freely discussed by their peerst:

just a way of life..

the result of diminished moral values and

attitudes being taught in our school systems.

seX with boys

high school had

pregnancies being

no shames no secrets'

When students are taught sex and immorrl values,.

starting at grade school levels, what more would

any knowledgable person expect? There is no

embarrassment among studentst they freely kiss and

embrace in the halls s a . often °French kissing°

and fondling their "tushs" as though they were

"making out." It's a common sight. Teachers see

this . . . there is no disciplinary acticn1

Social Study, Psychology and Sociology classes

they're all a brainwash, geared to destroy the

family unit. They also destroy our concept of

free-enterprise, directly or indirectly teaching

students to dep :d upon our government. Our concept

of government as a republic is being replaced by a

socialistic concept :0 the welfare condept of
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society iv being xec :al: our tax-supported Schnol

ivatems, Equality women, In every Lamest,

is being taught. Most thInking, objective people Will

recognize this as iMpossibl, i;tiat is the result of this?

More often, it's the girls whz try to imitate the 3.5.4'e=

style of men as they -,erceive it. What do you think

this type of study-program does to a girl's seIf-images

her ego; her value of self? It's devastating!

Rit1 are probably aware of a program calledIN-SERVICE

TRAINING for teachers. This program embraces most,

if not aIl, subjects. Periodically throughout the

school year, teachers are scheduled away from their

regular classes to attendIn-Service training classes.

One program I read was for a Biology class. The

booklet was developed by Karla Atkinson of the Office

Of Sex Equity in Educations Lansing, MI. I want to

quote from the introduction Of this bookleti. (quote)

hiB bOOklet focuses specifically on only one major

change which our society has witnessedt the roled

of women and men in the home and in the work place..

This booklet presents Selected facts and infOrmation

that collectively challenges many of the sterotyped

prescriptions our society has held about thead toles..

Further, this information is applied to the classroom

which, in theory, is a laboratory for learning..

Certainly students learn facts and polish academic
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stills,in this laboratory. Yet students alsb

even in kindergarden 0practidine'for adult rc'.4.es

as men and women."' (unquote)

Let me illustrate how a biology teacher would apply

In-=Service training, using this booklet..

On one page bf thie booklet, the teacher is presented

certain "facts" . . followed by a list of questions

geared tb prepare the student's mind to accept thead

"facts" and how to use them. Fbt exaMple, one

"fact"'would read, (quote) "Women will be indreatingly

eMployed outside the home for obind period of time in

their iivee; (unquote) Then a table is given shOWinp

increasing numbers of women in the Worktorce between

the years 1960 through 1982; from 23 million to 48 Million.

Another "fact" would readt (quote) "Women will continue

to earn less than men. On the average. they *ill earn

590 for every dollar." unquote) Then a 'Wale is given

showing male and feMale earnings for the years 1960

through 1981 for comparison.

The teacher is now given Check-Out questions to ask

students, such ast

1) Ho* many of you have both parents working

outside of the home?

Only one parent outside the home?
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Do you know what jobs pay better than

Otherd?

The teacher is asked to judge the student's response

as having positive or negative values about certain

jobs and how to determine the approach to change these

attitudes.

Now . . lest you forgot . . . all this is occurring

in a Biolory classi I see this as an effort to alter

our God-given values and natures into acceptance

of a society fostering sexual equality; the mainDobject

of life being money. How else would you interpret it?

Last . , . but not least . . . / want to call attention

to the DEATH-type programs in our schools.

Recently, in an 8th grade Social Studies class, the

teacher left a video tape for the day's lesson plan..

The video scenario depicted a class of high-school

senior boys and girls, who were given assignments to

work in pairs on a given project. The.last to pair-off

was a smart, "bookworm" type boy and a happy-go-Lucky,

athletic Star.

The "bookworm" boy's parents were divorced; he lived

with his mother; his father remarried a woman with a

younger son. The athlete, whose twin brother had

died, had a father who was a doctor and a socially

177
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busy mother.. His father thbught highly of the dead

twin, ire* little of the athlete. This athlete slayed

dunb. but he was quite Start.

The video-tape scenario centered on these two boys

planning to commit suicide . . . which they eventually

attempted by running their car over a cliff. However,

the wbookworeVlped out just before the car went over

the cliff . . . the athlete died, A most depressing

story wherein educators tell students that parents

should pay more attention to their children. Aside

from addressing the wrong audience, what was the purpose

of the film prepared for classroom presentation?

If thid deems confusing to you . . . consider the

effect on students in thiS -8Ah ta242 class! They began

discussing bow II= would commit suicide.

I question the edUctitional value of this video

what business does it have in a abhool curriculum?

I Want tO conclude by reminding this panel that every

parent has the in. ual, God=giVen right and obligation:

to educate their c: Ildren. Whatever power or.aUthority

the.State. the school system; the teachers have-has

been delegated to them by the parents of eaCh child

When that authority is mia.:Uded, &bused and confused,

the parents have the right (not the privilege) to

withdraw their consent. If We allow the State r
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under the strong, persistent lobbying efforts of the

teacher unions to usurp this parental authority, we

shall reap more of the whirlwind already engulfing

our youth and our society . . the future of our

State and Country is at stake.

Our schools are no longer satiwfied to teach the

cognitive skills of science, art, communications

and history . . but are replacing them with the

philosophy of God-forsaken humanism and the ideology

Of SoCialism. Students moral values and attitude8

are being purposely changed.. Who said ' ! "religIon"

is abSent from the classroom? It'S time that parents'

rights and the freedom to exercise their rights be

recognized and honored by the State.

I might add .... .. millions of dollars will have to

be spent for remedial reading and "adUlt education"

by colleges, government agencies business and the

armed forces to make these countless functional and

marginal illiterates productive in our societyu What

a waste Of bilk. SChool=taX dollar's and the Minda they

were to educate.

For those who question the objectivity of my testimony.

I urge them to carefully read their children's (or

grandchildren's) textbooks . . . even those attending

private osChoola. Inquire daily what happened in the

1 9
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classreems.i, Parenting it a full-time jib

i Vigilance..

Threugh this testimanyiI want te alert this sub-

committee and parents t the role that. oUr Givernments

have assumed in.the ducational process in the hippo

that these abuses will be cerrected.. We must do

all in ur pewer to preserve the Sanctity and sanity

of tilt children's minds and seuls. YOU have an

awesome, potonal responsibility fer the power you

wieIWas-gevernment

Through this hearing. I urge 211 whe participate

in eur Federal and State governments to protect

parent's Gild-given right te dizect their children's

educatior-md,.the freedom to practice this right

witheut political ncumbrance&

Lthille Diehl, April 1, 1986
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April 2 1986

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman
Subcommittee on_Elementary, Secondary,
and_Vocational Education
United StatrE; House-of Representatives
Room_B 346 'rayburn_BuiIding'
Washington., 20515

Dear Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins,

Enclosed you will find a copy of my testimony to be
inserted and included in the record of the illiteracy
hearing of March 20, 1986.

Please submit this for the record.

I whoIeheartedIy_sunuort the Zoriy legislation
oh illiteracys since thiS iS the for all learn
ing. I look forwerd t hering on this in the
future.

cerelyt

Elaine Andreski
30327 Pembroke
Warren, Mi. 4809?
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30327_Pembroke
Warren, Mi._ 48092
Tel. (3.3) 751-4497

ntntement bi Elaine And:aF:i

befbre the

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

NONORPBLL AUGULTUO F. HAWKINS, CHAiRMAN

ROOM B 346 C RAYBURN BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

Honorable Chairman, committee members, ladies and gentle-

men: It is a rare privelege to be able to nddress 0.'ose respon-

sible for passing laws that will affect the lives of thc iAer-

ican people. lothing in the annals of hiLtory 'las reached the

deplorable situation we as a people are faced with as the

.roblems of illiteracy, destruction of traditional values and

violence that reflect the nocial change promoted by oue educa-

tOrs over the past 30 years or so. As a parel:i. of four child-

ren, all grown now, and parent activiat for almost 20 yearo,

I have witnessed first hand most of %.:Iat my testinony includes.

While my two older chilren have Jeen ',cheated,' by the govern-

ment schools, I muE.t. conf-ss liat I chose take the sitoation

into my own handc in 1977 homeschooling the two younger ones.

They are both working full time after their graduation from our

hame school and are presently attending Mac.mb County College

oft a part time basis. My Traditional Roman Catholic religious

beliefs demanded no less from me.
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In 1975 a research pnper was written on "Parental Control

Of-Publc-S-chool Curriculum," by Kenneth A. Schulman, a member

of th t. Johns Law Review and the St. Thomas More Institute for

Legal Research.

The study focused in on parents rights and where the line

could be drawn regarding protests of curriculum. The report

goes on to se:i; "It is weilmtablished that a parent cannot

sUccessfully avail himself cf the use cf the courts simply on

the basis of a disagreement he may tiva with the curriculum

as prescribed by the board of educ Al or the state.' The

Supreme court has clearly pointed 011L Lhat, "Courts do not and

cannot Intervene in the resolutic Of conflicts which arise in

the doily operatioh of scheoI systems and which do not direetly

and sharply implicate basic constitutional vanes. It mey be

concluded, therefore; thnt parents will fail in their challenges

if their criticisms do not reach constitutional proportions

of the constitOtional infringement is justified by a greater

State interest."

°P,ven where these constitutional rights have been violated,

parents h:ve still been denied the right to control the educa-

tion of their children where a court finds that the state's

interest in directing education is saperior.

" Unless they resort to private dchcols or more effectively

influence _he public school boards on election day, the dissatis-

fied part, 's vill find that the right to control the educati:u:

Of their hId Stops at the school house ga':.e."

The Amer_ean eaucation': syStem used to be the finest in the

world. It trained ,oung I.d1p tC, become useful and prOduCtive

citizens, transmitting the vblUer- and standards Of oUr fere-

183
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fathers to the younger generation.

The incredible sum of tax monies Att,:r-lcan's ve poured

into the system in recent years, has resulted in -)r test results,

with scholastic apptitude tests declining every for the past

13 years. Diplomas are granted to students who cannot read,

write, spell and do simple math problems. Many exTerts believe-

our cyatem has been sabategued. Our children have been defrauded

of the basic tools of learning for which the parents paid a

terrible price.

In far too many schools pupils are taug.-.t only what is

wrong with America, discounting the fact that this benevolent

nation has donated billions of dollars to feed the hungry,

clothe the naked and educate others earning us the nickname,

"breadbasket Of the world." Aild our own criticize us for not

having done enough; The truth that our system has provided

more political freedom and economic abundance to more people

than any other -..stion in the world. .

Aside fr( condemning our country, the failure to teach

basic Skills -Id fundamental truths has left a void that was

ultima!'.ely filled with values clarification, a system of probing

and tnanging the el-0)7Q; values by techniques such as violent pnd

disturbing booki, rq,d materials dealing with parental

conflict, runnin- leath, drugs, murder, suicide, mental

illness, poverty, despair and anger; or requiring th child to

engage in role playing of death, pregnancy, abOrtion, anger,

suicide and hate,

Peruonal evaluations and aurveys which invade the private

thoughts and acts of the chilo and his family are randomly

used in whatever classes are found suitable. The deliberate

1 S 4
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attempt to make a child 4t:estion his parents va/ues via vhlues

clarification drives a psychological wedge between parent and

child, while the latter adopts an autonomy unbeknown to that

particular age group.

For the laSt 25 years, protests have been conducted on

every scale imaginable from the fbur corners of the United States.

Parentsi who have tried to suc the school syStem in New York for

malpractice, found themselves thrown out of court; Their son had

graduated from high school an illiterate.

The 70's and 80's hnve ushered in, first, the on of

secular humanism as a philosophical base for our public school

children, and second, the eas.ern occult, Hindu practices such

as meditation, yoga and guided .aagery as 4 means of reducing

stess t.nd improving motivation.

In other words our present day system of cdu.cation has been

reduced to a laboratory where behavioral psychology, using

stimulus and respontle Lechnques that originally were used on

dogs, rats and chickens. Operant conditioning, lathered by

B.F. Skinner, the social engineer, has been adopted by almost

every school in Atherica. The Skinnerian mastery learning, used

all over the couhtry including MiChigan will be officially wel-

comed by school boards and admini.F=ators soon as they presant

it to them at a conlerence to be held the first week of October,

1985, in Wayne Michigsn. The present climate of teav!...i.ng ahd

administrative areas in Michigan leave no doubt in my mind that

Mastery Learning will become the universal system cf education

incorporating operant conditioning under the guise uf precision

teaChing, ClabSroom management, structured learning and discipline.
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For parents who were alerted to these dangers long ago,

what became known as the Hatch AMendtent was finally a vehicle

et tool to be used to put an end to the experiMents being conduc-

ted Oh 6 captive aucieace, the school children Of AMerice.

The change agentb who boast of radically altering the morals

and values of our Children Could finally be confronted.

"In 1965 congress gave the notorious NEA what it wanted,

the Elementary and Secondary Act, a virtual key to the Federal

treasury," says Sam alumenfcld in "PEA! TROJAN HORSE .IN AMERICAN

EDUCATION." This bill was originally created fer the alle-.d

purpose of COnpenaatory educational programs for the "eMetionally

disadvantaged," Title 1. However, it also created many Other

categorical programs providing funding for such things as

library services Title II, F-^mplary elementary and secondary

school programs, (experimentUi programs) Title III, state depart-

Ments of educatic.:1 title V, and bilingual education title VII.

Almost iumediately government publiCatiOne such as Paha-

settart in Innonation, became avallable th5t *Mild change the

approach to eduCation from the cogniti,re (inteneet) area to
the affoctive (fee7.° -r nnd emotions), behavioral ih natOre. The
phenomenal gro

coast to coas

reVolution tpid

intrusion began to be felt froM

tC hzt.d even the faintest i'aa or .le

The pacesetters direction was to organ-
ite the process of change to reorganite And reazructure the

entire adheel sy.7tem. Teachers were subject to Sensitivity

training and change agents training through ik terVice training,
not only to cOndition the teachers to new philosephieb, but to

spread their influence to others in their own distriota and

throughout the state by way of various visition programs.
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Th- result was structured ond graded classes being system-

aticallN pliricud out and replaced by ungraded individualized

-istfuctLon subject to a pre-conceived mold Or norm

oy computerized 01171e11' called PPDS, (National Curriculum).

The teacher then became a facilitator or clinician, monotoring

the cycling and recycling of attitudinal changes .11 the student.

A Ione voice in congress, that of the Hbnora,J.n Earl F.

Landgrebe, a congressman from Indiana, voiced his Objection tO

the extension of the ESNA Act that would carry it through 1978.

His pleas were ignored as he raised four crucial issues that

were never addressed; 1. Federal control, 2. parental e:ghts,

3. content of educational programs and 4. results of such.

An evaluation was conducted by Lhe American Institute for Research

(AIR) in Mirth, 1972 and concluded that flparticipant6 in Title I

programs gained less during the period of inStrUCtion than non-

participants and consequently fell further behind their nail-pat-

ticipants (non federally funded) peers and national norx64

Other studies also indicated that the 13 billion spent under

ECU hadn't resulted in any educational improvement. Since its

effectiveness as a federal program had failed, cnngressman

Londgrebe proposed HR10839 to phase out the ESEA within 4 years

and grant local control te sehhol districta once agair. OSO

prohibiting psychotherapy techniques, forced teach,. nem'ec'ship

in unions and 7estricting title programs to the cogr.It4v

only. .

It wasn't surprising that his bir didn't pass, but on,' mnn

alone is no match for the socia2ist majo-ity in the legislatur,I.
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The courageous lawmaker from Indiana was defeated in his fourth

bid for office and the American people experience a terrible loss.

h brief attempt wam made to rid our schools of experimental
Vng

prevams with the in,roduction of the Hatch Amendment; but

becausa no reguIatiOns were issued at this time, it proved to

be an ineffective piece of IegitIation, not worth the paper it

was printed on. Since that time, regulations have been issued,

but the final rules exclude any professional input regarding

complaints against Federal programs. Since nonacadeMic courses

atb the billy programs affected the academic courses.wilI be

imMuhe from prosecution and teachers can have a field day in

such classesi This amounts to a slap in the face of all those

parents who traveled great distances at their own expense to

testify at the Hatch hearings;

The damage done to the teaching progessien can only be

repaired by the teachers themselves now, by upgrading its own

standards Of character and rebelling against their own leadership.

TeaChers claim they arr victims of abuse yet they faiI to recog

nize that parents were the first Victims of educational battle

fatigue for ur there v_is no place to turn for help.

I would lik :. to conclude this testimony by asking you to

assist Senator Zorinsky by supportihg his legislation, the

National Goii,ission on Illiteracy Act. Timing is crucial, we've

gat no time to lose. Millions of young people have already

.6,oh affectea and cur country cannot afford any mere twisted

ni.cls. Since reading lies at the he'art of ail learning, this

is an u.cellent lance to at-art.

Nr,erher, a nation cannot remain free and illiterate at

thc same f.i.Te. Patents must regain control over their children

188
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and the institutions they support to teach their offspring.

James J. Kilpatrick the conservative columnist, wrote in a 1978

column, "I get angry letters from parento about these bizarre

incidentei but I don't get nearly enough angry letter:7, l'arents

are too docile, dumb or brainwashed. We ough; ',;) get mad at the

behavioral boys who , our children of non-existent

innesseS. And otay mad." I couldn't agree with

him more.
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